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PREF:WE

This text is structured around the proposition that
learner-focused training is (a) an effective way ta,teach
la,' to layman andTb) a unifying principle to-tie the entire
training program together. To accomplish both ends the word
"advocacy" is 'given its broadest possible meaning. The text
is. not self-executing; it calls foral the *,trainer to develop
hie own training style, format and materials within the'
context of certain fundamentals of pedagogy.

The text grows out of a number of experiences: the
training progroins conducted by the author over the last five
years and the fruitful exchange thatthq author has had with
other trainers and program developers within and without the
National Paralegal Institute during thia,same period. The text
does not represent the official view of the Institute. The
Xnstitute generated it as an option for discussion and further
development. The ultimate responsibility for the text,. particularly
its flaws, is the author's.

BillStatekr
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Chapter One

Definitions: Paralergai.sh Trainers,
Traintng and Advocacy

'

This text is designed ,for trainers of paralegals,.
A "paralegal" is an individual who:

1. is not a licensed attorney nor a law student
clerking for a'lawyer during his law schqol
years;

2. is not a legal, secretary, at least to the
extent of the legal secretary's ministerial
functions, e.g.., typing, appointment- keeping,
etc.;

3. is an agent, directly or indirectly, in that
he or,she is part pf a legal service process
designed to articulate and respond to actual
and potential claims and defenses of clients;

4. Performs activities that hitherto were performed
by lawyers;

5. undertdkes activities that lawyers have hitherto
failed to undertake, but that we "normally"
would-expect lawyers to perform;

IP

The primary focus of this text is the paralegal who works° for,
cu_sulapntially rtlates,to, a lawyer in a law office setting,
A "trainer" is an individual who:

1. may or may not be a lager;

2. may or may not be an expert in any phase of
poverty law;

3: views training as something much broader than
what takes place 4n formal classrboms and train-
ing sessions;

4, sees advocacy as something broader than court -
rooms., cases, statues and regulations.

.
-In short, a paralegal is anyone who makes a significant (non-
clerical) contribution to the operation of a system of delivering
legal services, and a trainer is anyone who helps the paralegal
make this cofttribution.-

9
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"Training" is the process by which ah individual develops
skills in relation to specific tasks, Training can take
place in a number of settings: .

*. . . ,

. et

. A. Form Training .

ii
1. classrood sessions in the office; ''

2. classroom sessions in another agency
. orin a school or college. ,

B. Informal Training

1. on-the-job learning through instructions
from others; .

2.. on-the-job learnin by Oneself.

"Advocacy" is the process y which individual,. directly
or indirectly, attempts to infl ence the behavior of othirs
according'to pre-determined god s. Ari advocate is no't simply
one who argues in court, conducts a welfare "Faip'Hearing" or
who talks to t ghetto merchant on behtlf of a client who claims
to have received defective merchandise,: A persbn who drafts a
letter.to a welfare casew %rker asking for specified information
needs to bring to bear advocacy skills in making this "inquiry".
The same'is.true of a paralegal who files papers in court for an
attorney-and encounters some resistance from the clerk who is
supposed to receive the papers. The same is true of: (1) a
'customer in a .grocery store who claims that she has been short-
changed by the clerk; (2) the pupil being disciplined for
tardiness who claims that the teacher gave him permission to

4be late for class; (3) a parent. who wants her obstinate teen-
age daughter to _stop going' into; a particular neighborhood; (4)
a mayor who wants the city council to change a policy; (5) a
policeman who wants. to get citizen cooperation in solving a
crime. Advocacy is a fundamental component of a great many
activities and as such is a basic may of life.

As this text focuses on the interrelationship of para-
legals, trainers Slid advocacy, several disclaimers need
to be made:

1. the text does not treat any area of substantive
law, e.g.., the law of welfare or of consumer-

. creditor relation's;

text does not explore the ethical and
implications of lay advocacy;

3. the text does not dell with the recruitment
and selection.of parialegals;

4., the text does not deal with the organization
and reorganization of substantive law into

' "systems" which are then taught to paralegals.

10
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Rather', the text proceeds upon thb, fo'llowing assumptions
and hypotheses:

although, the boundary lines 'ot.paralegalism
are not always clear, tratalesals,can make a
codtfibilfion to. the operation of -a law office;

2. the case.for thelegality lay advocacy has
been made, primarily on the basis of a lawyer's
supervision of a lay advocatse'-sTwork-produot and/ jo
or the author'izat'ion grantedby Federal and state
administrative agencies to permit lay "practice"
beforethem;

3:.'beforeAintroducing paralegals to atensive
substantive law, it is eppropriate to focus on
°basic principles of. advocacy upon which later
training in substantive la0 can be bbilt;

. distinctions' between itAining" and "supervision;'
tend to be misleading and counterproductive;

'S. the program variables \available to a'trainer in
the design of.a training' program are so broad
that, gived theinput-of his own imagination and

fgmiliarity with the options available to him,
an effective training'turricuium" can b

constructed;

6: learner-focused training is the' most effective way'
to "teach" advocacy.

The range in abil4ty of paralegal trainees.is extensive.

No !Jingle text could take account'of every level of ability that

could and th'at does in,fact oast. The following chaptes attempt

(4 to chart a middle coursetetweenithose.trainees who do not need
substantial structu'red training and those who need a step-by-step

progression of training support'.
.

-

c.

a

4
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Chapter Two

Tie Situ. of Training
Where Should Advocacy Be Taught?

a

Considerable difference of op' ion exists on where para-
legals should be trained. The optOMIns are:

1) in-house
2) community agency (ether than legal service office)
3)' two or fo..r year colleges ,

4) university extension and adult education
. S) law school

6) specially created entity

Within the last eight years, all of these options have been .

tried and`most are still training paralegals. .

, . AI
.

In-house training is the mast prevalent "form of training
paralegals in the country today. It has been adopted primarily
by default, (e.&.; because the other training entities are
inaccessible). In-house training oftell consists of a series of
irfQrmal training sessions, plus a heavy dosage of on-the-job
training. There is a trend in education generally toward the
"clpinlual" model of learning which argues that people learn
best when confronted with the pressures and responsibilities of
"real" situations of cases. On-the-job training is closeirkin tune
with this approach. The problem, however, is that such training
can be chaotic due to the lack ordirection and follow- through.

Community agencies such as store-trone consumer and land-
lord tenant groups shave trained paralegals. They are a possible
resource for legal service offices. The difficulty with such
agencies is that their training programs are often sporadic and
-nat rigorous enough for theneeds of paralegals who will' be
working in legal service offices.

A few four year colleges have talked about degree,progrdms
for paralegals. The American Bar Association's Committee on
Legal Assistants-for Lawyers has proposed a four year curriculum.
for the "Legal Admirtistrator." To date it has not been implimented,
except in a feu instances. Two year colleges, however, hold greater
promise for future training. About six such colleges currently
train paralegals (primarilyfor work in private law practices. '

'as opposed to legal services for the poor). A great deal of
curricula design, however, will have to take place before the twq
year juftler or community college can meet the demand for training.

1
For a,fiiiivey of educational programs in the country, see

Statsky, "Tile education of Legal Paraprofessionals: Myths,
Realities and Opportunities," 24 Vanderbilt Lag Review 1083 (1971).

.12
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University Extension and adult education courses have
also entered the field. Again, however, their effort's have been
sporadic, experimental and not geared to the "public" law
office. Two or three law schools have conducted training
programs for paralegals. While'at one time it was felt that the
law school would become extensive t.rainers of paralegals, this
View is seldom heard today. Exceptlfor consultant assigments in
helping other entities to train paralegals, the role of the law
school in this field is in doubt.

An entity specially designed to train non-lawyers is
another option. Dixwell Legal Rights Association in. New Haven
Connecticut, for example, is an agency that was set up to train
paralegals. Due to its budget and locale, however, it has not been-.
able to meet a substantial share of the. national training need.
There is talk about the establishment of regional training centers
for paralegals. Like the two year college, this- possibility has
been greeted with enthusiasm by many in the field.

Given the paucity of training options, most legal service
offices have resorted to in-house training. The bulk of this
text, therefore, is directed to training programs run by the
office itself or by several' offices in the same vicinity. While
the text is so directed, it is submitted that the principles of
pedogogy underlying the'text are applicableto any t-iining situs.

A

3
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Chay.ter Three

Setting The Frarnework For Training; What Do You
Have To Work With And Do You Want To Co?

Defining your goals (i.e., what do you want to accomplish)
and determining what. you Faye to work with (e.&., budget,
materials, hours, facilities, capabilities, .etc.) are obviously
interrelated. You cannot set expectations beyond your capacities.
It isnevertheless worthwhile to examine the issues of goals
and capacities separately.

Section A., Defining YOurNeeds and Setting Your Goals

What are the needs of your office? Do you already have
paralegals in your office whose advocacy skills you wish to up-
grade? Du you have legal secretaries, for example, doing basic
typing work whom, you want to upgrade to paralegals? Is your
office not handling a particular kind of case because of a manpower
shortage and would an advocacy training program for paralegals help
to alleviate this shortage? Is them a particular aspect of a case
that your office regularly takes which is not being handled to the
satisfaction of staff, but which could be handled more adequately
by paralegals trained in advocacy skills related to that aspe,ct of
the case? Are people in your office duplicating each other's work?
Do you need to systematize the handling of some cases so that the
office has a greater control over the work-product of the office?
Would a training program for paralegals address itself to this
concern?

To state that there is a need to respond questions such as
these, is to say that the office needs to be thoroughly analyzed
before deciding upon a paralegal training program for new employees
or for employees already on staff whose skills need to be upgraded.
It would be a mistake simply to assume that better trained personnel
would always help no matter where they are working. The question

is: better trained to do what? This must be decided., with as much
specificity as possible, before A he training ram begins. If

. the offiCe has simply a general idea of what paralegals will
be doing, it runs the risk not'only of failing to solve its problems,
but also of adding another layer of problems to those that already
exist. Intensive pre-planning is an absolute essential.

The law office that is contemplating the use of paralegals
must be confronted, examined and cross-examined in order to come up
with an analysis that will pinpoint with precision the needs of

the office and which will tkpn raise the question of whether these

needs can be met, in part-or whole, through a paralegal training

program. The best way not to accomplish this objective is to
delegate it to one staff member. This is true even if the single

I4
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individualis the director, a law studeht or an outside Management
consultant. The task, whenever possible,' should be, adwitsetive
'reapcmsibiaty. There can be one individual who coordinates the
analysis; but he should do so with: the goal of provoking an input
from every participant in the law office involved in the production
of legal services from the director to the clerk-typist. Master
plans written in the abstrict are destined to be weak. Analyses
written by observers (eVen'if they are participant- observers) tend
to be interesting but untranslatable into action. -Unless the
coordinator- trainer (who is searching for the goals of i paralegal.
training program) can effect an investment from participants in
the law office, these participants'are not likely to follow
through on the end-prdduct ofthe.office analysis and of the
training,program. The training program may be fine in some respects',
but the trainees could be graduated into a structure that does 4 ,
not understand'them, does not know how to relate to them, 'and;
even worse; is threatened,by_them.

Does this mean that the office must close down for six months
so that it, can evaluate itself? Does this mean that, ou will need
an expensive, inter-disciplinary, computer study to psycho-econo.

___socio-gnalyze the office? Certainly not. There are more than i
few less drastic alternatives that can be suggested: .

A

1) The office can conduct a half-day, miniconference,
'in which segments of the office 'are broken down
into little committees whose mandate is to ex-
amine one aspeCt of the evaluation /goal- setting task;

2) Each staff member can be asked to answer a question-
naire that will be submitted'to a,coerdinating..staff
member,. If the respondant is an attorney, the
questions can be along the lines of :'

(a) What tasks do you how perforM?
Categorize these tasks.(either
by subject-matter (e.g., welfare
law, consumer law, etc.) or by
skills (e.g., drafting, research,
negotiating, court litigdtion,
interviewing,- eto,) !

(b) Which of these tasks', if any, are you
overtrained to perf6rm? .What
tasks tend to tall into patterns?
Could any of these tasks be systematized
through manuals, forms and.check-
1.ists and delegated to non-lawyers?

(r) How do you define your role? What
is it that you are supposed to do?
What is it that you are. doing?
What will help, yom perform your
role bet'cer?

(d) etc;
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If the respondent is a layman working in the office, the questions
can be along the lines of:

(a) What tasks do you now perform?
(same as 2(a) above):

(b) What other respOnsibilities do
you think that you` could handle if
you were given more training?

(c) etc.

3) Each staff member can be apprised of the fact
that the office wants to re-examine its
structure, that within the next few weeks it
would be very helpful if everyone would
think about what they are doing in the light
of -.he following issues:

(a) What are our goals?
(b) How effective are we?.
(c) Flow can we measure this effectiveness?
(d) Do we need to stream-line ando

systematize? If so, where?
(e) Are we making full use of all personnel?
(f) Do we-want to delegate more work to

non-lawyers? If so, where and how?
(g) Do we need in-house training for staff?

It Aso, what kind? Who should do it?
How much time will it take?

After the two weeks have passed, the office can calla staff meeting .

to deal with these issues, or the coordinator-trainer can interview
each staff member individually to collect their responses to these
issues. The director and/or the trainer should not permit any
staff member to respond to these issues by saying: "We don't have
the time." "Lawyers must do everything." flThere are too many
personality problems here." "What we.need is more money, plain
and simple." "We don't have the energy or the resources to train
pr supervise paralegals." Such responses are totally inadequate
o unless the propenent of any or all of these views has thought
through the issues invoZved.- It's too easy to reject the whole
notion out of hand. There are those of us who need to be, incited
to assess our own provincialism. Most administrative 'agencies
operate under pressure and one unfortunate by-product of pressure
is a disinclination to xe-assess and to try to define where the
agency.is and where it wants to go. Everything tends to be crisis

--tlentedlnid the notion-of -di-ruction is treated as a naive luxury..

The first responsibility, therefore, of the trainer is to be
an advOcate foie a participatory evaluation of the needs of the office. Once
this is done and the results of the evaluation point to the need
for the development of paralegals, the task then becomes. that of
designing and implementing the training program based on the needs
of the office.

16
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Section B. Defining Your Capacities

Identifying the,potential of a paraleg'al training program
involves the following questiohs:

1) Who is available to do the training?

2) How much time can be takeneto do the training?

3) What is the educational level of the trainees?
Are they good "talkers"? Can they read and
write? What skills will they need?

4) If you are going to upgrade present staff, will
they need salary increases and who will perform
the tasks from which they have been upgraded?

5) What facilities are available for training?
(e.g., room space, tape recorder, supplies,
notebooks that can become manuals, etc.).

6) Are outside people available to you to help
conduct the training?

Section C. Foundation for ari Evaluation

If the task of :1e-fining the goals and capacities of the training
programs is done well, then you not only iperease the possibility
of constructing and implementing a workable training curriculum;
but you also have laid the groundwork for something to evaluate.
You will then have some criteria by which to measure the validity
of your training concepts and the effectiveness of your para-
legals generally. You will not fall into'the trap, to which so
many of us are addicted, namely, of riding on a wave of enthusiasm
for paralegals without really knowing where we are headed.

It is submitted that 70% of the trainer's job is over if he
has done adequate pre-rkanning and if he is flexible enough to
respond tp the variables involved. The actual training will then
be relatively "easy", and perhaps more significantly, it will be
fun. The importance of a trainer enjoying his work cannot be over-
stressed. lie will enjoy it if he is in control of the training
program; he will gain control if he brings to bear the painful
energy required to be an advocate himself as to chat is needed and
who is needed to do the planning.

As a guideline.to organi;Ing the trainIng program in antici-
pation of the task of evaluation, it is recommended tnat every
trainer construct for +Iimself i ten to twenty page questionnaire
to he filled out by him or her before the training program
actually begins. rhe quPstionnaire should be set up 'a tong the
folloWing lines:



PRE-PLANNING TRAINING
FORM

1. -Name of Program.

2. Nameand Title of Trainer(s)/Coordinator(s)

3. Define the purposes/objectives of the
training program.

4. Descri-be any dissenting opinions in your office as
to the purposes /objectives of the training program.

S. Describe the process by which thesepurposts/ob-
jectives were reached.

.6. To what extent do you feel that the goalS of the.
training program are understood by .everyOne
the office?

7. What _are some of the Ways that you are/going to
test whether your goals have been realized
during or after the training prograM?

8. What will be your training format?./Any outside
trainers? How long will the training run? etc.

. ,

9. What is the preliminary outline of your curriculum?

10. How were the trainees recruited? Who did the
recruiting? Dy.what standards Give a brief
biography of each tfainee.

11. Describe your understanding of what goals/
expectations the trainees have for the training
program and for their jobs.

For a more detailed discussion of the implementation of the

evaluation, see.chapter'tWenty7two, infra.

t".



SUGGESTED TRAINING

OBJECTIVES IN ADVOCACY

COURSE

If the program decides to have training in advocacy, there
are a number of objectives that it-66111.d identify following the
analysis described in this chapter. For example:

1. define advocacy:

2. determine the extent to which the
trainees were adVocates for others or
self-advocates before they came to
the training program;

3. buildupon the advocacy'skills that
they brought with them; .

4. identify the connection between
administrative advocacy and the
following skills:
a) client interviewing
b) investigation
c) trial advocacy
d) appellate advocacy
e) .legal research;'

5. identify agency problems of clients
that can be resolved informally
(without need of a formal agency
hearing or court action);

6. deal with agency personnel at the
line and supervisory levels;

7. use the standard communication
vehicles with agencies: lettprs,
phone ealls,,:Site visits;

8. Understand the structure of
bureaucracies;

9. identify and use the standard
advocacy techniques;

10. know how to cite the law;

11. know when a client problem with an
agency will require a formal hearing;

lla
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12. how 'to request a formal hearing;

L3. hOw to prepare witnesses for a
formal hearing;

14. how to use testimonial and docu-
mentary evidence at a hearing;

15.- how to direct and cross-examine
witnesses at'a hearing;

16. howkto preserve points for appeal
at a hearing;'

17. how to maintain issue control at
a hearing;

18 how to get the agency hearing
officer to issue a decisioh;

19. how to insure agency compliance
with the result of a hearing decision;

20. how to work effectively with attorneys
in'reali.zing the above objectives. 6
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Chapter. Four

Learner-Focused Training and the Trainer

. Section Al Three Orientations to Training

1. Learner=- Focused Training . .

As used in this text,'"learner-focused training" is the process
by which (1) skills are developed and (2) substantive information is
assimilated by:.

FIRST: Identifying the skills and information that
the trainees bring with them to the training
program,

SECOND: demonstrating the extent to which these.
skills and this information relate to the
"specialized" skills and information that
will be required when they-are on the job,

THIRD: building upon the skills and informatfon
so identified and so related to the end
that they will be able to function
effectively on the job.

The critical stage is the first. The starting point is the trainee
and what, he already knows through his prior training and experiences.
This stage will not necessarily deal with specialized experiences
that directly relate to the trainee's'new job. In reference to the
paralegal, for example, subsequent chapters will demonstrate that
the starting point can be the "non-legal" experiences of the para-
legal trainees. This will become the foundation upon which the
subsequent two steps of learner-focused training will'be based.

The foils to learner - focused, training are (a) master-focused
training or teacher-focused training and (b) subject-matter-focused
training.

2. Master-Focused Training

Within the last few years, communication specialists have been
telling-us that what we say is ldss important than how we say it.
This observation is preeminently applicable to th6 classrooh. The
content .of classes is reading, writing, ariihmatic and their
derivatives. The structure of the classroom setting, however, tends
to send out messages of its own. These messages are often so loud
that_the_s.tuclenis_can't hear the reading-writing-arithmitic stories.
What are some of these structure messages7--Alew are suggested here:

a. Icam the teacher, you are the learner;

b. I am the one who knows, you are the one
who doesn't know;
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c. There A so much,to learn that you (the
student) will be sanctioned if you think you
already know a lot;

d. If you question too much,.you will disrupt the
lesson plan and discipline generally; '

e. Learning happens within the four walls of the
classroom, the learning that students bring.
with them to-the class are personal ideosyn-
cracies that need to be overcome;

f. Learning is hard work and painful; work and
play do not go together.

o

These are same of the messages of master-focused training. The
master or teachey is "up here" and the student or trainee is "cbown
there ;" the objective is to "elevate the student to where the
teacher is.

3. Subject-Matter-Focu^sed Training .

The structural messages sent oat in subject-matter-focused
training are:

a. If you don't know the terminology;_if.ydu
can't spel(l the terminology; if you can't
pronounce the terminology; you will never
learn the substance;

b... Every topic /job/ arena is unique unto itself
and that is why every topic /job/ arena has
developed its own jargon;

The learning process has a beginning, a middle
and an end; no step in the process can he
skipped or covered out of order.

Subjec-matter-focused training sets up its own realm of topics and
teaches it as a separate universe.'

Section B. The Structural Messages of Learner-Focuied Training

Learner-focused trainingion the other hand, has a different setof messages which are conveyed by reason of the,structure and for -'matof its apprqach:

a. The student has something valuable to offer;

. The- is a teacher;

c. Classrooms are diScovery grounds wherethe parti-
. cipants mutually work things out and uncover

Approaches to problem solving.



d. The basic ingredient in any task ik "common-
sense" and a"feel for good judgment", these
traits cannot be learned, but they.cam be 4
edeveloped, focused and refined in a training
session; .

e. It's OK if the-training is enjoyable.

r. The student has a responsibility-to make the
training work not-simply by doing all the
"homework", but by helping,tb structure and
evaluate the training itself.

Section C. The Three Orientations to Training and Paralegals

14.

1. ' Subject-Matter Focused Training of Paralegals
O 4 -

Here the starting point would be "the law" (fhe s ubject-matter
of the paralegal's job). The training would begin with a subject

. such as Welfare law or consumer law. The subject.would be covered
feimil "a" to "z", with emphasis on the technicalities with which

'the trainee is presumably not familiar.

The danger of this approach is that the trainee will see his
job solely in terms of cases, statutes and regulations:-the jargbn
of the trade. He may not be made to understand that an essential
ingredient of performing his job well will be his sense of per-
serverence, imagination and "good judgm6nt," The trainer runs the
risk of the paralegal being .immobilized on the job because he can't
remember the jargon or use the office law library. This is not to
say that paralegal trainees should never by taught "the law." It
is rather to argue that if,"the law "ts taught too early, the trainer
runs the risk of producing paralegals who,, are dependent upon tech-
nicalities at the expense of having, trainees who know that they must
oftenidraw upon their own creativity in solving problems on the job.

The best 'example of this is in the area of advocacy before
administrative agencies. Agencies respond to pressure points; they
are given to'inertia and standardization which are overcome less by
citations to legal prindiples th'an by pressure exerted on a human,
interpersonal level. The effective advocate is the insistent
advocate liho won't go away; who is not intimidated by bUreauratic

"

policies and sub-policies; who keeps asking "why not" when the agency
refuse, to make oxceptAohs to rules; wilo recognizes that beneath

.the agency's rationaliz Lion is a tired, burdened civil servant who
is often confused about what to do in spite of the rationalization.
.An advocate who tas th' level of understanding of the. dynamics of
agency structure is in good position to effect results. One of
the best ways to prevent him from developing such an orientation'
is to attempt at the ou set to fuel him with the. jargon of the law
and with the tool§ by u ich lawyers communicate with each other.
Before "the law" is\taught, the trainees should be given a found-
ation in what this text calls, "basit advocacy skills."

2, 3



2. Master-FocusedTraining of ,Taralegals

The basic format of such training is'the lecture. Lecturint--
is indeed a valid tod-rof teaching, so long as the lecturer
recognizes the dangers inherent in his approach. For the para-
legal, the danger of the "bad" lectve is again one of over-
dependence.

It is of course true that the lawyer and the paralegal work
Closely together on the job. It il-essential'that good working
relationships are developed. In order for the paralegal tobe
able to make a contribution on the.jo157-1115Wever, he cannot :con-
stantly be taking up the time of his supervising attorney with
" "how- 'to- do -it'' questions. Paralegals must develop a level of
independence uhder the general guidance of lawyers in the vast
majority df situations, and under their specific instructions in
the unusual situations. How is this kind of relationship
developed? By demonstrating to the paralegal that he has his own
unique contribution, that hetas a head on his shoulders, that he
can make decisions within the framework of office policy. It is
perfectly proper for the paralegal to respect, office attorneys,
so long as the parvIegal &ea not feel that he can't make a move without...an
attorney at his side tilling him what to do.

It,is submitted that '_master-focused training often creates
this kincof dependence. on the. attorney. The danger of thetitbad"
lecture is,lhat the listener hears Only the lecturer. and nor the
topic of-"the lecture.' When trainees are constantly "talked at",
they may develop the sense that they won't be able to solve any
problems on their own unless someoneds at their side to."talk
at" them concerning what to do. The lecturer may.give lip
service to the necessity of a paralegal's use ofis own in-
genuity on the job. If the lectures are so constructed, however;
that there is little room for input by the trainee other than to
listen, then the risk,is created that the.paralegal while on, thea job wit t be constantly waiting for instructions every. step sof
the'way. His input will6always be dependent on a "lecture" by
the expert on what to do. This is obviousW, not the definition --
of a good lawyet-paralegal working relationship. Lawyers simply
don't have the time nor the inclination to track every move the
paralegal makes. Lawyers, however, can unwittingly encourage
such a relationship if they adopt a master-focused style of
training and are unaware of the poor-work habits that .they -are
helping the paralegals to develop,.

Again, however, this is not to argue that trainers should
never gi,ve a lecture. Lectures can be an appropriate vehicle of
°teaching. The call is simply for caution: while ltrctqring, the
trainer should be aware'of the jariety of mesbages that he may
be conveying in spite of tthat he is setting.

a
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m
3. Learner-Focused Training of-,Paralegals .

.
As indicated above, there is a three step, process. to teaching

paralegals according to the learner - focused format of training.
'Whenever possible the trainex makes use of role-playing (see chapter
eight infra) not only as a way of getting the trainee to look at him-
self, but also as a -way of kiemonstrating to the trainee that problem-
solving often calls for on-the-spot ingenuity as well as for know-
ledge of technical matters,'

I. Start-with the "non-legal" experiences and
skills that the paralegals, brought with, them
to the training prograp. Fhw did they re-

solve prdblems betOre they decidedto become
paralegals? What did they do; for example,
%hen they felt that the carnet butcher short-
changod Iiem? What skills did they bring to
bear? To what extent wer.e they self-advocates?

2. Show that the way in which. they solved problems
before they became paralegal trainees is relevant_
to the way in which they will be asked to solve
problems as paralegals. Thereio a definite
relationship between convincing a butcher that

- he actedlimproporly and convincing a welfare
caseworker that he has acted improperly in,
reference to a welfare client. That relati9nship
is basic advocacy skills.

3. Finally, the training program gives the traipees _ ____L
the toots to Wildlife thfa-dViSaCTskilas that
they brought with them. When their prior
experience's have taught them bad habits,-this is
corrected. The technical aspects of the paira-
legal's job (eg., crass-examination at an adminis-

* trative hearing and substantive law) are then
huilt.upon the basic advocacy skills training.

When this approilch works well, the paralegals are not overly
dependent on technicalities or on experts; they know how to relate
to both Kithin a lay office environment. They begin to see the
"commTn sew" and experiential foundation ot jargon sand hence are
`able dcaV With it. They know that when they are the field
investigating or on the phone arguing with a ghetto merchant that
this sense of "good judgment" and their understanding of human nature-
will be as important to getting thingsdolie as knowing what none
law" is and being able to use the jargon: When they run into
difficulties, they know the difference between using their own imagi-
nation and asking a lawyer what to do. The two.approach6 are not
mutually exclusive; they complement each other. They are always
anxious to learn "more law ", but they understand that knowing "more
law" is not always a substitute for their Own "hustle" in the field.
Knotting "more law" may in fact be the cket to resolving the problem;
but it takes a thinking human being fo. c able to -apply the law and
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a primary ingredient of such an individual is a "feel for good
judgment." The Critical responsibility of learner-focused train/lig
is to identify this "good judgment" in the trainers and tobuild
upon it so thal they are able to work with lawyers and function in
a law office setting. The following chapters in this text are
designed toget at this reponsibility in terms of developing ,

,curricula styles and content.

Section D. Ctitisms of Learner-Focused Training'

You may argue thattlearner-focused training
+

soupds nice, but it
leads nowhere. One commentator suggested that by adopting this
approach you run the risk of graduating paralegals-who'feel good
about themselves, but have no skills. A learned pilxfgssor of law 6
retently made the following comments about the assumptions under-
lying learner-focused training as outlined above;

"As for your views about the training of paralawyers,
I haVs to admit that I am not, like Rousseau, and
adherent of. the thebry. of the Noble Savage. I think
that you are. You tend, much more than 4 Bo, to
think that the persons whom you may enlist-will be
better equipped than you are to identify the.areas
in which thex, need training. You propose to-drawon
the'm to make the curriculum, as.it were. Moreover,
you put a high value on their past experience, which
you seem to think will be much more pointedly 4
pertinent than he past experience of the corps of
trainers. n my view, experience caiiebe a, bad
teacher as well AS a good `teacher, and in many, many
cases it misleads,into continued ,error rather than
leads toward enlightment. We.constantly speak'of
the virtue ;)f learning by experience* but observably
very fl people do. -learn except to the extent that
their experience falls into routine 'patterns, from
which escape often proves to-be difficult,when de-
partures'from the routine are suitable. One recalls
the folk tale of the indignant woman who left a
lecture on Child, care, querulously remarking,to her
companion: 'Who does that dqctor.fhink she is, telling
me how to'bring up children-mt who has already
brought up eleven thIldreft and six of them under the
sod already, bless their souls:'

\

'4

"Of course I dd not' go t&'the other. extreMe and say
that the'past experience of paralawyers should be 1.ignored. It is.obviously something upon which to '
'build. I simply hadehe feeling as' I read your
pages, however, that you were much more inclined to
allow past experience ro'determine the architecture
of your structitre, as it were; I would regard it as
one of the elements of the foundation, but not as a
model for the super-structure one was seeking to% construct.". ..

26
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These comment, axle,- of course, very well taken. There is adistinct danger in going too far. The key is flexibility TIP.

trainer needs to have I proper valance betweew providing directionand letting the learners "run the 'show". Without this balance,chaos can result. It is indeed very possible that a trainee can
come to a traiiiing program with "had" habits w:lich.have been for-
mulated as a result of "had" experiences in the past. An attemptto "correct" or to reorient such a trainee is not inconsistent with ,a learner-focused "Idiesepli)t_c;-f-e.d-tort-:Thrg-Phirdiophy would

.t----a-75-p-e.ci lc approach to effect this correction, namely, the
provi-sion of a setting by which this trainee can correct himself.
cupportive vehicles must be uses, such as role-playing, to let thetrainee look at what he i,:; doing and find ot.t if he ought toclnsider a different; app.oach. If this does not work and thetrainee petsists in his mistakeli ways; then someone will- simply'have to 'tell.,,,Aim so. Learn.ersfocused training does;' not `tie anyone'shandi. ,Itiiirrely suggests to the 'trainer that he should first try
to achieve his goals through the trainee -before-felorti,ng to- tethori- sotarian ..

, . . .
. .

. , . .

'Another vossible.
,

criticism of learner, - focused training 'is that
.

the trainees themselves, may not go for' it ,ever( if the trainer thnks'that it ist good" for them: Laymen want to be "taught. the law". and -'will insist on this- from a tradning' program. This demand is legiti- ,

mate nut !,hou,l.d, be resisted if -the, demand i,s made prematuriqv, Some
trainees, for example,. may dvitn,ce faster than others and may he 'ready fort.substantivelaw Sooner. In sue!, cases., these trainees may
he permitted to move ahead or pie others, or, much more. appropriately,'these,_advancgd trainees may be, enitsted t2 help the trainer reach ,*.
.th slower trainees who .need more help isode.veleping basic adve,:ncy
4ill-s*. (See cirapter twenty;one f,,fr,,a on the_slow /earner); .

.. P . . ..
.

.
ktect On C: Does- the 'lratner !lave to Be a Lawyer ?? ', 47 .

- . \ a
i . . .._:-------:",. Ilabil,y0 the 'day is .passing when the. 1pgar*profes,Sion ',..i.s'-------

leemd to hav'e a rionepoly ox er adv,ocacy skills. Adva_car.y-i-s-flasic
corponent of all' oucupat.ions , proftws ions Jilid.--111t-Wlityles.. Some,

.
,

term .:1.'reas are. beg inniog to gi2.:2L..i.-,nr-r-fecognitiow to this fact, e,94,
the* advocate-social wor . le ,adi,ocatb-journalist, the advocate-

- arebiteet,...A-rT., jor,aspkt of the oonflict within contemporkry
churc es.---11-whether,clerics 'ought to'.get out, into the. community and,

effect, becomes advocates, The 1)olitical arena is, of cdurse
infested with'all levels, shapes .and types' of advocacy. Child-.leating is p.rdbably the most fundamental example of advocacy 'in our

, 4, itili::rtion.,, 7n short,; all of us .; rend enormous amounts of time . ...,
Iryingto, dev.*h.ptstabiliz/intmohilize the behavkof of' others according!to t extain.obiect ives. * *

,., .s, 'I. .. .,' , ..,-1 trainer or advecpcy .needs to he someone who con grasp the
universality .of ,advocacy, who -caw identify the 'basic components of
advocacy and tranSfate them intro skill's. Lawy,ers 'can certainly meetthe '.e (ILO i.j ficat.ion..; .1)_ inny as theyare* not preaco4pied with advkacy as
'''.:ItOi...*, :,.zo. ,,, 1,. ":1i7 virqw rind coprtrocris. A. lawyer who is so inclined
vhould ):,# be, a trainer of paralegal advocati'y.. As indicated .above,
a tra iner who sees. advocacy only as a ,tecliiiical sptc i'alty is likely

27



to convey this impression to paralegal trainees and hence run the
risk of stifling the advocacy skills that these trainees brought
with thenCto the training program and that need careful developMent.
There are, however, at least two aspects of the overall training .

Picture that may call only for the presence of a lawyer:'

a. At the very beginningof the training program
wbem_the_difficultpre-planningdescribed--in--
ch4ter three rust take.placei it maybe that
only practicing.attorneTs can do the jobof

.

analyzing the effectiveness of the law office
in order to identify needs that might bi.
solved by'a paralegal training program; -

O

i9

b. At the end of the training program, when it is
time to teach shbstantiVie-law to the paralegals,
it may be that.only the practicing attorney
spedializing in these substantiveareas can do
this job adequately. .Furthermore, there are.
components of basic advocacy (e.g., preservation
of evidence in investigation) that will need a
lawyer input to the teaching. This will come
either through the presentation of substantive
law by-the lawyer or through the ...lawyer's.
input into the design of the basic advocacy
course. (See, chapter ninteen infra Aml roles
for...the lawyer inthe training.)

The basic advocacy course, however, that comes betweln_these two
'points, does not necessarily have to be taught by an attorney. A
VISTA volunteer, an ex-Peade Corps volunteer, a social worker, a
public school teacher; a community worker, a welfare rights worker,
a veteran paralegal, eta. - any one of these individuals could teach
the basic advocacy course:

II
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PART TWO

The Trainine Program
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Chapter Fire

[raining Over View: Pre-Service
Training, In-Service Traininl and
Clinical Education For Paraligale

Section A.' Overview

The following outline is A option for the entire training
program (the time estimates are rough calculations only based ppon
a hypot.hetical.training program-of one trainer and seven trainees):

° PHASE I: Pre-Planning: three weeks
PHASE Pre-Service Training: Basic Advocacy

Course: five weeks
A. Classroom time: three and one

half weeks
B. Clinical Assignments: one .and one

half weeks.taggregate)-
PHASE III: :Begin Employment: three weeks

A. Office Responsibilities: two weeks;
three days

B. Classroom time: two days
PHASE IV: In-Service Training: Substantive Law:

six weeks
A. Classroom time: four weeks
B. Clinical Assignments: two weeks

'Pre-service training takes place before the trainees have
begun assuming full office responsibilities. They begin such
training immediately upon recruitment. In-service training occurs
after the paralegals have been on the job for a period of time.
Paralegal clinical education refers to the opportunity to experi-
enC-e -live" law office problems during pre-service and in-service
training. For example, during the class sessions on investigation,
thq trainees can be given an actual investigation problem (e.g.,
find out if there is anyone still living in an apartment building
that was recently condemned or locate an individual for service of
process), or a consumer problem (e.g.,go into a store that has
advertised a sale and determine whether it has the models and
prices as advertised).

Section B. Clinical Education for Paralegals

Tne value of the clinical experience cannot be overestimated.
It provides a unique opportunity for the trainees to put their
training into tocus while still under the guidance of the formal
training program. Fact liypotheticals and role-playing are veTy,
useful, but`they can reach a point of diminishing returns (see
.chapter eight infra on -ole-plvingj.

_t30
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For clinical education to work, the following guidelines should

be considered:

1. Stagge1 the variety of.the clinical experiences. At any one period of
time during the pre-servie and in-serviCz training, each trainee
should have at least two office or field assignments that relate to
what is being covered in the classes. As one assignment is com-
pleted, another is given. Each trainee moves at his own pace. .Ali
of the trainees need not be working on .the same kind of problem
(e.g., an investigation assignment). Some can be working 9n inter-
viewing, others on inyestigation and still others on informal ad -,
vodacy,dependingupon their own lAitiative, the length of the assign-
ment and the difficulties encountered. The trainees flow into_and
out of a variety of assignments throughout the training. This is '
important because the trainees need to begin to see and'experience.
the overview as Soon as possible during the training.

2. Be flexible in scheduling the clinical assignments. The trainer OidUld,
phase into the clinical experiences. Start slowly at first. As
the formal training program moves toward completion, the percentage,
of time spent on cliniCal assignments should be increasing.. During
the first week, for example, just one afternoon may be given over
to clinical assignments. Later on, it may be that every morning
will be filled with classes and every afternoon with clinical'
assignments.

3. Structure the clinical experiences so that they can be brought to completion
relatively soon. The clinical experience should not take months to
complete. If the trainee can't do anything until he.gets a response
to a letter, for example, the assignment may not be appropriate
unless the trainee can be kept busy on his other assignment(s) while
waiting for the respor.se. This is not to say that the trainees
should not be given any difficult tasks or ones that could be
frustrating. It is very important that the trainee experience
difficulty and frustration if they flow naturally out plif the assign-
ment. The point is that this can be totally impractic al! if the
trainee cannot at least get a handle on what he is supposed to be
accomplishing,

4. Teach the trainees how to marmai!ize before they have any clinical assig=ents.
(See chapter six, infra on manualizing). \-

5. Provide supervision. Chaos; will result if no one is available
during the clinical assignments to provide guidance to the trainees.
The trainer will provide most of the supervision, but he should not
do it all alone. He should enlist the involvement of the office
attorneys. The sooner they begin relating to the trainees and to
the actual training program the better. This does not mean that 06
attorneys must spend hours explaining things to the trainees. In
some instances, the trainee will simply follow the attorney around;
in others, he will be asked by the attorney'to undertake tasks under
his instructions. The trainer is always available to terminate an
assignment if it becomes too burdensome for the attorney or too
overwhelming for the trainee.

. I,

c.
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6.. Relate the clinical expwiewee to the classes. A test of the success
of the clinical experiences is whether or not they enrich the
classroom instruction. The classes won't to conducted in a vacuum
if the trainees are regularly raising points that come out of
their clinical assignments. Note that everyone will not necess-
arily be having the same or similar experiences, since the variety
of assignments will be staggered. When the class on advocacy and
investigation is taught, for example, some trainees may not have
had any investigation experiences yet, others may not have com-
pleted their investigation assignments; and still others may have
completed them weeks_agoandare howdealing with 'interviewing or
liTofffi'ariairvo-6, with administrative agencies. This diversity
of experience can be as confusing as it. can be rewarding. To be
sure, the trainer must keep the session under contoll and not let
certain trainees dominate the discussion at the expense of th6§e
trainees that.have either not had the same kind of assignment or
not are not yet ready to know what to say about their assignment.
For example, if the 'trainer is conducting a class on topic "X", he
should not necessarily let a trainee take the class to topic "Z"
because the latter is the topic that most recently relates to the
trainee's clinical experience. The trainer will have to decide
how,much of "V he wants to cover at a time when he is dealing with
"X".

As will be demonstrated in subsequent chapters, advocacy prin-
ciples are applicable to numerous paralegal undertakings in the law
office. The.value of having the variety of clinical experiences
staggered during the formal' training is that this interrelationship
can be made very early in the game. jt may be that the basic ad-
vocacy techniques involved in topic "X" are the same as, or only
slightly different from, those involved in topic "Z". The sooner
thisconnection can be made the better.

'Section C.' Pre-Service Training

The basic advocacy course is taught before the trainees are
fully employed, i.e., during pre-service training. The topics
covered during this period. are:

1. Manualizing
2. Basic Advedacy
3. Advocacy and Interviewing
4. Advocacy and Investigation
S. Informal Advocacy
6. Formal Advocacy'
1. Dealing with Professionals
8. Advocacy and Legal Writihg

.9: Legal Research
10. -Teaching Clients to be Self-Advocates

Throughout the pre-service training the iiain,es are given clinical
assignrilents- that relate to some or all of these, topics. The pre-
Service training should cover about five weeks, with approximately

one and one half weeks of the five,(in the aggregate) devoted to
clinical assignments throughout the five week period.

32
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Substantive law (e.g., welfare law, consumer law etc. ) is not--
formally covered during pre service training, although it is ob-

vious that a good deal of substantive law will come up. The trainees
will be dealing with some substantive law through hyhotheticafs,
role-playing and. clinical assignments, but the focuS will be on
basic skills rather than on a detailed.knowledge of the substantive
law.

Section D. 'Commencing Employment and In-Service Training

After the basic advocacy course, the trainees should begin
employment and remain on the job for approximately three- weeks -.
They will be, engaged in 1 series of responsibilities such as inter='
viewing, investigation and, informal advocacy that will (a) force
them into a full time utilizationof the.advocacy skills covered In
the basic adVbcacy course and (b) prepare them to abscirb the six'
weeks of substantive law trianing that will come later during in`-
service training.

This employment interval between pre-service- and in-service
training is, in effect, a continuation of the clinical involvement
that tegan in pre-service training.. Now however, the clinical
experience has becoMe full time. --The paralegals are fully integrated'
into.the flow of a busy law office. Again they will be picking up
considerable "chunks" of substantive law during this period. More
importantly, they will be better equipped to ask questions about
and absorb the technical aspects of substantive law during in-service.
training. Substantive law will not be a foreign entity to them;

I.:Th., as it is taught during in-service training, they will be able to fit
iS in;b the overall picture because they will have already been a
part of the overall picture. They should be well prepared to
,articulate their frustrations concerningthe substantive law. The
trainers of substantive law can and should spend considerable time
keying their presentations into these frustrations.

During the three-week interval between pre-service and in-service
training when the paralegals are on the job, the trainer who taught'
the basic advocacy course should be available to call the grow
together periodically for training and administrative sessions.
Within the. three week period, such sessions should take up about two
full days (in aggregate) unless it becomes clear that more or less
time is needed. These sessions should not deal with the teaching
of substantive law, but should be gedred to common problems that
relate to the basic advocacy course. The sessions may be of help in
structuring the timing .end focus of the substantive law courses to
be given during in- service training.

When .in- service training begins, there again should be clinical.
experiences structured so that the technical topics covered will
have an experiental base. The same guidelines on structuring
clinical assignments 'during pre-service training apply to in-service
training. ,

For a discussion on approaches to teaching substantive law, see
chapter twenty, infra.

3.3



Chapter Six

Manualize, Manualize
*tantalize

!

Section A. Uener'al Principles

It'kOlways valuable to consider the use of written docu- 1

Merits roc`- raining texts during a training program. Sev.eral
general principles should apply to the use of texts or manuals:

are:Unusable.

Long texts are always dangerous, particularly for a trainee
who is not accustomed to using such material. They can be fright-
ening. Brief manuals that are written in outline/checklist

',fashion can, on the other hand, be very useful.

2. Manuals that are Written Exclusively by Non-Users of the
Manual are Suspect.

Trainees tend to make useot materials that they can identity
ith. They tend to identify with materials that they have had a
hand in organizing or writing.

.5. Texts that can only be Used during the Training are Suspect.

Whenever possible an atiempt should be made to use texts
that carry-over from the training to the job. This is another
way in which to make the text more meaningful to the trainee
during the training program. --
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.Section B. Suggested. Approaches

With these general guidelines in mind, several options can
be suggested. To be sure, some of these suggestions may be much
more time consuming than having the trainer write everything him-

self or getting another professional to put everything together
for the trainees. It is submitted that the time ought to be taken
to get the trainees involved in writing something themselves in
conjunction with the text(s) that are prepar'bd foi them. In the
long run, the extra time may prove well worth the investment in
terms of increased useability of the texts and'of increased
effectiveness on the job.

1. Teach the Trainees the Difficult Art of Taking Notes:
Guidelines, Outlines and Checklists

At the outset, consiaerable time should be taken in training
the trainees to take notes on,whatever they read and whatever is,

said to tnem that relates to their job. Moro significantly, they
should be taught to take notes in the form of guidelines, outlines

3,
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and checklists. This is not.an easy undertaking and the tr ner
may have to drill himself in the technique before he cover it

.

n
class. Once a trainee getS into the habit of taking notes and f
translating them into guidelines, outlines-and.checklists, it-wi
becbMe second natureto-hint-i ItImaybeaslowand painful process

71begin'nifig-.---thetrainee may have to first take his notes
and then translate them separately. After ne gets into the habit,
however, 4e should' be able to do both at the same time, or at the
very least, to spend very little time organizing his notes into
guidelines, outlines and checklists after he has written them down
initially. The real test of whether a listener can do this well
is when he "forces"- the Person talking to him to say what helms
to say in such a way that the liStener can take the notes initially
in `the form of guidelines, outlines and Checklists.. It is true
that people usually don't talk this way; but, they can be encouraged
to talk this way through the manner in which the listener/quest-
ioner asks his questions.

The training implications of this process are enormous. The
trainee is being taught to-listv and to organize. Futhermore,
good note-taking is the first step toward good record-keeping.
What, better way for the office to know what a paralegal is doing
and how he does it than to look at the paralegal's guidelines, out
lines and checklists?

25

The two cardinal rules of note7taking inthis fashion are:

A. Think of what people are sayinein terns of "How To Do It".
If someone is talking about interviewing the
listener thinks in terms of "how to interview;'"

. if a trainee picks up a book or pleadings, he
thinks in terms of now to write pleadings" etc.

B. Take your notes chronologically; ask the person talking
to you to say what he has to say in termsof a-beginning,
a middle, and an end. This is not to say that if

'is not done in this way, the meaning will be
lost. This technique'is simply an organizing
tool that may be helpful. If someone is talking
abdut the initial client interview, for example,
the 'listener should ask that the material be
presented in such.a way that the listener hears
the process described from the moment the client
walks into the door to the moment when he leaves
the office.

'Start off with some very simple drills. For example, use
the following hypothetical lecture to the trainees and ask tnem
to take notes on it:

"People working in tnis office get paid every
two weeks. It is essential that you turn in
time sheets: A problem that often comes up is
sick leave. The employee should call in whenever
ne.iS sick. He should talk to his supervisor or

c a 0
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leave a message. If Che employee knows that,he
will be out on the following day because.of sick-
ness, he should speak to hissuijervisor about it
in-advance. Always have your doCtor's slip or
hospital records available to show that you were
involved in a medical problem"

Now ask the trainees to take five minutes to organize their notes'
in the form of guidelines or checklists. Collect them and diScuss
samples with the class. A "bad" organization might look something
like this:

"Working -pay. two weeks Sick leave. Have records.",

Needless to say: these notes were not well organized. A "better"
organization might look like the following;

r,

I. Pay

turn in time sheets ,

-paid every two weeks

II. Sick Leave .

-speak to supervisor in advance
when possible,

-call in,
-speak to supervisor or leave a message
-have records available, to prove you were ill.

This form is somewhat more useable than the' previous one. It is
organized into the main topics (the outline) and it is presented
in a relatively consistent fashion .chronologically). It is a
checklist for future reference.

Provide the trainees with more 4rills similar to this. Some
will catch on quickly; others lin' need a great deal of help. As
you get into the basic advocacy course, check to see if they are
taking notes properly. As they engage in clinical assignments,
check to See if they are recording their experiences in guideline,
outline; checklist fashion.

2. PeanuaLiao An You Go

,A mama is a collection of guidelines, outlines and check-
(lists. tf the trainees .are taking their notes properly, they are
beginning to write their own manuals for use during the training
and tho job.

Although, it is clearly necessary 'that the office be run uni-
formly, it is not absolutely necessary that everyone perform every
detail in exactly the same way. Hence the trainer and the office
shOuld not make a hard and'iast rule tnat every manual must be the
same. To be sure, differences as to -when to file a pleading or
in what court to file it should not'be tolerated. But tnis is not

the case -in Interviewing, investigating and conductiong,admini
strative heaTings. Advocates may havo their own style and approach.\ 36.
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This diversity should bg encouraged so long as theend-product is
what the office needs.

The trainees can share their thoughts on guidelines, outlineS .

and checklists with each othei and submit them to the office for
approval, but this does not mean that everyone must mechanically
follow the same path. Chao _will not result from this approach
if it is done properly., The result may well be creativity and
good record-keeping: ,

3. Manualize Segment by Segment

There is no need to have everything together at once. Take
it segment by, segment. For example,. as a startera'after the
trainer finiShes a particular topic in the training, ask the
trainees to take fifteen minutes to put together a checklist that
will be helpful on the job in order to apply the topic just cdvered..
Go over this first attempt carefully. Point out that it's "ok" if

.-eggryone does not have the same checklist, and that it would pe a
good idea for a trainee to borrow some of the good ideas that their

' fellow trainees come up with. Point out also that they should do
this on the job as well. Point out that if they get into the habit of
doing this now, it win not, be tine consuming when they do it later.

You may want to tape-record a particular segment of the training
and assign severa: or all of the trainees to listen to the tape

,

afterwards with.the objective of coming up with guidelines, outlines
and checklists on the topic covered on the tape.

The form of the overall manual should probably be organized
by substantive headings, for example:

I. Interviewing Clients

a. fdr
,. b. for information on case; etc.

II. Field Investigation

a. interviewing witnesses;
b. physical evidence; etc.

III. Welfare Law-
\

a. Mow to spot the issues;
b. The structure of welfare in this state;
c. Calling caseworkers;
d.. Requesting a hearing;
e. Conducting the hearing;

1. presenting your case;
2. direo.t examination;
3. physical evidence, etc.

The trainer may want to write Out the overall structure in advance
of the training with the trainees filling it to along the way, or
toward:the end of the training, the trainer can take some time
with the trainees tR come up with an overall manual de9ign into

37
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which they Lan place the guidelines, outlines and checklists that
they have prepared during the training and yhich they will con?
tinue to prepare en the job:

The,objective is to get them to fill in as much of this nut- -

line, in terms of how- to -do -it techniques, as possible. When they
are on the job, they will -continue the process-,--The trainer and
the office may want to write certain parts of the manuar'for the
trainees. This is fine, but first let them take a stab at doing it them-
selves. You will never know where there .ie creativity unless you look for it
and provide a forum for its expression.

.

'4. 'Cross-Check the Manuals
;

Equally importantv get the trainees into the habit'of getting
other staff members toNrcWew,the checklists that they are putting
into their manuals. This process is started druingthe tralning
by having the trainees submit drafts of their checklists to the

.rainer. Why not also involve attorneys in the office? After
everyone has a draft of a checklist, assign them ,to track down one
of the office attorneys in orderto briefly explain it to the

_ attorney and to get, his reaction. This could take but a few
minutes and it will start the process of getting the pArileals
and the lawyers to relate to each other.

When the'trainees are on the job they should continue this
procedure. It may-take a little more time in the beginning when
the manual is in its formative stages but after a few months on-
the job, the paralegal may go toan attorney for cross-checking a
segment of the manual once pvery three or four weeks.

. .

S. Have the trainees comment on*bad checklists.

Sometime duiing the training, the trainer shoUld provide
the trainees with samples of poor checklists for their comments
and revisions. ,
G. Re-Manualize as You -Co.

Final,1y, the trainees needs to develop the habit of re-
drafting their own checklists as they prOceed with their job.
After the advocate comes back from his first field investigation
or his first welfare hearing, he shbuld be encouraged to go back
to his two or three me checklist/guideline sheet covering that
area and. re -draft it. After he completes his twenty - fifth hearing,
he should again reasses and re-draft in the light-of his more
recent experience.

Again it should be pointed oui that this entire approach to
manual's can be a monster or it can be an enormously effective
mechanism of quality control and imagination. If done improperly,
it can waste time,energy and resources. If done right,

3 3
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the positives that can flow fromit are considerable.. For example,
if an, advocate has beee4mught to funttion and think in this ways.
he can become an excell'ent' resource toltrip other paralegals.

It is strongly urged <hat this aPproach not be rejecied befo'e
it is. tried. There 411 b many'"bugs to work out in order to
get the system flowing smoiithly. The mnd-prOduct, however, may
be well worth ,the effprt.1A

11,
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Chapter Seven

Finding Advocacy: 'Launching
Learner-Focused Traznoir 2.

4

Recall the character in one of Moliert's plays who
° discovered, to his great delight, that he had 'been sneaking

"prose" all' his life. The goal of the first major step in
the basic advocacy course, taught by the learner-focused
method, 'is to determine the extent td which the trainees

4
have been advocates all,their lives. The advoCacy techniques
that they brought with them are first recorded, classified '

and expanded upon. The direction of the lesson plan is to ;
come up with a checklist of basic advodacy skills which is then "ft:

evaluated. The remaindey of the basic advocacy course will.
explore tHe extent to which this checklist applies to a,

variety of paralegal responsibilities. As needed, the check-
list is reassessed and revised. It is the unifying principle .
of the entire course on basic advocacy and is the paralegal's
starting poiAt on the j'ob.

Section A. Redording the Responses

Begin with -a hypothetical fact situation sach as the

following: . a

You enter a tee story building and are
late for a meeting. You get on the ele-
vator. The operator does not immediatelyi
start up, but waits' until some other
people get) on even though no other
potential customers are in sight. You
look at your watch and begin. to get
nervous. Finally a stranger gets on with

Againyou. Agal no movement. The operator
is 'apparently waiting for more people to
get on. You continue. to get nervous. What 4

do you do?
c.

Note four things a bout this hypothetical:

1) the facts are relatively Simple (in
order to facilitate discyssion); *

2) the facts involve an everyday occurrence
(in order to make the point that advocacy
skills are not limited to 'specialists);

3) the facts do not necessarily involve
any questions of law (in order to
make the point that advocacy skills
are, not limited to lawyers);

x4). the,facts involve self-advocacy (since
the best way to demonstrate to the
trainee that advocacy is natural to him

-4
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is to show him how he advocates for
himSelf everyday).

o
There are numerous other fact situations that you could. use
which would meet each of these four criteria equally well.
For example, you are at a bank waiting in liViarip the teller
suddenly closes his window just before he gets to you. What .

do you do? Another: you are at the post office and you are
told that you used the wrong kind of string to wrap the four
packages that you want to mail. The clerk refuses to take.the
packages.. What do you do? Another: you are on a crowded bus
st nding ntxtwto the exit door. The bus driver stops the bus
and tells you that you must get off because there are too
many people on the bus. This isinot your stop. °What do you
do? etc. I.f preferred, th ainer may want to USe a.fact
situation th- ; is more ovellilegal, e.g., you dispute a
claim by the phone company that you have not paid your bill.

Using' the,elevator hypothetical 'as the basic example fora
this chapter, the first step is to record the _responses that the
trainees have to the facts. What would they do? What would
they.say?' It may be best .to have the trainees write down
their responses on a piece of paper to avoid the problem of
having one,or two,trainees do all of the talking and think-
ing. After the trainees have written dpwn their initial
responges, have themyrite down several other responses that
they think would -be possible 'under the circumstances. When
the trainer has collected the responses and read them aloud,
he should see if any other responses comes to their minds
which can be added orally. The trainer may suggest responses
himself, but only after he has exhausted the list that the
trainees come up with themselves.

The trainer shoilld write the non-repetitive reeponeee on the.
blackboard of- on a large chart which everyone can see,.

What'follows is a listing of non-repetitive responses that
the trainees could collectively have come up with. (Note that
tht responses that the trainer actuatlyrecords from the trainees
may be,quite different, depending upon the hypothetical he
uses and the degree to which he hustles for a variety of

.responses. This, difference is no cause for alarm so long as
0 the-trainer is headed in the,samedOrecaon as outlined below): .

'#1. "I would begin to stamp my foot to let
the operator know that I'm waiting for
h'im to move."

#2, "I'd ask the operator if he has to'wait
until more than two people are on the
elevator before he can move."

#3. "I'd tell the bastard to move!"

#4. "I'd explain to him that I'm in a hurry Y
and that ?I'd appreciate it if he would
take me up."

.

. 4 1
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#5. "lid get off the elevator and walk up,"

#6. "I'd just wait till he's ready and when
he finally takes me up and I have had my
meeting, I'd find out who his boss is
and complain," ,

#7. "I would try to engage in some 'chit-chat',
with him such as 'nice day isn't it', or

O
'have you had a busy day; in order to
see if this wouldn't get him to do something."

118. "I'd try to get friendly by asking hiM
if I could get him a cup of coffee on

. /my way down after my meeting 'which
started fifteen minutes ago.'"

49. "I'd tell him that I'm not accustomed to
bekng late for imprtant meetings."

41.0. "I.need more facts before I' could tell
you what I would do. Fpr example, did
the operator have an attitude? Was it
After P4 when he was about to go off
duty?"

#11, "I'd ask myself which ts.more'impprtant:
to, avoid a hasSle or to confront the
operator toget what I want."

"I'd first tell him to move and if he
refused', I'd go find the manager.",

#13. "I'd ask him if he really thinks 12e:s
0 serving the public by making me wait."

#14. "In a quiet voice I'd say to the stranger
who just walked in, 'what do you think
he's, up to?'"

.

Some of the responses may be humorous; record them if there is

a consensus from the class that the response is conceivable, The

411, goal is to get the trainees involved in the processes coming up

with reasonable or unreasonable responses, Don't just record the

"good" responses. At this stage, ybu want to record, not ,evaluate.
If someone, states an absurd response, this will provide "meat"
for subsequent discussion and apalysis: If someone tries to analyze
alresponse now such as by saying "it would be silly to do,it that

way," stop_him. likplain to the class that you first want to get

all of the responses down on paper and discuss them later. If

the trainer has provoked a lively interchange from all the participants,
the result should be a numerous variety of responses both from the

lists that they prepared befor'e the trainer began to put them on the
blackboArd and from the thoughts that came to the trainees after

the responses began to be communicated"outloud.

4'
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Do not let one, or two trainees dominate the session. It
will soon become clear to the trainer which trainees are shy or
are holding batk `for any reason. Draw theie out. Ask a "quiet"
trainee what his response would be even if you are reasonably
sure that he won't come up with anything that has not alrady been
said before. At least get him to say something. Be supportive ofwhat he says. This may be the needed push to ,get the trainee into
the mainstream of the class discussion. (Qn the slow learner, see v/chapter twenty-one infra).

'Section B. Classifying or Translating the Responses into
Advocacy Principles: Threshold Concerns

r-
Now comes the second most critical phase of the advocacy

training program. The first is the pre-planning described in
.

chapter three 'supra. The second comes after the responses have been
recorded and the moment is ripe to categorize skills. The goal here
As to come up with a guidance outline, a series of catch phrases,
a working checklist of advocacy stills. The.trainee should have
a frame of reference to analyze what advocacy skills he is using
to the end tatt he will develop the facility to match or apply particular
advocacy skijle to particular goals, gnd the flexibility to shift frvm.one
advocacy skin to another in order to maximize his efficiency.

At the very least, an entire training day (seven hours)
shoulcPbe spent developing this skills Outline. Further time
should be spent perfecting this outline so'that it is firmly
entrenched in every trainee's mind. Before moving to specific
applicationi of the basic advocacy skills to such areas as
investigation and administrative hearings, the trainer should
assure himself that each trainee can'master the categories and
apply them with reasonable flexibility.

"If the trainer has not been able to record a sufficient
diversity of_responses,-ffi is not ready to have the trainees
work on the skills outline.

The trainer should go over eadi response recorded and ask
the group the following question:

What technique does the response
demonstrate in getting people to do
something or to.change?

Translated into slightly more relevant language, the question
becomes:

What advocacy skill does the response
demonstrate?

The final outline should be divided into four parts:
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I Threshold 7-'Concerns
II Choosing a Skill

III EvalUating,the Skills Used
IV Adaptation ,

Each response should fall under one or more of these four parts
of the outline.

The first part has three subparts:

THRESHOLD CONCERNS OF ADVOCACY'
1. Defining Your Goals in Order
2. of Priorities.
2. Deciding When to Intervene.
3. Determining Whether You are

Taking it all too Personally.

1. Defining Your Goals in Order of
Priorities

The trainer could begin with response number 11 (hereinafter
the responses will be designated as "R" plus the number, e.g.,
11411).

'

R#11: "I'd ask myself which is more
important: to avoid a hassle
or to confront the operator
to get what I. want." 4

What is R#11 trying to get at? All of the trainees should try to
formulate an anser to this question. R#11 appears to be
addressed to priorities and to goal-setting. What am I tryihg to
accomplish (goals) and which goals are more important (priorities)?
This s not to say that the other thirteen responses fail to
consider goals and priorities.- These factors may be implied in

any of the responses. It's simply that the person in,R#ll
wanted to think about goals and pTiorities before he decided

upon a course of action. The trainer should allow the trainees
to "kick" this concept around for a while and then concldde

with the following:

Threuhold Principle
of Advocacy:

BEFORE THE ADVOCATE ACTS, HE
SHOULD DEFINE WHAT GOALS HE
IS TRYING TO ACCOMPLISH AND
SET A PRIORITY TO THESE GOALS.

In the hypothetical, there were two simple interrelated goals:
(1) getting to the meeting on time and (2) using the elevator in

the manner that he wanted to use it. The trainer may want to give -

some other examples of when this principle of advocacy i applicable,

or better yet, he may ask the trainees to come up with such examples.

Keep the examples non-legally oriented. The connection between the

,
principles, the law and the legal service office will come ltater.

Here, the catch words are GOALS and PRIORITIES. As the training
progresses, such words should 'automatically "click" in the minds

4 ./
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of the trainees in any fact situation. The catch words are a
way to rbcognize the concern or the issue with relative ease.
By the end of the training, a large number -of such words or
phrases will be developed so that tfie trainees are building
outlines with them. Start slow at the beginning to let the-
trainees know where you are headed. 'Once everyone is on the same
wave length, the composition of the Sinal outline should
proceed rapidly.

2. Deciding When to Intervene

Most of the responses indicated immediate action. Several
others, however, did something different.

R#6 "I'd just wait till he's ready and
when he finally takes me up and I
have had my meeting, I'd find out
who his boss is and complain.''

RI10 "I need more fatts before'I could
tell you what-I would do. For
example, did the operator have an
attitude? Was it after S PM when
he was about to go off duty?"

R#11 "I'd ask myself which is more
important: to avoid a hassle or
to confront the operator to get
what I wanted."

The trainer should ask the trainees what these three responses
have in common. What did they do that the other responses did
not? The answer is that these responses added another step to
the advocacy, process: they made a preliminary or threshold
deterpination of whether the circumstances warranted immediate
action ar whether more appropriate action should come later. The
delay could be caused by a number of factors: you want time to
get more information (#10); you wait as a matter of strategy in
order to be more decisive later (R#6), or you-are simply not
sure yet what course to follow (R#l2 -and R#10). The point '

is that you must decide WHEN TO INTERVENE.

Threshold Principle
of Advocacy

BEFORE THE ADVOCATE ACTS, HE
SHOULD DECIDE MATHER THE MOMENT
IS RIGHT TO DO SOMETHING, i.e.,
TO INTERVENE.

The key phrase is "WHEN TO INTERVENE." This is not to say that all
of the other responses failed to consider the issue of when to
intervene; it is simply that R#6, R#10 and R#11 openly thought
about this issue more so than the other responses indicated.

Again, other examples of this principle in non-legal:settings
should be discuss6d before moving to the next principle.

1)
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3. Determining Whether you are Taking
it all.Too Personally

R#3 "I'd tell the bastard to move!"

R#9 "I'd tell him that I'm not accustomed
being late for important meetings."

Ask the class what these responses are saying. What do these
responses indicate as the "real" concern of the people uitering
these responses? The answer,is that the entire situation is/
being taken personally; The person is getting hot under the
collar. The anger of R#3 and the arrogance of R#9 indidate,,that
the. situation is not being looked at objectively. In more
crude language, what is happening is that you have perceived the
operator as your personal enemy and:

You are taking hie. shit (as you
see, it) and making it your owl.

You are letting him control your feelings; you are letting him
threaten your image of yourself; you are letting him insult you.
There is potentially "too much of you" in the situation; your
emotions, are controlling your response. This is not to argue
that it is inappropriate for an advocate to be emotional; it
is simply to point out that the advoCate should -be aware of
when he has injected his own persiinality into the picture.
As we will see later, anger can be a valid advocacy tool. The
concern at this point is to. get the trainees to realize when
their head is being, dominated by their feelings at the risk
of loosing objectivity.

This topic is one of the most delicate in paralegalism,
as in all of human behavior. When the trainee is finally hired
by the office, and someone tries to criticize or even comment
upon his work, a natural inclination is to take the comments ,per-
sonally as an insult. Although this is a problem of supervision
and personnel management, the principle of advocacy is still
applicable. The trainer may want to create some hypothetical
situations involving the issue in a personnel context to make
the point again that basic advocacy skills have direct relevance
to common everyday experiences and are not in ,the exclusive

domain of law and lawyers.

ThreshoZd Principle THE ADVOCATE SHOULD ALWAYS BE

of Advocacy: AWARE OF WHEN HE IS TAKING A
SITUATION PERSONALLY AS OPPOSED
TO DEALING WITH IT OBJECTIVELY.

Section C. Classifying or Translating the Responses .into
Advocacy Principles: Advocacy-Pressure Skills

Having dealt with the -eshold concerns, the problem

4 0
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now is providing a framework with which to classify adrocacyT,
skills. What different types of skills are- there? One common
characteristic of all of the actions indicated by 04 responses
is that advocacy operates through PRESSURE. The goal of advocacy
is to decide when it is proper to act and when you decide to
act, to ,determine what kind of PRESSURE

,

is needed. A basic
principle of human behavior is that pieople are given to inertia
and/or that when people do move, they do soalong, pre-determined,
often unthinking, paths. PRESSURE is t4e,:jnstiilfent of change.
PRESSURE is dot necessarily a bad wordo4ahit-OS effective as
well as inappropriate PRESSURE. The .goaf 'of the 'advocate is to
Zonate the atrepe points, the points that are aueceptable ,to give-and-take,
the weak /Inks, the maneuverable corners, and to apply a ?particular
strategy theretO.

Advocacy Principle: ADVOCATES BRING ABOUT CHANGE
THROUGH THE EXERTION OF PRESSURE.

How does the trainer teach this, other than simply to say it,'
to "lecture on it? It may be that this particular point can only
be taught by lecture. The trainer should try, however, to see if
any of the trainees ,can come up with the concept of PRESSURE before
he articulates it for them. Hemay do this by asking the trainees
to define what they mean by advocacy to see if any of them come
close to or directly hit the concept. The trainer may ask the P.
trainees to re-examine all of the fourteen responses and dethrmine
what all of the responses add up to. If this does not '

work, lecture!

What are the different kinds. of advocacy or pressure? How
can they be categorized so that the trainee can get a handle on
the options available to him as an advocate?

Back to the elev.ator example:

R#5 "I'd get "off the elevator and ,walk up."

Where is an old saying that if you can't solve a problem,
redefine it. The trainee who came up with the response originally
had the problem of how to use the elevator to get where he wanted
to go, when he wanted to go. He could't solve this problem, so
he substituted another problem: how to use the staircase to get
where he wanted to go, when he wanted to go. In one sense, this
response can be interpreted as defeatist, as an abandonment of .his
objective. In another sense, however, the response can be seen,
as a clever realignment of the factors involved. The response
makes eminently good sense if, it is clear that the staircase door
is right next to the elevator and the meeting room is only one
flight up. The trainee has eliminated the problem of the elevator
operator and substituted the problem of finding out how easy or
difficult it would be to use the stairs. On balance, this might
have been the wiser course to take.

z.
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Advocacy Principle: IF YOU CAN'T SOLVE A PROBLEM,
REDEFINE THE PROBLEM TO MANAGEABLE
PROPORTIONS IF ON BALANCE IT IS
CONSISTENT WITH YOUR OBJECTIVES.

,

Admittedly, this is not an easy principle to understand, teach
Or apply. Of the fourteen responses to the original elevator
hypothetical, RNS comes closest to exhibiting it. But OS is a
weak example because of the fact that it is too easy to interpret
RNS as no advocacy at all rather than as a mph4ticated,technique
of advocacy. Other' hypotheticals might be provided at this point -

to make thec

Mrs. Jones has a child
.
at the Foster

elementary school. The school starts
an experimental reading program arid
Mrs. Jones tries to have her child ,

enrolled. She meets resistance. She
'learns that there, is another elementary
school in the same school district
that has the same reading program
available to all pupils. She then
tries to have her child transferred.

Mrs. Jones has substituted one probleth (how to get her child
enrolled in Foster's program) for another problem .(how to get
a transfer). On balance, this may be the best course of action
to take if she determines that it is not worth fighting Foster,

'f the other school is not too far away and, if the transfer
4s relatively easy, to bring about and not otherwise harmful to
her child.

R#2 "I'd ask the operator if he has to wait
until more than two people are on the
elevator before he can move."

Ask the trainees what's behind this approach. R#2 is
really'asking the operator if he is abiding by some rule and
if so, to tell him what the rule is. Has the operator been told
by his boss not to take off with just one or two passengers? Is

there any time limit to the wait? Are there any exceptions to the
rule? R#2 is asking the operator to demonstrate some authorization for

,/ his action or for his inaction.I.
Advocacy Principle: ADVOCATES CAN ASK FOR (OR INSIST

'ON) SOME AUTHORIZATION TO JUSTIFY
THE BEHAVIOR THEY OBJECT TO.

102 also exhibits another principle of getting people to
change, Depending upon the tone with which RN2 is uttered, there
is a touch of belittling in the response. RN2 can be uttered in
such a way as to make the operator look silly. "It's dumb to have-
a rule that one or two people cannot go up alone!" The technique
here is trying.to get action through ombarrassment. This is not
to say that such a technIque should always be used or is always

effective. It is simply to point out that it is not uncommon for
people to try to get things done by causing embarrassment. The
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effectiveness of the technique is not an issue at -this point inthe training. The goal is to try to identify as many techniquesas poSsible.

Advocacy Prbuiip /4:
ADVOCATES.SOMETIMES TRY TO GET ACTION
BY MfBARRASSING THOSE THEY ARE TRYING
TO GM" ACTION PROM,

-R#6 "I,'d just wait' till he's ready and
when he finally takes me up and I have
had my*meeting, I'd find out who his
boss is and complain."

Ri12 "I'd first tell him to move and if he
refused, I'd go find themanager."

What's the advocacy technique here? Everyone has a boss Some-where and this boss usually has the poi/er to overrule a decisionof his subordinates. You can appeal to individuals up on the"chain of comund." R#6 indicates a desire to take this appeal
after the damage is done; R#12 wants the appeal immediately.

Advocacy Plinciple: IF YOU CAN'T GET SATISFACTION
FROM SUBORDINATES, TAKE. YOUR
COMPLAINT UP TO*SOMEONE HIGHER
ON THE CHAIN OF COWARD.

The plot now thickens. If the individual tries to go upthe chain of command, a .whole new set of advocacy principles
may be acfopted. You might use the technique of EMBARRASSMENT, .of you might demand thatthe boss demonstrate to you wh'tAUTHORIZATION or rule he is following in permitting the elevatoroperator to do what- he does, or you might go further, up on theOW" OF COMMAND if this boss gives you no satisfaction.

tit# 1 "I would begiri to stamp my foot ,to-
let the operator kdow that I'm waiting
for him to move."

'R#3 "I'd tell the bastard to move!"

R#9 "I'd tell him that I'm not accustomed
to being late for important meetings."

R#12 "I'd first tell him to move, and if
he refused, I'd go find the manager."

'Anger is a very common way that people go about trying tosolve their problems. The trainee needs to understand when heis using this technique in order for him to be able to decide
.intelligently whether he wants to use it.

Advbcacy Principle:

40

ANGST IS A COMMON WAY BY
WHICH PEOPLE TRY TO GET
THINGS DONE.



R#4 "It'd explain to him that I'm iriPa
hurry and, that I'd appreciate it
if he would take me up."

Sometimes the,simplest way to get something done is.to ask for
it; put your cards on the table and see what happens. There may
really be no problem at all. .1

Advocacy Principle: ADVOCATES CAN TAKE THE
UNCOMPLICATED APPROACH OF
,PUTTING THEIR.CARDS ON ,THE

TABLEAND SEE WHAT HAPPENS.

RO9 "I'd tell 14.m that I'm not accustomed
to being late for important meetings."

R#13 "I'd ask him if he really thinks he's.
serving the public by making me wait."

'Here the technique is plain and simple: you preach to the
operator. You tell him what he should be doing; you/ecturehim..
The lectufe.can either be direct (RO13: you should provide
service) or indirect (R#9: you shouldn't make people late for
meetings).

R#9 is admittedly not, as good an example of preaching,-
lecturing as one might want. The trainer miry have to stretch
a point a bit to fit RO.9 into the skill It is to be anticipated
that not all of the responses will absolutely fit into a particular
category. A single response often has shades of a number of
skills. There is nothing wrong with admitting. that certain responses
are difficult to categorIze so long as the trainees do not feet
that the trainer is being dishonest with them and so long as
they are aware of the direction in which he is headed.

40
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Advocacy Principle: ADVOCATES SOMETIMES PREACH AND
LECTURE TO GET THINGS DONE. .

Rk7 "I would iry to engage in some
'chit-chat' with him sttch'as 'nice
day isn't it' or 'have,you had a
busy day' in order to see if this
wouldn't get him to do something." .

Advocacy Principle: ADVOCATES SOMETIMES PLAY THE
ROLE OF BUDDY OR SUPERFRIEND TO TRY
TO GET ACTION.

R$8 "I'd try to get friendly by asking
him if I could get him a cup of
coffee on my way down after the
meeting 'which started fifteen min-

. utes ago.'"

Here the trainee is saying: I'll do something for you, if you
,do something for me. In the worst of situations, this is called a

. a0
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bribe. In a more realistic sense,
each other's back" or setting up a
"something for something."

Advocacy Principle:

this is called "scratching
".quid pro quo" which means

ADV6CATES REALIZE THAT IT IS
SOMETIMES NECESSARY TO DO SOME-
ONE A FAVOR IN ORDER TO ,EEAL
F4MX.

R#14 "In a quiet voice, I'd say to the
stranger who just walked in, what
do you think he's up to?"

Wh'at's the person trying to do here? He's trying to get the
stranger to get involved. He's' hoping the stranger will say,some-
thing to the operator. He's either trying to get some support 'from
the stranger and/ol he's trying to get the stranger to do his advocacy
for him. It can be argued that he is indirectly asking this
third party to be his advocate. Hence two principles of advocacy
emerge fromR#14:

Advocacy Principle:

Advocacy Principle:

AN ADVOCATE CAN TRY TO GET THE
SUPPORT OF THIRD PARTIES IIN MAKING
HIS CASE.

AN ADVOCATE CAN TRY TO GET A THIRD"'
PARTY TO BE HIS ADVOCATE DIRECTLY
OR INDIRECTLY.

This then covers all fourteen responses. If there were
more responses, then perhaps the list of advocacy skills would

. expand. Thy above list is by no means meant to be exhaustive of
.

the elevator example or, of any other exatple that might be used.

Here is a summary of the advocacy skills ,.:Mentioned above,
plus several others that could have flowed from hypotheticals
used:

-"Put your cards on the Table:" be direct
and completely above board in,telling the
agency cificial what your position is and
what you want.

-"Demand Adequate Service:" point out to
the agency off= vial that the purpose of
his organizati is service and that
this principle hould guide its actions.

-"Seek the Support of Third Parties:"
beTTFF you make your pETETion known,

\ gather the support of individuals or
\groups.within or without the agency so
that you can demonstrate that you are
riot alone%

5 1.



-"Be a Buddy:" show the agency official
that youare not his enemy and that you
respect and like, him and that you are
aware of how difficult his job is.

- -"Find the Points.of Compromise:"
ferret out the negotiable points in the
dispute and...Aetermine whether you can
bargain your.way to a favorable result.

-"Insist oh Common-Sense:" convey to the
agency official the-TEFFession,that
common-sense dictates the positidn'you
are advocating in addition to or in
spite of the regulations or technical-
ities that might be cited.

-"Demonstrate the exception:" insist on
the uniqueness of your client's situ-
ation so that the general rule cited by
the agency official to deny your client
a benefit is shown to be inapplicable.

-"Uncover the Realm of Discretion:" take
the position that rules-ETTeX-Mt until
they are applied and that in the appli-
Cation of rules, agency officials often,
have wide discretion in spite of their'
claim that their hands are tied by the
rules.

-"Ask for Authorization:" insist that the

agenci-Brficial show you the regulation,
law or authority which supports the action
he has taken or proposes to take.

-"Cite the Law:" show the agency official
that you know what administrative regu-
lations apply to the case (and in some
instances you also cite to statutes and

cases to demOnstrate your point.)

- -"Redefine the Problem:" If you can',t
solve a problem, redefine it, if you cah

'still achieve what the client seeks,
e.g., stop tryinsto qualify the client
for program "Z" if program "Yd will-serve
him equally well and the probleMs of
qualifying him for "Y" are not as great

as those enqounteted in continuing to

insist on "X".

Gila .
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-"Anger/Hostility:'
\

although this is a
dangerous tactic to employ, it is a'
fact of life that some people respond to
this' kind' of pressure.

- "Preach:" perhaps the most common way in
whiCE-Tple try to change other people
is to lecture them, to tell them what they
should or should "not be going.

-"Climb the Chain of Command:" everyone
has a boss who can overrule decisions'
made by those beneath him. When you are
dissatisfied with the'decision or action
of an employee, mappeal" or complain "up
the chain of command" to the supervisor
of the employee, and to the supervisor o
the supervisor, if needed.

71, -"Embarrass Hint:" show the agency official
that you do'not'respect him in such away
that makes.him look silly.

- "Make Clear that you and vouroffice are
goiiii-t6-Frat this Case all tIm ilayEr

t make the agoncy7friCra aware of how
important this case is; when you and your
office have the grounds to back you, point
out that you are t. inking about taking the
case to a formal hearing, and if necessary,
to court.

-"Do a Favor to'Get a Favor:" be willing to
do sonie-EriTi 1 ithin reason) for the person
from whom youare asking something.

Once all of the skills have been identified in the initial
hypothetical, the trainer should begin to drill the trainees on
skills identified. He should use a large number of hypotheticals -4'
and have the class call out the techniques or skills used. A
written assignment might be given with the same objective in mind.
Before moving to the evaluation of the skills, he should be sure
that all of the trainees are well versed in identifying skills and

o in mastering the catch words and the substance behind the catch
words, Once these drills have demonstrated that the trainee, can
do-thise they are ready for skills evaluation.

The third part of the basic skills checklist is A.4!ion.

53
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Section D. Classifying or Translating the Responses into
Principles of AdvocaCy: Evaluation'

1
1 . It

In stating, 6he advocacy principles above, little attempt was
made tq pass any value judgment on any one particular technique.
The advocate must, however, evaluate the effectiveness of the
technique lie has used or is thlDking abott using. Asictle trainees
how they would test effectivenegs. Some possible quebtions that
the advocate needs to as1 himself 'are:

1) In usingthis particular technique
. are you Making your position clear?

2) In using this technique- are you
creating mo e problems than the one
you are try fig to solve? ,

3) Do-you feel hit this technique is
working; is it accomplishing itd,goal?

It is at this stage in tie \training when the trainees are
asked to evaluate the Aelative efkectiveness of the techniques

, used in-the elevator hypothetica,. in the light of questions such
as these three. As a avtter of Common sense, whidh techniques
appear to 'be the best?' From the sequence taken abok, the trainer
shpuld have the following skills listed on the blackboard or on e
Wainly visible sheet of,paper:

1. Redefine the Problem 1

2. Ask for AuthorizatiOn 1

. Y. Embarrassment
U. Chain of Command I

5. Demand Service
6. Anger
.7. Cards on the Table

.

8. reach 1

4 9. Be a Buddy .

10. Do a Favor to Get a Favor
11. Support of Third Party
12. Third Party ad Your Advocate

Several others were alto mentioned:

13. Filla the Points of Compromise
Irisist on Common Sense,

15.. Demonstrate the Exception
16. Uncover. the Realm of Discretion
17. Cite the Law
18. Interpret the Law
19. Make Clear that the Case is

Important to You '0
%

..fOgenural, Low would the trainees rate the effectiveneis of these
twelve advocacy skills? On such priority list might look like
the following:
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0
1. Cards on the Table

Service
3. Ask for Authorization
4. Chain ,of Command
5.. Insist on .Common Sense
6. Find thetPoints of Compromise
7. Uncover the Realm of Discretion
8. Demonstrate the Exception

',Po Cite the' Law
10... Interpret the Law:,
11. Buddy
12. Make Clear that the Case is

Important to You
13. Redefine the Problem
14. Do a Favor
15: Third Party as Your Advocate

,

16. Support of Third Party
,17. Preach
18. Embarrassment
19. Anger .

What priority list do the trainees have? A wide divergency of
opinion should exist among the group. Thevtrainer should let the
discu-ssion get "hot." On what basis do individual trainees make
their lists? 'What common sense principles of human behavior

if you antagonize someone you will.probably make matters
worse, etc.) would they apply to determine'effectiveness?
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Section E. .:'Classifying or Translating the Responses into
Principles of Advocacy: Adaptation

'To. determine whether the trainees have been able to identify
and evaluate the advocacy skills, the principle of ADAPTATION or
FLEXIBILITY is tested.

Advocacy Principle: ADVOCATES SHOULD BE ABLE NOT
ONLY TO 'UNDERSTAND WHAT TECHNIQUES
THEY ARE USING, BUT ALSO THEY, .

MUST BE ABTE TO SHIFT FROM ONE t

TECHNIQUE TO ANOTHER WHEN THEY
DETERMINE THAT A TECHNIQUE IS
NOT WORKING.

The way's to test the abilityoof trainees to master the
principle of ADAPTATION are as follows: r

1) role playing (see chapter eight, infra);

2) in controlled situations, provide the
trainee with real problem's involving
advocacy and watch for the signs of
flexibility (clinical education).

5,3
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3) ask the trainee to recall present or
past experiences in his own life that
involve a shift in advocacy techniques.
(1,q., 'last night a problem came `up
involving my neighbor and what I did
was...c, etc.)

At the end of this text (following chapter twenty-two) on
the inside cover, there is a chart which proVides a summary of
advocacy skills involved in problem solving. (Item V in the
chart will be. discussed in chapter ten infra.) Again, it is not
an exhaustive list. It 'is a list that grew out of the elevator-
hypothetical and the class discussions based upon it. The chart
will be constantly referred to in the remaining chapters of the
text with the following questions in-mind:

1) In how many different situations
(e.g., interviewing, investigation
conducting hearings, writing, etc.)
does the chart apply? .

2) In each different situation, does; the
chart need to be,added to or subtracted
from?

3) Is there need for a different priority
list of effective skills? If so, why?

4) Is the chart .useful. in helping the pare-
'. legals develop their manuals?

5) Is the chart useful in helping the para-
legals understand and apply advocacy
ples?

5,1



EVALUATION SCORE

CARD

Another vehicle that can be used to obtain the same objec-
tive of getting the trainees to identify advOcacy techniques
themselves isthe Evaluation Score Card (ESC).

he ESC can serve a number of purposes:

1) Sharpen the observational
powers of the trainees;

2) Help them to be self-
conscious about what they
do, without,immobaliking
them;

3) Help them to identify advo-
cacy techniques;

4) Help them to develop, standards
by which they 'can evaluate
advocacy techniques.

ESC works as follows: the trainer prepares a ten to fifteen
minute role-playing experience involving an agency official and a .

paralegal. The trainees are distributed a form, the ESC, which
they are to use to assess the role-playing that they will be obser-
ving. Class members are used as role-players. (The 'trainer him-
self may want to play one of the roles to insure that the sequence
goes where he wants it to go. After this exercise has been per-
formed a few times, however, the trainees will be able to do most
of the role-playing under the general direction of the trainer
since they will be familiar with the overall objective of the

,assignment.)

The ESC is printed'on the'following page.

5 7
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Evaluation Score Card

(The aim of, this form is to record, your evaluation of the per-
formance of the paralegal.)

1. What advocacy technique did the paralegal start out using?

, 2. On a scale of 10, how effective was this technique? .("10" 's
very effective; "1" is very ineffective.)

3. When the sequence ended, what advoCacy technique was the para-
legal using?

4, on.a scale of 10, how effective was the overall performance?

5. According to the agency official, what was the problem?

6. According to the paralegal, what was the problem?

p
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7. What, if anything, was standingin the way of communication
between them?

8. How could this communication pkoblem have been overcome?

9. Was the paralegal !objective about everything, or did he take
anything personally? Explain.

10. Wis the agency official taking anything personally? Explain.

11. If the agency official took anything personally, how did the
paralegal deal with this?
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-12. What do you think the paralegal should have done about this?

13. Describe the most positive - spects of what you saw the para-
legal do.

14. Describe the least effective aspects of what you saw the
4 paralegal dd.

r

15. As specifically as possible, list all of the advocacy tech-
niques ("good" or "bad") that you observed in the paralegal
which you have not already mentioned in any of the above 14
questions.

U J
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Several,hypotheticals are suggested here for rOlerplaying
and for utilization of the ESC:

Caseworker wants to terminate the
welfare assistance of Mr. Jones because
of an alleged failure to look for work
diligently. Mr. Jones claims he has
been sick. The .paralegal represents
Mr. Jones. He calls the caseworker on
the phone to try to resolve the problem.
(In the role-playing, the pakticipants
pretend that they are on the phone.)

t.

' John Smith has been to the XYZ drug
rehabilitation program. He applies for
welfare while he is at the program. The
caseworker calls the XYZ program to ask
if John attends regularly. They answer
"no". John tells the caseworker that
he may have missed a few days, but he is
there most of the time. The caseworker P
tells John that he does not qualify'
because he is not a regular member of a
rehabilitation program. .John goes to see
the paralegal. The paralegal visits the
caseworker.

Mary Thpmas )s 35 years old, separated
from her firbt husband, and living in
an apartment with three children, ages,
2, 5 and 14. The 14 year old, Janp is
Illegitimate. Mary's husband, Tom, lives
in the same city and occasionally visits
and gives her money for the children but
refuses to give her ,money for herself.

Mrs. Thomas is on welfare (Aid for
Dependent Children.) Last week, a welfare
worker dropped in unexpectedly while Tom
was in the house and saw him there. :41

the way out the welfare worker met Jane,
(14 years old) in the front room and said
"I just saw your father". Jane said

ob. "That's not my father". The worker came

61



the next day to the apartment and
gave Mr. Thomas a piece of paper, saying
"this is a notice of termination of
welfare. You have,a man living in

wehouse and he could support you, so we
are not going to pay you any more wet-
fare." Mrs. Thomas goes to see 'a paa-
legal'and tells him that her husband Only
rarely comes by .and never gives her y
mdney. The paralegal calls the case-
worker to try and straighten out the

\

The ESC and
get,the trainees
when they see it
based upon their
judgment.

dUch hypothetiCals for role - playing are used to
to begin to talk about advocacy, to identify it
and to forMUlate some rough evaluative criteria
experiences., common sense and "feel" for good

I
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Role-playing is a learning_ process wherein the participants
act-out their responses rather than simply verbalize them in the
classroom. As such, it is totally consistent with the general
theory of training which emphasizes the concrete and recoils at
undue reliance on' the abstract.

Before exploring this technique in detail, it may be helpful
to look at the arguments against role-playing. :

Section A. The Case Against Role-Playing

1. Games are fun for the first thirty miputes, but soon become,
a drain.

The argument here is that role-playing can create an initial
atmosphere of interest and enthusiasm, but that it wears off
relatively soon.

2. Ro'le-playing'can't teach you'the law.

Paralegal trainees might resist role-playing in their anxiety
to.be 'taught the law. It's not easy to see how role-playing can
teach the law.

3. Role-playing is chaos.

Role- playing has a way of living a life of its own. The-
situation can quickly get out of hand. Tangents can dominate the
proceeding..

4. The effect of-role-playing can't be evaluated.

So much happens during, role-playing sequences that it's some-
times difficult to follow and often difficult to remember every-
thing that hashappened. One ends up with general impres'sions,
'rather than conclusions that you can get a handle on.

S. Role-players can fool you.

While the trainer may ask a trainee to "act - out " 'a position

rather than - simply talk about it in the abstract, the role-player
may in fact simply repeat his abstractions as an actor as opposed
to "living" his position in a semi-real environment.

The short answer to each of these five criticisms is that they
are addressed to ineffective role-playing rather than to the nature
of role-playing itself as a learning device.

6.3
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Secti6n B. Role-Playing as an Advocacy Technique

Role-playing can be viewed as a highly specialized learning
technique or as something that we naturally do.every day. According
to the latter, role-playing is the adoption of a particular style,
tone or manner in order to provoke someone into a desired response."
Suppolf that a married couple is thinking of buying a house. One
of them finds a house and wants to make a convincing argument
to the other 'member of the team 'to buy it. There are a number of
roles'that this spouse cal. adopt to make this argument:

SPOUSE WITHOUT DRAMA: "I think we shOuld buy this house.'

SPOUSE AS MORALIST:

SPOUSE AS FANATIC:

SPOUSE AS ECONOMIST:

SPOUSE AS OPPRESSED
MINORIPY:

,!.:God intended me tp live- in this
. kind of house."

"If we don't buy this house, I'll
kill myself."

"Jusj think of the large interest
deduction and resale. value that
this house has."

[

"I've just about KAd,it.' Every -
`one else has a fine home and I'm
stuck without pne. This house will
solve everything."

The list, of course could go on and on. Which posture represent .

"the real".spouse? It's obviously difficult to determine. All of
us are capable of a multitude of roles. When a paralegal consciously
adopts a particular technique on the job (e.g., Be a Buddy.) he
is role-playing. The Assumption of roles (sometimes called masks)
is a very -ommon occurrence in social as well as in work settings.

Sectiop C, Role-Playing is Discovery through Commitment

As seen in chapter four, supra, a major problem with traditional
classrooms is that they are divorced from real experiences. Every-
one is rationalizing about everything. Role-playing is a major
way to attempt' to offset this.

the premise iss-imple.. ,-Y-ougt imse1f, to
particubar situation; you set up a resp6hsb to this position (via

another role-player) and you watch to see what happens to the
original position. Ls the trainee defensive, consistent, confused,
flexible, successful, etc.? You have this trainee analyze what
has happened to him-andto his position. What took place?- that
did he see about himself? What does he now think of his original
position? If he had the same situation again, would be handle it
differently? Why? These questions come alive for the ;'-irife when
he has cormitted himself- through role-playing.

6
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t

lilts is but LA) sa).that,none of the above\could have been
achieved without the ruiejplaying. Tilt_ trainerxcould have simply

presented a problem and asked the trainee to talk about" the pocitiw
he would take to respond to the problem. By incisive quesstioning,

. the trainer could have forced the trainee to be defensive, consistent,

confused, flexible, etc. This approach (which is a so a game),
however, is less likelyto take hold than the "role- laying approach.
,It is perhaps imposible to prove this, except to sa that the trainee

is probably more involved in the role-playing than iri,the intellectual
question-and-answer process, and th'it generally, people tend to
learn more from situation's that they-are caught up-in qr involved

sin.

Does this mean that everything should to learned through role-

4 playing? Certainly not. It would be false to argue that'you can't
learn something unless you have experienced it. Role-playing` ie most

.t.f'qatt%le in the beginningtages cf learning something new. It's a \fay to

get things going. It's a way to involve the shy student. There

is a distinct danger in overkill if the entire training program is
nothing but a long series of role-playing sequences.

You may find that role-playing is Of primary' relevance tofOrm
rather than to content. It helps the trainee to look at his style

,his approach, "how he is coming off." It also helps to teach "co tent,9
such as how to employ a particular skill, but it does so primarily by

.
giving the trained the opportunity to see the entire picture, to
assess how he goes about.using all his abilities and disabilities, .

in problem solving. The discovery that can come through role-playi*
is primarily related to the type of person he is, and secondarily to

specific,-topic :.ender analysis. Both style and topic (form and
content) are crucial,- but it is not necessarily the case that both \

can be best dealt with through,role-playing all the time.

13ecause role-playing provides a forum for self-reflection, it is
of particular use to teaching through the learner -'focused method
where the starting point is always the trainee.

Section D. Control vs. Spontaneity

The great appeal of role-playing, aceording to one view, is'that

it offers a forum for spontaneity wherefh distoveries, otherwise
unobtainable, are realized. From another perspective, it can be
argued that role-playing is an intensely manipulative process
wherein the trainer positions the trainee into accepting approaches

that he does not believe. There is considerable truth in both of

these statements. ROLE-PLAYING IS STRUCTURED OR CONTROLLED SPON.

lANLITY.

The obvious question that follows from this is: how can spon-
taneity be meaningful if it is controlled?. Part of the answer is
that role-playing is something less than free-association where,

J :5
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theoretically, anything goes. Role- playing does not go this ear,
There is a structure to role-playing, or there should be if chaos

4111,, is to be avoided. The trainer.needs to have in mind the direction
he wants the class to take and not permit the role- playing sequence
to take the class in another direction or to take4the clagt in.
a direction that is too fir afield from his originally' intended
path.

There is a difference, how'ever, 'between controlling the topic
or general area, and controlling what the trainees have to say about
that topic or area. Role-playing that does the latter is obviously
improper. :f the way in which the role-playing is ,set up.sends a
message to the trainee that he is expected to act ion a certain way
even though on the surface he is bei-mgased to respond "naturally",
then the role-playing is dangerously false. This is different from
asking a trainee to play the role of an irate clerk, for example.
He is being properly asked to take a certain posture.co he read
He should be asked to give inainterpretation of how an irate clerk
would at in the circumstances provided. Here you are controlling
the topic, but not the substance of the response. There can be
valid spontaneity as to the latter even though the general direction ,

of the discussion is being controlled by the trainer.

Section What to do when the Trainer's Mental Picture of
What Should'Happen is Destroyed by Whai in Fadt
Happens.

Although over-control is a problem, a more pressing concern is
when the trainer loses control. Suppose, for example, that the .

trainer wants to cover the threshold advocacy problem of the-
advocate losing objectivity because he is taking the situation per-
sonaly. He picks a traffee and creates a situation which he hopes
will raise the issue For example:

The 'trainer plays the role of a school teacher,
The trainee is asked to play the role of a
parent. The teacher calls the parent and says:
"Your son is having problems at school and I'm
sure that it's because of his home environ-
ment."

The trainer is counting on the trainee to get angry and insulted in
order to be able to discuss with the class the implications of anger
and emotionalism generally in an advocate. To the trainer's
chagrin, the trainee, as mother, responds thusly:

t<

"I would prefer noeto discuss this with
you. I'm going to discuss the entire
matter, including your attitude, with the
principal,"

What is the trainer todo? This is not the respdhse he was looking. -----
for. The response of the trainee raises another point: the chain of
Jormomd advocacy technique, but the trainer did not .want to deal_ with_
this topic at this time. The trainer either has to take somedravtic
steps to get the class back on track or he must decide whether or not-

°
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to permit a new.track to be taken. Unfortunately most trainers
freeze ot 'his poinl. Thecvalue of seaying with the chain of
Command topic is that the trainee came, to it -,entaneously and this
rs always an excellent time to deal with it. The problem, of2c9urse,
is That the trainer may have wanted .to cover other areas before he
got to the chain of comman11.,point. Staying with it at C,is time
would be disruptia.of his, overall training plan. The vainer must
instantaneously balance. the faLtOrs on both 'sides and m.,ke a, decision.

If the ,trainer decides to stick to his original topic, then he .

has several options:

1) He could drop the first trainee and try-to find a
"better",response. He would ask someone else to
,respond to the same situation to see iT he can get
a resp6nse that will give him enough "meat" on the
personality issue. He could keep switching until
fie finds the "right's response. If.time is becoming
a problem, he may simply ask the class as'a whole:

' "Does anyone have a different response?"

2) Instead of trying to erase fromeverydn s, mind
what the originral trainee said, he could try to

. get another trainee who has a response More along
the lines of what he was looking for and ask the class
to compare the two approaches.

3) As a final resort, the trainer could play the role
eof mother himself (play both roles); come up with a
response which is very emotional and then ask the
class' if they see any problems withhisi approach.

Seddon F. Degrees of Role-Playing

The range of possible, role-playing sequences-is very broad:

1. You.could run a sequence involving a very brpad topic
administrative hearings), and a large number of

role-players. Such a sequence could last an entire day.

2. You could pick a very narrow topic (e.g., finding out
if a client is eligible for legal services) involving
only one or two people and requiring a relatively
short time to conduct.

3. The sequence could be so brief as to almost be parenth-
etical (e.g.,the trainer i. talking about a particular
point; a trainee raises hip hand and says "r"don't sbe
it that way;" the trainer stops the flow of, his
discussion and says to the trainee: "suppose you`Were in
this situation and the following-things,happened , what
would be your response;" the trainee responds; there is
a brief discussion of the point and the trainee proceeds
with his presentation, In this case, the role-playing
woufd,have taken only\about two or aree minutes).

6 7
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You will often find that the- shorter, more direct role-playing
sequences are the most effective. Don't use more than a few
long, complex sequences. WI too easy for them to getout of
hand. .

Section G. General Techniques of Role-Playing

1. "Media .

It would obviously behighly beneficial to have access to video
tape eeuipment. What better way to permit the trainees to see and
"feel" themselves in action? Since such equipment would probably
be imkactical because of cost, a less expensive and less cumber-
some tdpe recorder should be *considered. .A tape recording is Often
mn excellent way to start'bff a training day. Use it for the first
role-playing sequence. If you try to use it for every sequence,
you ill'find that it will wear out its welcome and utility. It
can be time-consuming to replay everything or even to find the spot

.con _Ste tape that you want to replay.

2, Find a Foil.

A cardinal principle in using role-playing effectiv'ely is to
use it in a'situation of conflict. One trainee says the'best way to
do sbmephing is by using a particular aPproach. Find out if anyone -

disagrees. Ifyou find such a someone, then let each trainee' tole:.
play his approach in separate sequences involving, the same fact
situation.and ask these trainees and the entire class to compare
the two awoaches. On any one point, there will almost always be
a wide variety of approaches that the class would use. Ferret this
confliCt out and capitaliie on it whenever possible.

S. Train the Secondary Role-Players.

Too oft.CM in some of the smaller role-playing sequences, the
foul-up comes with the secondary role-players. The primary role
player is. the 'trainee around whom the sequence is centered. He
has made the point that the trainer wants to, see acted-out. Other
secondary role-players, are selected to fill in the cast of characters
These secondary role-playeirs 'can destroy the sequence by being in a
totally efferent world. They needab be schooled on how to play
their part, unless you have set up a:very broad role-playing sequence
in which yoti.wantthe characters to take the sequence wherever they
want to. In the smaller, mere controlled sequences, however, you
will want to prevent this by giving careful instructions to the
secondary :characters. In the elevator example in chapter seven, aupra,

0 for example, the primary role-player is the individual who wants to
go up on the elevator. The secpndary role-player is the elevator
°Orator. !f someone was asked-to play the role of the elevator
operator and the primary role-player asked him to take him up and
he did so promptly, the entire sequence would have been lestroyed
since no problem would have been presented. The elevate4 perator
would have had- to be told to refuse to go cup or to simply In nothing.

ts
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'Phis danger in using s.oCnadary role- players is so acute that
often desirable tc haven the trainer play _he role of the

_ srcorkiar.y Character in that he can be .t'sued,, at, th.e Very least,
..,the prObleat IS. pre5ent.

kites a. role-player It; acted out isisLpesit'ioa, ask 'him to ,Play

the role in. $ manner exactly opposite to the way in -which he originally
..,k...-resented it so that he can gain en added prospective.

, the ruse-playing s,eitier.ce involves tharcters on two ends, of
-the. spectrum c,:telfare retinient and a case worker) ask the t:
3.,rei.ne..c..1.f% play both, toles. in the tact situation. the trainee :

keo, character,; .at the end of the sequence- or ia te; middle
risk- trainee to clay the rose of the "other Side".

-Again thexe is consi,erable value iri perMitting the trainee 'to, observe
U:701 another dimension. 'Lxcellent topie.s. for diSCUSSien

ap.1-r-Oop,_'s-itqA exporiehcd.5.

You 1111/,,t1Qt. want. to let every sequence 1:--e 'Carried to its logical
IthPv can 'bi:come too, Iting and complicated. In some tele...playing,

.y.o4.-Itaiy,want to try the "point" system. give each non-participant
in t-4e _role-pIaying seauence the right to raise their hand or .say,.
",or,,-.n-r." at any t;me (hiring the sequence. 'Let him- make his comment
fposi--Ove or Inegattge), give the participants time to consider the

tto actopt or reject iL1 and ,Proceed with the s.oqueriew.
lncouotge, the .:lass to intervene in this way. To get' it iti.eted, the,

t.,,,t_n<inr May want to st.,.:1) the t.equence lb make points of his .own. By

,icing., make clear 'to the class what the pror.ess, ibOrit,
jnny,be that some of the comments made by the non-participant

be St t..ccisie that trw traiibr will want to ,consider
. kw:Aking 1.,h,person maxtng the comment to clime forwerd,, take the p13ce.,'

.tole-pleyei. and .act-out, the sequence along the lineS
:-ays , comment p,o%nt

. .

,,I-Tainer most maxe that -the comments or ..points are
and-, relaYant; w.i.ndy_speethu-s - would' disrupt the- sequence.

11.6x;i:bility theley,'-: -
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Chapter Nine

Advocacy and Client Interviewing

Section A. introduction
/I

/,. .

i
This chapter is not an attempt to teach every aspect of inter-

viewing. It is an exploration of the extent to which the advocacy
principles dealt with in chapter seven apply to interviewing generally;
and particularly to client interviewing in a law office.

i

Interviewing is the process by which oneperson obtains informati
from another person. When a client first comes into a legal service
office,, someone must talk to him in order-to determine (a) what t

service he is looking for, (b) whether he is,eligible for the service
provided.by the office and (c) whether the services of the offiCe
can help him. This is the prelfm,:nary interview, although the third
determination may not be made until long after this first contact.

It is very likely, however, that this client will have numerO
subsequent contacts with the office, and many,, if not all of these
later contacts will involme an exchange of information. Hence, i
viewing should be conceived Of as a -continuous process starting w
the initial contact and including every contact the client has w
the office until the case is dlosed.

Segtion B. Advocacy in IntervieWing

1) Interviewing is o ten much more complex
than a mechanical recording of information.

..
.

/ , 2) Frequently, advo acy skills need to be.
employed in orde to conductan interview
effectively. . ;

How can these two major points be taught? Rather than' simp y
- i

announce the paints to the trainees, use an example (of try,role-
playing) involving facts that ul A demonstrate both of the e points

and that will act as a springboa d to,a discussion on how advocacy

skills can ,be used in interviews g.
,

Example it: A high-school stu ent comes to a teacher an
tells her that he wants to quit school. Sh

asks why. He ans'ers that the, other studen s
are always trying to pick a fight with him

.

.

Cxample 4 A client comes inito a legal services offitc
and says that she wants help to get a div.rce:
The advocate asks! why, and the client say
that her husband 'does not support the family,

In both of these situations, th, information to be der ved from the

interview appears clear-cut: th reason the student wa is to quit
school and the reason the client\ wants a divorce. Su pose, however,
',that ,the reasons, given have litle or no basis in rea ity: .

%
.
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;

The Student, in fact, is extremelytembarrassed,
by his speech defect. This is the reason he wants
to quit.School. The reference to fighting may
either be fabTicated or simply not the real reason
fon his desire.

Example #2: The client is eligible for welfare but does nbt
know it. Her husband may in fast be providing
inadequate support, but if she knew that, she
would apply for it and not pursue her request
for a divorce.

If these are the realities,, then it isthe responsibility of the
interviewer, to uncover them, which is to say that, the, interviewer must
be an advocate in ferreting out infornation which is not clear on the surface.

itt's difficult to make this point in a role-playing sequence.
The primary role-player in the school situation is the teacher (who
is interviewing the student); the secondary role-player is the
student. The primary role-layer in the second example is the person
interviewing the client. ;The secondary role-player is the client.,
The point made ih chaptert,eight supra, about the necessity of care-
fully schooling the secondary role-player is painfully applicable
in these two examples. The trainee playing the role of the student or
the client must play the ,iole properly in order to demonstrate the
problem. The trainee must hold back information about.the "real"
reason for wanting to quit school or to get a divorce in order to

"see whether the primary rile- player uses the proper techniques to
get at the "real" reasbns4 If the student is too quick to blurt
out that he has a speech defect that is bothering him or if the
client blurt's, out that she would consider applying-for welfare in

' lieu of pursuing a divorcel, Oen the cases have not really raised
any problems of interviewing at all. The secondary role-players- I

must be told what the sequence is all about in advance of their
pdrticipation, They must be schobled to .provide the surface infor-
mation and to give up the underlying facts or factors only if the
primary role - players 4o enough prodding to uncover-it. They should
make it neither unreasonably difficult noi'easy. They should play
,he role of the client, fo example, as inarticulate and completely
unawareof the welfare possibility.

1

If you determine that it would be too difficult to attempt the
.ole-playing in this way, ,then you as trainer.should take the part

Of the secondary role-players,,or, you can by-pass role-playing for
this topic and simply staid the situations as examples. At. all costs,
:void handling this topic by merely saying "in interviewing, what appears
on the surface is not always a true picture of reality."

1

,

Section C. The Advocate's Approach to Client Interviewing

As indicated in chapter seven, supra, there are three threshold
concerns that are the starting point. Of the, three, the :first and
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third are of primary importance in interviewing.

THRESHOLD CONCERNS

--1. Defining Your Goals in ,Orderof.P.Vorities
2. Deciding When to Intervene

13. Determining Whether You are Taking it an too
Personally '1

1. Defining Your Goals inOrder of Priorities

It is absolutely critical for an interviewer to understand what
informatiOn he is supposed to obtain in any interview. (If he is

not clear as to goals, he should not' conduct the interview,) Here

is a good -place for the paralegal to draft a checklist. If he is

trying to determine eligibility for legal service, he should have,

in checklist form, a list of questions that he will ask. For example:

tb.
How much income?

, One Welfare?
Own own house?
Live in neighborhood?
etc.

He should have a chart that wifl.tell him how tuck income will qualify
and disqualify a client for free legal services.

-As for priorities, the office will probably instruct the inter-

vieue: that he should not verify the statements made by the client

about hi income. This has a very low office priority. Most offices

simply ta..e the word of the client on income. If this were not the

case, then the interviewer woula have been instructed to seek some
verification, i.e to give the matter a higher priority,

The, acts, of course, can become much more complicated. SuppoSO.
that-thetoffice is assisting a client to file forpersonal bankruptcy,

, the interviewer must know how the bankruptcy-process works. All Of

ttlf.t questions asked of the client must Specifically relate to some

componeht of the bankruptcy process, The goals of the interviewer

are to arma this relationship as thoroughly as posSible. As for
-iorittes, suppose that the paralegal is helping the client list all

Of his creditors. The client remembers "a small debt, a few yearg

ago of a few dollars, iut I. don't recall it very well,-" What priority,

should the paralegal give to this item? How crucial is it to the

overall objective of obtaining bankruptcy? The paralegal checks with

his supervisor in order to determine what priority to give this, tatter

in .view of all of the other information that needs to be gotten out

of the interview. If it .gets a low priority then the adyocate won't

keep pressing the client to-try to remember nor will he begin

invptigation of thp matter on his own,

2. Determining Whether You are Taking it all too Personally

Here a role-playing situation Could be very useful, It should

involve the following kinds of situations:

7.2
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1. During the interyiew. it becomes clear that '

the interviewer.frWliicist (try not to make-
thi's faCt too obvibus, however)'.

2.. The client' is a racist and his racism is
directed at the interviewer. What does the
interviewer do? Throw the client out? Get
angry at the client? (Make clear in the role -
playing thatthe client does have a denuine need.
for legal services in spite of the problem raised.)

3.

. .

The client haS an extraordinary'"B.0." problem

4. While interviewing a Client seekinea divorce.,
the interviewer asks the following question about
prior marriage; ."Are you sure that your-prior
marriage ended in a divorce--before'you'married
again?" The client answers, "What the hell are
you asking'me that.:for; aren't you 'suppose-to
be the expert on the taw?"

S. The client has an- appointment with the paralegal
for an interview at .1 p.m. The lient shows up
at 3 p:m. and forgets to bring, the papers that
he was asked 'to bring. The advocate aski-for an
explanation and the client responds, "I've got J

too many things on my mind. Why couldn't you have
come to my home for this interview?"

6. -A-twenty-year old girl comes into the office to ,.

Ask for help in-applying,forwelfare, She is
single and has no children. She says she is, sick.
The interviewer suspects that this girl is._!high"
on drugs while in the office.

7. The client says to the advocate. "Yog're not a '

lawyer; I don't. -want to be interviewed by you.

If the trainer decides to role -play situations such -as these in
order to illustrate the problem of the interviewer loosing his objeptiw.
ity bedause of a too-personal involvement in the situation, he should
be sure that tha primary role-player (the interviewer) is respond-
ing naturally rather than with fal.F.1 rationalizations. In some of
the, examples listed above, it would almost,baiiipossible for the
interviewer to fail to display his own feelings about the situatIon
that confronts him in the interview. It is critical that these
feelings be identified and discussed. ThiS is not to say that the
trainees are to be, taught that when they are on the job-they must
-hold back their own feelings and p'erson'ality at all times. It is
'simply to, argue that if the feelingl are there, they must be dealt
with. A start should ba made in dealing with them in the training.
prbgram. i

r
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Section D. Advocacy Skills in Client Interviewing

In chapter seven supra, we saw that there'were a nuMberOf
basic techniques that an advocate uses. Some of these skills are
applicable to interviewing. Have the trainees refer to the chart
.0f, basic advocacy skills on the inside page _of the back cover.

.

1. Cards on, the Table
2, Service
3. Ask for Authorization
'4. Support, of Third Party
5. Chain of Command
6. 'Buddy:
7. Redefine the Problem
8: Do a Favor
9. Third Party as Your Advocate

10. Preach .

11. Embarrassment
12. Anger,

Which of these techniques do the trainees think could be effective
in client interviewing? Why? What are the potentially ineffective
techniques? Why? HOre is another opportunity for the trainer to
assist the trainees in becoming technique conscious. When a, trainee
Says that a particular_ technique would be appropriate or inapproPiiite,
the moment is ripe for the construction of a hypothetical or a role-

playing sequence. The trainees need.tO be drilled and re-drilled.

The interviewer is _talking to a client who
wants a divorce because of adultery. The
client is very hesistant about talking about
the. circumstances of her husband's adultery.

What does the interviewer do? Preach to the client about the necessity

of talking about the event? "You mist talk about it". Should the

interviewer take this approach? The answer is not so easy. Give the
trainee.a chance to discuss this issue and to articulate his own
visceral guidelines on it. Then have him put it down in manual

'(checklist) form.

Two techniques on the list that the trainees may feel to be

particularly appropriate are:

(1) . put your cards on the table and
(6) be a buddy

Translated into the interview situation, these skills become:

(1) honesty and
(6) courtesy.

Ask t6C trainees how they would go about being honest 'and courteous.

The key to effective advocacy in interviewing is TO GAIN THE CONFIDENCE

of the client being interviewed. This is best achieved by conducting
the intervieW in such a way that:
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:

,(i) 'the client feels that you are intelli-
gently handling his case (this is so when ,...

you know precisely what goalt"you are
after in the interview);

.(ii) the client feels that you are above board
with him (honestk); and

(iii) the .client feels .comfortable with you .

(courtesy).

Do the trainees agree? Set up some role-playing sequences to deter-
mine whether they in fact apply these principles.

What role do the trainees feel that PRESSURE has in the inter-
view? Are the three points made above inconsistent with the use
of pressure? What does the interviewer do when the information he
is seeking is not easily forthcoming? He persikts in seeking, it.
Is this, pressure? Do the trainee think that an interviewer can
exert pressure without being dishonest or discourteous? What It
their definition of a diligent interviewer?

Suction E: 'Evaluation and Adaptation

The final set of skills considered in chapter seven are astets-
ment and flexibility: the interviewer should not be single-minded.
He should not give up afterhis first approach does not prove
fruitful. The tests fora particular technique are:

!1'. Are you making Yourself clear?
2. Are your creating more problems than you

are solving?
3. Are you accomplishing your goals?' "

The best way for the trainer to determine whether the trainees are
effectively applying these tests and adequately, shifting "approaches
according to instant self-appraisals is, by watching them perform
in carefulay designed role-playing sequences. These points cannot,
be made in the abstract.

. How does a trainee know when he has "really" achieved .his
goal and recorded al the information required? This problem.becomes
very acute in situations, where the interviewer does not always know
what information the client has', or the client does not know what
information. is relevant. What do the trainees think? Have them
write down some of the tests that they would apply. Have them go
through this exercise before the trainer suggests some tests of his
own. Theytwila relate to these suggestions -more rli4ily if they have
first attempted to formulate some of their own.

There.are no hard arid fast rules on this. Possible guidelines
(that could find their way into manuals) are:i

7 5'
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1) The interviewer must keep an open mind;

2) The interviewer must be. prepared for
unexpected information;

3) The interviewer must..always.be,on the alert.
for leads or "flags" which' indicate that
-further prodding might bring forth a new lin&
of information;

4) The interviewer must be able to interpret
,non - verbal forms of communication; slience,
gestures,"nervousness can be signifiCant
signs of'information.

"There are some excellent role-laying, possibilities that can come
out of these guidelines. (Trainees sometimes bring their young
children with them to the training sessions. Consider asking the

parent if the child would want to participate ina role-playing
sequence. Have one of the trainees (other than the parents)

interview the child about something that recently happended to the

child, e.g., he just started school: Before the sequence begins have
the trainlee explain to the class what goals he has for the interview.,

Then bring the child in the room for the role-playing. -The poten-'

tial for topics for discussion after the sequence-are enormous),

Section F. Conslusion. Manual Fill-In

Once the trainer has finished the sessions on interviewing
and advocacy, he should see to It that the main topics covered have

been or are being translated by the trainee into guidelines, out' -.

lipes and checklists. What does the original chart of advocacy
skills now look like? Is there a different chart for interviewing?
Is there a diversity in the guidelines, outlines and checklistt
formulated by the trainees on the topic of interviewing? If to,

is this healthy? Do the trainees feel that they are actively involved

in the training? Are their individual personalities being expreeted

or are,they all being asked to conform to a mold? Have they teem

to see that their uniqueness is key to job Terformance or are they
', embarrassed by what, makes them different?

These are some of the tests to determine whether learner-focused

,isWorking. ,

7
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Chapter Ten

Advocacy card Investigation

This chapter is not an attempt to teach all of investigation.
It is an exploration of the extent to which the advocacy principles
dealt with in chapter seven supra, apply to investigation generally
and p.articularly to field investigation out of a law office.

Suction A.. Advocacy Principles of Investigation
,

. Two basic Components of providing legal services are (1) the
facts and (2) the law applicable to those{ facts. In a. large number
oS cases, a law office does not have sufficient command of the facts
before proceeding to pursue a particular legal course of action.
This' is true for a number of reasons:

(a) inadequate time is given to investigating
,the. facts;

(b) the factil may change in it he middle dt'a
case without the office knowing about it;

(c) the office may not fully know what. facts
are relevant;

(d) people may be unwilling or unable to tell,
the facts to the office;

(e) written records can be.incomplete;
hidden or non-existent.

Effective investigation is designed to overcome these problems.
The trainer should give early attention (1) to the concegtions of
investigation that the trainees brought with them to the training

program and (2) to the necessity of fully understanding the five
problems listed above. It might be worth while to present3 a number
of hypothDticals to the class in order to obtain their reactions.
Ask the class: (a) if they ever had to deal with situations such as

those. presented below, (b) what did they do and (c) that 'things do,

they thin{, they could have done?' The latter two questions ;:can be

trans lated in to "what invest igating skills! did you -Use" and "what
other investigating skills do you think would be effective?" But

don't talk about their responses in terms of skills yet; simply ask
for commonsense reactions. Note that the following examples',
move from non legal areas to legal areas ; from.self-advocacy ,to

advocacy for otherp; and from the simple to the complex.

1. On September 1st, Torn decides that he wants
to enter a Junior College. School opens in five
day?. There are only two colleges that still alloW
-time for reeistration. 13oth are about the same
distance from his home and he can affcird both. Tom's
problem is that he does' t know enough about either _

college to make a decision. He works full-time.from_

77



9-6 and mat continueto,work 'right up to the
first day of school in order.to be able to
finande his education. What should he Iles?

As the trainer gets the responses, he should note them On the
blackboard insummary form. For example, if one Of the trainees
says he would call and ask the two colleges to. send him their,
catalogues, the trainer should Write the board "PHONE FOR WRITTENt
INFORMATION' if another trainee says that he would go to both
colleges in' the evenings, write "SITE VISIT" etc. There should be 1

a large volume of responses similar to these, some of which might '

be sub-categories of prior categories. Have the trainees Write,
down these approaches themselves. After the trainer his gone through -

a few.hypothetitals, the class should be ready to'' -go back over their
notes (in conjunction with what ,the trainer has paced on the black-
board) and organize outline of investigation ohich Can become a pre-
lirainaru checklist for the trainee, to go into his manual for later use on the

job and for alter revision. For the time being.; such a checklist-outline
will, be of a general nature. Later on, the'outline should find its
way into specific manual topics such as "investigation for welfare
eligibility," "interviewing winesses," etc.

2., Tom teaches a second-grade class. It is the 'end
of school day on Friday and the bus is in front of
the school ready to take about 1/2 of his class
home.' If the students are not out in time for the
'bus, it wills leave vitheut them. It is 2:50 p.m.
and the bus is schuled to leave at 3:05. p.m. Tom
discovers' that his brief case is mussing from the top .

of hi's d'e'sk. What should he do?

Thehypothetical may be a good one to discUss a particular kind of
'pressure as an investtgafion technique. Some trainee might say
that he would tell the class that if the briefcase is not returned,

. no one-will leave for the bus: This would be an excellent opportunity.
Or. the class to focus on the use of threats to uncover the facts.
Oen should it he used, if ever? What are the dangers? An entire
guideline checklist, could be developed frbm this one topicialone.

": 60

lom lives in Brooklyn. He has been interested
in a job opening twenty miles away in New Jersey.
On July s.po,e to the personnel manager
to, talk about the iub and arranged,for a personal
Inteiview at 3 p.m. on July 24th in New Jersey,
When fomiarrives on that date, hd is told by the
receptionist. that the job is no longer open. On
,July : {rd, the Board of Oireetors. fired the top
.administrative state. The assistant personn,,1
manager made a decilion to postpone-hiring any
new °line ,staff and told the receptionist not
to take any neu.applications. The receptionist
latorpreted this to mean that there were n' more
lob openings and-thi,, what she tells Tor, in
fact thelpersonnel manhger, with whom Tom
originally did not intend to cancel Tom's
appOintment. Yt,t flatly told that there
are no longer any openings and'ihat there is no
on there. to see him' What should he do?

7 3
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19tmerous techniques can be derivedfrom this hypothetical .end
discussed in class. What, would the trainee do in this situation?
One of the key .points is to HAVE YOUR PRESENCE RECORDED EVEN IF IT
LOOKS HOPELES§. 'Of `course,, Tbm may have to bring to bear 'Stoke
effectiveadvocacy skills to insure that the receptionist does in

_.._fact ,make a note of (record) the fact that Tom did appear. The
Other critical advocacy skill that needs to be applied in.this
investigation problem is the Use of CHAJN OF COMMAND technique.
Tom should hot-leave until he has tried to contact the receptionist's
boss; and the boss of- this boss if necessary.

4, ._Tom is the/father of two children, Ed and
Bill.: He comes-home one day and finds a
small panage.ofMarijuana in the front hall.
He immediately suspectsene7of his two sons
and turns right around and goes Alut to look
for i sons. What should Tom do?

5. InAhe above ,situation, Tom finds Ed and
Bill. They deny any knowledge of the.
"grass".---When-they all get back home,
they find. another bag offiarijuana\in
another room. They also discover that
the house hdd been burglariied. Ed says
maybe the burglars dropped the stuff:"
.What should Tom do?

6. Tom's' son, Bf11, hai been accused of using-
abuSive language in front of his teacher.
Tom calls the teacher who refuses to talk
about it.. The teacher refers Tom to the
:principal: The prificiOal refuses to talk
about it and` refers Tom to the Assistant
Superintendent at-the central office.
What should Ton do?

7. 'Tom's sister'is ill. She receives .a
. letter from a local supermarket' 6 she

often buys zpods on credit. The letter
'informs -her that she owes $157.27 and that.

.
unless she pays within a week, "legal pro-

.:ceedings will be instituted" against her:
She calls Tom and'tells him that i paid
the bill last week. She asks Tom to help

. her. What should he do?

/Hort_again, (in 7) is a situation that could provoke the class to a
wade variety of responses that could be manualized. This particalar ;
hypothetical hits upon alcey investigation technique:'-GET THE CLIENT.
TO DO, AS MUCK INVESTIGATION ON MS On BEFORE YOU DO !YOUR OWN '

INVESTIGATION. What do the trainees think of"-this? Do they see .

any dangers in it? What guidelines- can viey write on pit? I Should
Tem,determine what his sister can do on !ler own before he intervene -s?
Can she-rfor example, send him her recortls of her dealings.. with the.-

supermarket? If-there is not enough time to use the mails,. can
she someone bring theni to Tem. 'If .;he doesn't have all the .

records, can she call the supermarket and ask them to seldiher copies',

1 "
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of ,their records? Can she at least call the supermarket and,ask
them to give her the dates when the bills'were accumulated? What
is she' capable of doing-on her.own? Have her do it. This may
save a lot of time and probleMs laterr--If Tom calls, the super-
Market may be reluctant to talk to him,

8. ,Tom works for a local legal service office
The office has a Client who wants to sue her
landlord because the kitchen roof is falling
down. Torn is asked to go to inspect the
premises. How should he do it ?. .

. in theame situation as'above,,--TomArrives .

it the.cient's apartmerit' to inspect the ceilings,
While talking to the client she tells him that.'
her daughter has not been home for three days;

. that Irer welfare check Has not arrived for two
months and that herhusband_beats her. What ,;..7-'-
should he lb? ,--,"r

,,-
. .

. , ,

. .,--

The latter situation (#9) raises the threshold problems. of.DEFINITION
.

OF GOALS AND GOAL PRIORITY. The paralegal must know what'objectives
he has in making the home visit. What is he supposed Co. come back

\ with? 'What do the trainees think? If he finds other. .problems, --

\._ . what should he do? Try to deal with them on the spot qr simply
'1, make a note of them and tell his supervisor what happeded later?

The pafalegal must have a priority 'list as' to what he is Investigat-
ing. If he tries to investigate/everything at once, hi may-end up
investigating nothing adequately., 'Before the paralegal goes out
into the-field, he and his supervisor should have talked about,
what is, to be done when new .problems are uncovered, In some instances, .

jt'may'be appropriate to call the supervisor while in the field to'.
\ get instructions. The point is that the investigator must know

what' he is. lifter (goal) anti know what to do when contingencies come
!`i, up that con take.up his time (priority setting). What checklists

cart the trainees Write that spring from class dis_cussions that

\raise these points?

1
,

10.'.'A welfare department has told a client that
i they are goint to terminate public assistance

becaase the client's bny Friend is supporting

,

her .and her family. The client denies this,
torn is az;signe'd to the case. What should he ....."'-'

. do!
.

.-
ti

A \kec to effective.ing-dtion is UPIFICATION'and DOCUMENTATION. , '1.

11; traineco need to Jeil at 'length with the importance of these ..

Lebuiqueh. It maybe th)t the originil four part outline of basic
,kills. (chapter seven,..14.should be added to; part fiVe would

'1,0C In' "Itil ORM Mi" . . .

4. Hat hold Concerns
Advot...ao SLi !is

III, hva ua t ion
IV. AdaptatiOn
V. Recordtill;



'"RECORDING" could include anumber of sub-topics:,

1. DesCribe what you saw.
2. Describe what you did.
3. What'verification or, documentation
-' did you make or come across? .1

*

63,

Here, then, is an example of how the basic-skills chart is
'.expanded during the training prograM.

. 7 ° .

How should the trainer' teach verfication and documentation ?.
First, he should hasVe the trainees discuss these techniques, at
their own level. How do they verify facts for -themselves in every-
day situations? ( e.g., If they have checking accounts,how d'o they,

keep.their records? If they claim certain income tax deductions,
howdo they dodument the validitty of their claims to piepare for'

, the poSsible time when ,they aye called into the Internal Revenue
. / Service to answer questions about their claim? 'etc.) A'number of

Alscklists....poulstflow out of such discussions.
1

.

------Z . ,
. . .;-

.

In the hypothetical (110) would Any traineefthink it wise-to
get a statement from the boy friend as to his relationship with
the family' (if iihe boy friend exists at all)? If the boy friend
says that he would have no money to give, even if he wanted to
because he is laid off from work, should the.investigator.try to
get a letter from,his employer stating that he is out of work?
Sliculd the investigatot try to get a written statement from the
citei;i's neighbors stating.that the boyfriend never .comes to the '.

client's house (if this infact is the case and if the neighbors -.

are able to say anything` about this)? What do tile trainees think?,
, .

,
.

11. A' client has4een to the office seeking' help
`, inohtaiai-rig a divorce. She claimed that her .

husband/beat her, Sevetal weeks later;'the
.1 officeattorney asks Tom to make a visit to

the/elleat's home to see ifgliepan't come
up-with.Somi information on thr'S-.charge. tom

:,,,*visits the client bUt when he begins 'to ask her
if she has any proof-of the beatings,/she gets

. insulted'. 'What should he do?
.

People often get insulted if you suggest t them that you don't

.

.

trust their word. This 4 a delicate. problemfor the investigator

to handle. What do the trainees thifik should be done when this

arises? What techniqumsAo they thinkWould be effective in gaining

,
the confidence, of the person that the are handling the situation

properly? The answers to such ques ons from the class could fofm
the basis .of a very useful checkl' t of skills and techniques-
that will,help theM overcome thi difficulty when it arises,

.12. Tom is in the field a, the apartment of:a .

client who claims t at she is being billed for
an electric refri erator that She never
ordered and that she never received. Tom
decides to get two letters: (a.) a letter
from the apartment owner that the kitchen is

not irecklor electricity and floo a letter
from another meta:ant Stating that the ',I

_/-/- . i ,,,.
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tldehtbought'a.refrigerator from him one. .

yeat ago. Is*Tom using good investigative
'-techniques?

. a .
.. 1 I ' { '

Everyone in the:cies/a will probably agree that the the first letter
ii. a very good idea. It is. some- indication of whether the client
would be buying an electriC refrigerator. Or le it? Would such'
.a letter solve the. case? Whit do the trainees 'think? The'store
teuld claim that the-client bought the refrigerator"for $010040
else or that the, client intended to wire Or kitchen foi electricity
in order to use the new refrigerator herself.- What does the 'class -I

think of the secondlettee The trainer will probably find a wide .

*difference of opinion on whether this- letter would-be meaningful
at ill. Just because the 'client bought another refrigerator from
someone else' one year ago does not mean that she could not have
purdhased I new one:a year later. Oncethe trainer has gotten the
Class to the level of thii kind of discussion, he should be ready, to
deal with,the-investigation prjnciples Jul/dived. Some of the
(principles are' as fellows,; .

a. THE INVESTIGATOR MUST DISTINGUISH
BETWEEN FACTS..THAT PROVE TOUR POINT

.'" ' ( or facts that a judge and jury,
. P would accept as sufficient proof)

AND FACTS THAT ARE SQME EVIDENCE
,(or somelndication of) YOUR POINT.- .

b. THE TESTS TO USE IN DETERMINING WHEN
TO PURSUE A FACT THAT IS ONLY SOME
EVIDENCE OF YOUR ,POINT'ARE

1. ARE YOU REASONABLE (is i matter of
common sense) IN THINKING THAI THE.
FACT IS SOME EVIDENCE OF (Or some
indication of YOUR POINT (is it
reasonably relevant)?

4 O 0

2. DO YOU HAVE THE TIME ANDtFACILITIE.
TO PURSUE THE FACT THAT YOU, REASONABLY".
DECIDE IS SOME EVIDENCE-OF YOUR POINT?

c. WHEN IN DOUBT, ABOUT WHETHER A FACT. IS
'REASONABLY-RELATED TO, YOURtOOINT:

1.,,4 PURSUE IT; or
2. "4sK xoOR suPppvIsci,wmATTo DO.

It ii almost always true that-when an investigator coMesliack from
tkie field and says "I couldn!t find anythinc.," 1- probably his ,not
,done a thorough job, Be is problibly confusing ABSOLUTE PROOF-f

,something with REASONABLE EVIDENCE of something. He may say that
nothing he found was reasonably related to what he was after, but
upon questioning, it will probablykbecomp clear that he, hasn't
really fused his imaginatiqn to come up with some.OPTIONS.LEADS,-.

. POSSIBILITIES, He may have been looking for the information on
,a platter. The cardinal principle

4

82'
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DC, TG ADI ,P,;,11UT -DON"
11 BE RIDIUJL O. difitgA4ONAtt4,

tàts aT.0-41Wi).i0 OPrauit. 2)1:4 are on4Aeoffensi've
f4<, for"7-the Thwy know.-that't he information,

K3?:.111- tie1 -)al,w1,0, there lOr_the asn-g. They knew tht4 leg Work may
quined., They knoW that $41 of their leads wll become dead

trOi:,.,:_rgi-e):;.15r..0.: that roadblocks will stand 1.r. their Wa y. they don't
'at the firit ktd1 They know that there are no perfect , ,

.,

getting informatirn. They, know- thgt they must take a stab _
and gait it take's :;ome,rthinking and imagination to .

-.10,,m4-iip-I.Tith the pesSioll,:ties-,:, .At-the same time, good investigators !,

re: net' foote. They don' t ,-purSilettlind alleys. After being on the
he the have developed "a feel" for what is. .k.,Z6vcalt or what is a -'
poitelbazty or lead. TI: t.g have bei.n able to develop this

bez.1.4se when theg first starred investigating, thq had an open.
afrafd ,tr74. thige out

,-,. . . .
-,..,,, Se:A 101'034 'Training Format 0 06..., _ 1 .

The last serie. of points stemming from the last hypothetical
.

presented are obviously ride' ranging.. They &To to queStionS...of the ,.
,,:: inIfestigator's motivation as well .as to his basic skills. The trainer

can,start dealing with these points by getting responses frail: the . '
-... laSS to hypotheticais or by ti\iirig. role-playing As indicated,,

_-_,the trainees can organize their 'response? into ntanualized checklists
' ,,titid, guidelines that they write down .following the d'isc'ussions, This

training. app,roach will *reach a point of diminishing returns, howeirer.',..., -....--4-.......-,.... .......--............ .-.1.-.011Pirviet-c-R-,%4.2.7--tInr.r...4.- 7.4."!!,T 291'1014-iftWM1hp,...tt.« *Art!,
Ligation: While 'some of the issues and techniques- can be and should
be, isolated. and. treatzd s_er);..7ateiy., partidularlY during the first:j -phase- of the classes on iny%$tigation,, when, it is time to pul4 the

.. isolated skills together and co deal with the o,vervieiy of inves%- , , 3

-tigation, there may be no substittite for "real" cases. -
.. r

1

The trainer should ask the managing attorney fiorne "live",for
. investigation problems that the trainees might hndle under supervision,

($ee Chapter f.ye, 0 Upr.Z. or, clinical, education. for 'paralegals,,) ,-
- -,,

_The: probl-emS- z..n be varied-, e.g., have a trainee try to locate a . , ,.
;missing Client; verify, an address; talk to all the grocery store :

,owners in a designated area about a certain credit polidy; compare
food prices in each store; call a casewor:zer for certain information;
tocete marriage records, etc, As each traineb gains such an experience,

,het comes back to the ,group for a collectivo discussion of the inves-
tiviition techniques he used, the problems encountered, the investiga-
tion techniques that he might have tried, etc. Again, everyone engages.

111 this discussion v.ith an eye to checklists and guidelines. It will
become easy to klPtermine who is hustling, who has Used some imagine-
tioni who is digging, who is being unreasonable in following leads,
ete._ ,- , 1

... - .
.

'his, of, course, could be time consuming.. Yet the.-..raining could
be structured in such a way that the class meets in the mornings and '..
in the afternoons they work on field assignments and on developing.

-the i r --ehael li s t-s -guide line.s There should be plenty far. them to do
f during the latter part of the day so long as the trainer stays "close., : I,

.
I '
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to each of them. It is not necessary to cover each
ing at a whole. The trainer could come bick to.Cer
for example; could devote twomiornings to investiga
to the next topic and then spend part of subSequent
on investigation as the trainees confront meaningfu
On their investigation assignments. These experien
.with, and'then the class cc5Ild cOntinue-on- with the
briefly4interrapted by the session on investigation
'field experiences. .

It does not. necessarily mean that the training
'he chop', and disorganized if, his approach is take
advocacy-skins are broad and meaningful in many areas, oonti
by' hitting on the universality of these akiiie no matter what
dissuasion.
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Chapter Eleven
, ,

Inforthal Advocacy with
Administrative- Agencies

. ,..
". .

I. f f

,Sectidn A. -Introduction: Taining Options ..

,

. Undoubtedly, all of the trainees have had "run-ins" with -.
buOauraCies. The wealth o( this experience should form the basis, ,

of training in one of the most important aspects of.an advocate's
\ job.: infotmal advocacy befoie administrative agendies. ,Other

:.. 1 approaches, of course, cdul "betried. For texamplg, the ttaincr
,could take one particular agency and treat ite,from a number of per-
i

\
sTeCtives: - . i

'
0 t 1 i

.
,

.

1, - 1) LAW PERSPECTIVE Develop the legal bases r. agencies.
Show how they are multi- leveled in terms c federal,

.\ . -state and local funding. Show how each leAl has its
own- scheme of interlocking regulations based onstattites,
regUlations and cases -etc, ..,

,

r
.

.\ 2) MANAGEMENT PERSPECTdr.E---Pevelop a management Elia; chartJ
of the' agency. Who lis boSs? Who/ is responsible to,

s 'i

i'whom? , What authortyl doe? personnelersonnel have? -Who , i

. ' \..

is given discretion to do what in the chain of
command, etc. ;,

'1
.

1 ACI.OLOGXPERSpECTIVE, Show how the bronization .

.",-..k::-
. tunL ao lib I n, L e riiiru- i tAtiartrNTAtIr' The 1 1.-i7., -di; il "rdira ' ', " T''''
,. l'rInciples." -Develop an ungerstanding of the pressure
\ points in the group. 'here is the group vulnerable?4

- , Who are the renegades? ,.Where does the organization
. produce, tension, by reason of its structure etc.
v

1 PSYCHOLOGY PESPECTIVE I Get into the head of the "typical"
'1,cLvil servant: What arg the conflicting tensions that
',goveria his behavior? What is he threatened-by? Where
'does he get his satisfaction? Why isthe there? etc.

While aIlof-these approaches haV,e merit, none of them should be
N.

. presented in the ab?tract; they all should have their Starting point in

. ad- 04e tra\imees now knew about bureauracies. It May be that bitsiond
pieces,of gach of the four approaghes'can be treated from the.most
important nerspective of all: the trainees. Build on-what thetrainee

.
,

already has".
'

;
. -

For pumoses of discussion, an agency should be defined broadIy
as, any organization whose purpose is_to serve tile public either

, through the sale of goods or th ough the provision of services. Thi4
includes a gd,vernment agency suLh as',the Welfare Department with
thousands.of employees, the semi-priipte community corporation such
as a CAP agency or a legal 'service office, and a. local supettharket.

\

. ... , .

', A
. \.
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. Secti,in B. Seven'Part Approach C?

One way of covering the subject is to use a seven :part. approach.
Again, note the leaner-focused method of starting with what the trainee:
*alreadY:nowand building upon it:

/-
I. What agencies have the trainfes dealt-with?

IF. What proems have they faced in applying fOr hgency service?,

IIl. What problems have they faced in maintaining a proper level
of service?

IV.. What problems have theyfaced with respeCt to a redwrtiakt,
or termination of the' service?

V.: How have they dealt with these three levels of problems
in II, III and IV?

VI. What. other ways couaothey have dealt with these problems?

VII, What advocacy principles, skills or techniques can be deduded
from their prior experiences and from the class discussion
of these experiences? How can they ketranslated into
Checklists or guidelines to be used on the job? How can
they be fit; into a Useable manual form?

Most of the experiences that the trainers have had will probably be
-theaslro ,..IfYZ,L.41;4 an-ytil4ast, -sbox .r.-44

neari g ,t wn,ch opposing .,.ices are prepared in advance and present
"evidence" tr, a third party who will make the decision. If some of
the trainees have actually participated in formal hearings either as

"advocate or client, their experiences should be saved for later
. treatment in the training program. (In this text, fofmal advotacy
will be discussed in chapters twelve and thirteen infra. For now the
training should focus the more common veriety of agency contact: the

'

-informal interchange of 'agency'and client. The trainees may relate
their experiadrs at, client (self advocacy) or as "helper" (advocate -
for othef-s),,. .Don't talk in terms of advocacy yet, howeVer. Deal!

`with the discussion in terms of eipeiences and responses. The
discussidg7WIif-easily trrinslate itself later into advoacay skills
-and techni-Oes. One of the best waysto establish in. identity
'between the ;trainees-Aand advocacy skills is to begin dealing with
both at alevel that the trainees are mast comfortable and familiar
.with an to build on'this.

What agencies hd've the trainees dealt with?
t

The:list of course, will be extensive. The goal is .to .find a
few agencies in avariety of categories that the trainees, as a,
whole, "like to talk about" and /or appear to have. dealt with more

.

than others. The list that the trainees come up with may, look something
'like thd following:

8 (i
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schoolS'
police, department
dpoSt office.
social security department
employMent agency (public

or-private)
restaurant
welfare epartmene
tenantS association
'labor union )%

insurance company
auto- body shop
supermarket
law office
tax department
rental `agency

. democratic party
sepate
0.ty,coUhcil
mayor's Office
governor's office
travel agency .
court clerk't office
etc.

There are a number of ways in which t:he trainer can formulate such,a
list: '

.6 anyone writing-them down.
,. .

2) Have the class members simply call out the items with
the trainer writing down the mon-repetitive items on the
blackboard, or better still, on the large Sheet of paper
.which will be hUng on the, wall permanently during the
training. . f.

,. .

3) Have the tr'ainees 'spendltwo minutes making a list_of
items on a sheet of paper before any disussion takes
place. The trainer later writes down the non-repetitive
items as in "2" aboire. The trainees can be asked to make
their individual list,: . .

..

. .
. 3

.

a) at randoM;
b) 'by listing the agencies in the order, of

their most recent experiences, with the
most recent agency listed first;

c) by listing the agencies in the order of '.
their frustrations, with. the first item
being the agency that they are most frus
trated with and the last agency listed
being the one with whiCh.they have had
'the -least difficulty!

d) etc. ev.

The third approach is probably the most effective, even though it may '

take alew more Moments thin- the first or,second. The value 9f

.
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concluding with.a list that is clearly visible, throughout the
training is that it can be referred to regularly.. When the tlaSs
focuSes on a particular advocacy skill for the welfare department,
for example, at some point the trainer can point to the list and

0 ask the class If and hOw that game would apply to the- police
. department or an insurance agency. The time will then be ripe.to
distu$s how the skill must be accommodated to the particular agency
before which the individual is advocating, This will help oto add
a new dimension to the skill, The skill will be dealt .with from the
per,spective of the universality of its applicability as well as
from the 'perspective of the necessityof applying it with flexibility
to suie,thes setting. The value of having the trainees' list the
agencies according to some order such as in "3b" and "3c" above,
is that you increase the potential of getting a lively discussion
and of identifying the agencies that the trainees have something
to say aboutwhich is to gay that you start from the trainees'
strength.

II. What problems have the
V
traineeS faced in applying for the service?

The traiher,then picks an agency (from one of the categorieS of
agencies that have been roughly grouped. together in, any rational
order that the trainer decides upon, either alone br with the trainees)
and. begins to- talk about the problems the trainees have faced in
applying for the service provided by the agency. Whenever appropriate,
.the trainer ,can pick, another agency, or several of them in order to
come up with ah extaustive list of app/iqation.prOblemS. -

rt*".'
Considerable time should be spent in problem identification at theoutset.
This -is one of the major responsibilities of the advocate,. .It 's not
as easy as it may appear. Dtany an advodate-is rendered ineffective
not simply because he cannot solve a problem, but also because he
is haying difficulty identifying and articulating what the problem
is. liende seetions II, III and IV shpuld focus only on what the
issues are.* This will encourage a pattern of thinking in the trainee.
Once the problems .are all out in the open, they can _be categorized
Or clustered., Solutions will tend to suggest themselves. Cross-
referencing of solutions is facilitated if the issues or problems
are- adequately; laid out or outlined.

W,hat then are some of the..app:ication problems .that the trainees
are,, come up with during the discussion? (Note that Lt is 1

the trainer to suggest some problems that don't
'readily come to, the minds of the trainees. lie can 'fhelp" them in
the formulation of application problems that they. don't .see. It
should not he a trainer's list, however, and he should intervene
with his suggestions only when the trainees have exhau-st.'d their own
list.) The list might look something like Lire following':

"I couldn't apply,because I 'really didn't,
know that the agency everr:txisted."

"I` couldn't apply because I didn't kriow that
the agency .had what I was looking for."
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"1 didn't know preciiely what r was looking
fdr, so I didn't know 'that the agency.could
help

"The agency was too far a ay."-
C)

"The agency was never open en I could make
it over there."

"There were so many people and \offices at the
agency that I didn't know where \to begin
applying."

. I

"There was such a monstrous waiting line that
I couldn't possibly waste my whole d there
trying, tb apply,"

"No one at the agency knew holy to speak. panish."-

71
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"They,/ sent me somewhere else and when I go there
they sent me to still another place,"

"The people at the agency told me that 'they n
longer had any furids to cover what I needed,"

"The receptionist was very rune to me."

"They told me that I. had to get onto -a long

"They kept stalling me and never did get what
I 'wanted,"

-

They told me that they lost my records and that
I would have to re-apply."

"They told me that I didn't qualify,"

"They told me thato the persdn in charge of taking
applications was sick and that I should call in
later to find out when this person would be back,"

After the trainer is satisfied that 'he ha eS a fairly comerehensiv
listing of application problems, he should try and work but with the
trainees an outline of headings under which all the problems will ,/
fall.. The outline might look something like the following:

'Out tine; 21,
Applicatton Problems

. KNOWLEDGE PROBLEMS

1. didn't know agency existed.
2, didn't know what services the

agency provided.
3. Ito:

8 d-
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B; BUREAURACY PROBLEMS

t

1. I got the rtin-arouqd.
it was_chaos.

3.' was'trpated with disrespect.
4; 'etc.

PROBLEMS. 0

1. They said I didn't qualify,
2. They said I couldn't get the service now.
3, Theygive me no satisfactory explanations

fox the above.
4.' etc'.

D. MY OWN PROBLEMS

1, I didn't know what I wanted,
2, I got discouraged too easily.
3; I didn!t hustle,

dto..

III. What problems have they faced in maintaining a,proper
J6Vel of service? (

'Now move to the second level.of problem identification: maintain-
ing service. The range of responses from the trainees should be

"Whenever I tried to call the agency on a question
I had, the'phone was either 'busy or out of order."

"I didn't know that they wanted to dear any.of the
problems I had after I began receiving-their.servIes,"

"I never knew who was assigned to my case," .

o

"The person assigned, to my casekept changing."
;:"

"They told me that I had to fill out a long.
form before 'I cou1d raise any probleMs that 1!

"No.one could speak Spanish."

"They were .very rude to me."

"There were so many people and offices there
that Il didn't know where to gO with' my.question."

"They didn't want to hear what I considered to be
'prOper' service."

"They told me that they did have a department
that would give me greater benefits, but they
said I,didn't qualify for it,"

y0 0



"They disagreed with Me when I told theM that
I was not getting good services."

o

"When the man told me that I wad getting the
best 'service that the agency hid_ to offer,

I

there was no one .else in the agenCy that I
could turn to."

In categorizing these service problems, use the same four part..
outline used for application responses:

Outline 2E,
Service Pronems

A. KNOWLEDGE PROBLEMS

r5

1. I didn't know that they wanted to hear my complaints;
2, -etc.

B. BUREADRACY PROBLEMS

1. 'run- around. .

2. chao.
'3. rudeness''.
4, etc.

LAW PROBLEMS

1. Was I entitled. to make a complaint?
_igi,4-14A1,;vrov,44,44 -4- in ma tqr .440;a14.111

.3. Was I entitled to talk to someone else it the rtIrst .1:

person I spoke to gave me no satisfaction?'

. 4, etc. I

D. MY, 00 PROBLEMS

14 I didn't do my homework about the agency to know how
to bring up my complaints., , . %

', 2. I didn't hustle enough.
3: I let my feelings get hurt by rudeness.

/ 4. etc. .

\ ,

.

. .

..

; IV:` What problems have they faced with respect to a redwtion or
temlirtion of the service?: .

I

.
. I

"They' based it all on erroneous information."'

"They. wouldn ' t tell me why they were cutting
me off."/..

.

"They were rude,"

"They did tell me that a 'meeting' was arranged
to discuSS' my case, but when the 'Meeting' was

over, I didn't know what had happened."

I



"While I waited till we had out 'meeting',
they"took the services away from me"

"They said that thedecision was finall."

"When Utried,t6 ask why they were terminat-
ing me,,no one could answer my question."

didn't know that I could, challenge their
action."

1

Again using the same four part outline structure, a pattern of
problems emerges;

Outline 24
Ton

Prob

A. ,..KNOWLEDGE PROBLEMS

know hOir to complain.'
2. -Didn't know 'that -I could complain.
3. etc.

\t,

. BUREAURACY PROBLEMS

1 1. Chaos.
a:. -etc.

ABM. .11111114.111,*..., ,frld e ow 4, 9. .
.C. LAW PROBLEMS

1. Notice.' .

2. Hearing. ..-

3.. Representation.
!

'4. Maintafn benefitS pending hearing.
S. Present evidence. at hearing.
6. etc. .

.

D. MY OWN PROBLEMS

1.,t, Didn't do my homework' to learn how to
1

. Challenge the action.
2. No hustle.
3. etc,

e

M..' V41...0

.., I

V,,V1, VII-How did the trainees handle thee problems; how
could they have handled them and what advocacy
techniques -can be deduced from it all?

Now comes a major turning point in the training!. Recall that in! ,

chapter seven, supra, we dealt with basic adVocacy skills that the '
trainees brought with them to the training programs apd that were
developed during the discussions coveriag the topics in that chapter
as well as in the-chapters on intervieQng and invests ation. That '

material, and particularly the summary chart _(on the i side page of
the back cover) is directly relevant here. To bring, i all togethet,
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the follOwidg, sequence is suggested:
,....--

1) Have.the trainees go back- to-(a) the application
problems(b) the -service problems and (c)*the'

' reduction-termination problems and list the ways in
which...they tried to Overborne them. The trainer

.,....stoUld record these on the blackboard or on a
plainly visible large sheet'of'papef.

) II the trainees had it to do over again, would they
try anything different to overcome these problems?
If sb,.list these as well.

I

-

.

, -
1

.
1

3i GO BACK TO THE CHART ON ADVOCACY SKILLS (on inside of
rear co'ver). SEE HOW IT TITS INTO THE APPROACHES -.

, LISTED ABOVE: .

.

'a) DOES THE CHART HELP? .

14) HOW MANY OF THE APPROACHES LISTED ,

ABOVE FALL. INTO' THE CHART? -I

c) WHAT NEW ITEMS NEED TO BE ADDED, , ''

CHANGED OR CONSOLIDATED? .

d) WHAT ELSE DOES THE CLASS SUGGEST TO 0 , .

KE THE CHART MORE USEFUL?
. ....._,--

4) Re-make_the- haft in the light of this discussion.
.

*

5) Role-Play some agency
.

situations.to determine how
,-01-,-,-- -^ w11-1,14%,?-.*.rit.ilitadaaqf-e:rP,?at,i.nit Z4-411"--ChkrA--#114.*,- -.--

mofe importantly,_to the substance in the chart.
1 ,

,
. ,

Re-make the chart in the light of the role-playing
expiriencps. :

.

4
6

-I.

The trainees should be trilled and re- drilled in the substance Of .

;the chart. The chart that the trainer,4nd class devised after following
the suggestions in chapter seven may have slightly differed from this 6.
'one, yetait was urged that the organizational structure of the chart i

,

remain basically the same. This chart should becbme and,remain the

\
4nai.C-working document and reference point for the entire advocacy
training. and 'for the entire tenure of.the trainee's subsequent

.,I employment. The chart is a foundational format by which the trainees .

and trainer can develop, work and grow. together. The chart can

serve fhe samebpurpose in terms of the employee-employer\relationehip.,
The charts,. as Amended, are basic evaluative mechanisms and if'used:

properly, they are instruments of self-training later on.
. .

.0 .. . . ..--.

(Ine can, of course, get too excited about,A chart or a series of

charts. It is submitted;,however, that kne of the basic flaws of
I

training programs and of employment settings for paralegals is an
inordinate lackof structure, with all of the sub-problems that this

entails. The approach Suggested in this chapter and throughout

the text is 'one way-to -deal with these problems.
I -
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POSSIBLE HYPOTHEICALS ON INFORMAL ADVOCACY:

. 1, 1

Tom gets letter from the post office,
stating,thaf apackage is waiting there
for him. He goes tothe poti Office and
discovers that it has been at the.
pott offide for eight months.' No one.
notified him before. Whit does he do?

Tom has bean waiting for the social
'security office to rpipond to his,letter

6 asking for specific information. He has
been waiting six weeks. He, calls the office
and OxeY tell) him they caWt'find his request,

\ letter. What Aoet hie do?

'Tom ,brings his 'son to a clinic for a one
o"clock aPpointkent: At 4:30 p.m. the
doctor starts! teeing patients. Tom's i

son sees the doCtor at 6 p.t. The last
. time Tom was at the clinic the same thing

happeAed:- What does he do?
, -

'Tat takes his mother to the clinld. She
is asked to go into the x-ray room. When/the
doctors conic out, they pass the waiting doom
and Tom hears them dittussing his mother's
case,, Eeryone in the waiting room Can,alib

,..,:..hear..,W4t ,the. 4ocoxs, axt,..pyj

mother's Medical problems. 'Whlt doeslom

etc.

Using hypothicais such\as these, have thei trainees:
t

1., Identify the problems.'
\

2. Cateorizethe problems into four parrs:

a. kno ledge problems.
b. Bur auracy\

;'
problems.

c. Law robleMs.
5(1'. My or problems.

3. How would the treine7s- handle the eproblets? ' .

76

.'t

What advoccy skillS- are the trainees using,
.when. they handle the problems?.

-5. Are they pf4ectvely using the fiVe part,
structure of\the basic advocacy skills
checklist?: '



J.

*-4 77 ,

-a. threshold concerns
13.4l'advoca0 skills
c. evaluation
d. adaptation
e. recording

0

414. .1111.//// ^ 4141111. lo ^ raLer rt.*.
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Chapter Twelve

Advocaoj and Formal,Mninietrative Hearings:
Advocattng1for the. Elementsora FoimulHimring.

!

The training program needs to deal with five issues relating
to formal hearings:

1. What is a heating?
2. When .to ask for a hearing?
3. What are the elements of a formal ' hearing?,
4. Can the-paralegal insist on all of these

elements every-time he asks for a formal hearing?
S. How do you conduct' a formal heving? ,

This chapter' well cover the first' four questicns and the following
chaptef will foyer the,fifth.

I

I I

Section A. What is a Hearing and When to ask for One?.

Ln itsbroadest terms a "h acing" means: Someone listOking to
you state Your problem or compl int,. It's not easy to distinguish
between a formal and an informa administrative hearing. I.£'a unit

calls,a client and h r caseworker into his office to
d s du s s nor case, it CO triertiro eaglartir wit": &nit
a fofmal or an informal hearing. It's a matter of degree. The
general test is the more the hearing looks lfki,a court proceeding
(informal deciding officer, representation, evidence,,), the
closer it is to being a formal hearing. .Some administrative agencies
have formal hearings, e.g., the welfare "fair hearing." Other i

agencies provide for much more informal meetings or case conferences
(rarely called hearings). Still other agencies provide neither
meetints mot hearings; they simply refuse to have their actions
challenged in any such setting. /

The standard rule fot the -advocate should be

ASK FOR SOME FORM OF A HEARING wilmivER A cLtENt

.
DISSATISFIED WITH A DECISION OF AN AGENCY AND THE
ADVOCATE AND HIS SUPERVISOR DECIDE THAT IT IS
APPROPRIATE TO CHALLENGE THE AGENCY.

,

Simply because the agency does not have a complaint process
/

called
"%earings" does nit mean that the advocate cannot ask for a hearing,

in one form or another. In a sense, the "chain, of, command"
technique is a wayof asking for a hearing teupra chapter seVen)-.

Yowcanaek for anything you want; whether or,,not 'you will oet it

depends upon how effective an advocate you are;
1

1
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Section B. The Elements of a 'Formal Hearing.

The elements of a formal hearing are sometimes referred to in

constitutional law terms as. "procedural due process" Some of the

inoie common elements are:

1. right to adequate notice , in writing;
2. right to appear in person;
3. right to submit written documents and statements;,
4. right to see the evidence against you, ,before the

hearing;
5. right to an-impartial decision- maker;
6. right to confront and cross - examine adverse, witnesses;
7. right to call your. on witnesses;

. 8. right to representation at the hearing;
9. right to continue receiving the agency benefit

until a hearing decision is reached;
10. right to. a hearing decision in writing with a.

statement Of the reasons for tt,. decisicni;,
11. right to expect that only _relevant evidence will,

be considered at the hearink;
12. right to a free copy of.the hearing transcript if

you can't afford it yourself; -
13. right to an appeal of the decision to a higher

official;

rt would be a serious mistake however to deal with this topic
from such cktechnical perspective, or pore accurately, it would be

a serious pedagogic error to begin this topic from such a per-
spective. First, establish an experiential foundation within the
framework _ .

WHAT' AS A MATTER OF COMMON-SENSE AND 'FAIRNESS
SHOULD BE INCLUDED EN A 'HEARING?

If the trainer canhelp the trainees to identify and articulate
their visceral responses to this question, then half the battle has
been won. The fact is that the most formal administrativehearings
rarely allow for all thirteen elements 'listed ,aboVe. The welfare
fait hearing may be one of the important exceptions. They should also
be taught whin to ask for, how to ask for ard how to use, any of the thirteen

F

elements in'any hearing without necessarily resorting to the language used in

the above liat.ng of the thirteen elements. Suppose that an advocate is

assisting a%client who has had his driver's license taken away.
Suppose further that the Department of Motor Vehicles has no pre-
liminary tformal hearing procedure. The department says that the
Motorist-t4e,lient failed a spot-car-inspection test administered
"a week ago" on the road. The client denies that' hd was ever given
such a test. The advocate wants to talk to the officer who
allegedly administered the test. He should not call the Department;
and' say: 1,'As.a matter of procedural due process, we demand the right
to confront the witness against the client in order to cross-examine
him," This tactic would obviously be highly questionable. Rathet,
the client might say "don't you think it would be fair if we had, a
chance to talk to the officer before you syspend'the licensee" The
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way to teact a trainee to respond this way, as opposed to responding
with forced and technidal terms, i$ to establish a common sense
understanding of'what fairness involves. If this is done, then-you
'increase the liklihood of the advocate's being able to intelligently
determine when and how-to apply this understandingin an agency
situation'.

7

How does the training program get at this understanding?
'First by giving the trainee a-. forum to articulate it without resort
to technical legal language.' Second, by giving the trainee a forum
to analyze and develop his understanding through supportive group
discussion of it in class.

. .

The starting-point is a hypothetical constructed as
, Flose ';to home" as possible. For example:

The trainee is an employee of the XYZ lumber
company. One'day he gets a-call from the
assistant manager upstairs, who says 1'1 hive

_just been looking through all of the records
and it is clear to, me that yd'u have been using
the company car for your own personal Use: You
are- fired." Just before the assistant manager
hangs up, ask the trainee what hiss response

.

would be? As a,matter of common sense, what's-
. ..

wrong with the assistant manager's approach?
(Assume that -the trainee denies the charge.)

Note that in this hypothetical, the assistant manager wanted to end
the entire matter right on the phone. What visceral responge does
the trainee have? Shock? Anger? Silence? Ask the trainee to
describe why he is shocked, angry or silent. Discourage the trainee
from giving his answers in technical language; encourage him to

Errespond as he thinks the employee would respond. Some of the,
possible responses are: -

..

1. "I wasn't given a chance to explain myself before I
was fired."

2. "I wasn't given a chance to talk to the assistant
' manager before I was fired."

R

3.- "I wasn't given a chance to be told what records he
Was talking about."

4. "I'd want a chance to talk to the assistant manager's'
boss before .1 was fired."°Now translate these responses into a legal framework:

1. I-should be given an opportunity to keheant, to explain
my Side.

9 8
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2. I should be given this opportunity in person (-rather
than by simply putting my position in writing).

3.. I should be alloWed to examine the ettidence lzgainet me.

4. I should be allowed to appc4l.

Notd that the trainee would ask for all of these items before his
job is'taken away frOm hint.

Through this process, the firet step 148 been takin in establishing an
experiential foundation for Understanding constitutional law or procedural,

-due process.

Now throw the hypothetical open for general class participation.
What other visceral responses would they have,? The trainet can
S iuggest responses to them, but only to help them articulate What is
lurking in their own minds. .As a final resort, if no other responses
are forthcoming, he can state some of his own responses and see if
they can identify with them. ,

S. ."Before he called me to tell me that'I was fired,
he should have let me know that I was in trouble."

.

Hefe
,

the call, in legal terms , is for adequate notice in advance.
Before the phone call, and certainly before the actual firing, the
employee should have been given notice of what ,was going on.

6. "Since the assistant manager was the One who made
the charge, he should not be the one tolmake the
decision." oi

.

Legally, this response goes to the question of legal bias and an'
impartial decision-maker. The basic theory is that the accuser should
not be the executioner. If the same person wears both hats, the
likelihood is that'he will loose objectivity. While making the
decision (as executioner), his tendency will be to reinforce the
decision he originally made (as accuser) rather than to approach
the final decision with an open mind. In short, the 'man with
both hats is likely to have a bias. In the Ilypothetleal, the
assistant manager made the 'original charge (accusation) of misusing
the company car and he also made the decision to fire (executioner).
He appejrs to have a bias.

the topic of legal bias is interesting but difficult to teach.
qt may take some prodding by the trainer even to raise the issue.
If the words "accuser" and executioner" .11--e used, then the cards
have been stacked in favor of one conclusion.. The very thought of
the accuser being the executioner is abhorrent. In all liklihood,
all o,f'the trainees will agree that this is bad. But this
clearly overstates -the case. Isn't it clear that parents often
see their children doing something wrong (the parent becomel the
accuser) and immediately sanction `them (the parent becomes the
executioner)? Isn't this a natural occurrence? Wouldn't it be
silly for the parent to ask a neighbor to come over to do the
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sanctioningi Its not improper for the parent to wear-both
hats, Or is it? What's6the difference between the parent-
child case and employment case? What do the:trainees think?
Does, the parent-have a bids?

The answer to this question is less important than teaching
the trainees to raise the.question,so that they can spot the
issue oh their jobs. The answer to the question is as follows:
A person who wears both hats probably has a biaS. It ,is, not

necessarily true that the bias exists. It depends on the cir-
. cumstances. If the person who brought the complaint is emOtio-

nally."wrapped up" in the complaint (particular* where the
'complaint is that this same person has been injured), then you
increase the.likelihood of this person being biased if-he also
wears the'hat of decider and punisher. The goal, however, is ;
not to,teachthe tra/nee to go through a complex argument in
his, own'head to determine if bias exists. The goal is to teach
him to be able to "smell " 'the potential for, bias sb that he can
raise the subject with hii supervisors at the'office and, when
appropriate, raise the subject at the administrative agency it-
self. Take these situations, for example:

'A receptionist at a social security agency tells
a client that she filled out the'form incorrectly.

4, and that she'will have to come back next week to
.try .it again."

PA welfare caseworker'makes a home visit and claims
to have found agross iMpropriety relating to the
welfare regulations. The caseworker immediately
suspends the, chi i1S'c re ular welfare check."

1

One response .to these situations is to say that the client
should be able, to appeal the decision to someone else. Anoth4
response is to argue that in "both instances the accuser was the

ione who immediately administered the punishment and that this
is inappropriate as a matter of bagic fairness and common sense.
An advocate who represents the client in bath cases could go to
the social security office manager and to the welfare department
supervisor and say something like:

"It just doesn't seem fair that the sanction should
be imposed by.the (receptionist) (case worker)
until someone else in your office has had a chance
to cross-check the complaint that the (receptionist)
(caseworker) had.

The goal is, to get the trainees to be able to make this kind of

responSe. Of course, the trainee may not be successful.
Litigation by the office may eventually be needed to remedy the

problem ( as was the case with respect to welfare department
which now require a hearing by an impaitial, non-involved person
before welfare can he terminated). On the other hand, the ad-
vocate might be successful in convincing the agency that its
procedure is questionable, at least with respect to the particu-
lar client whom Ihb advocate is trying to help. The point is
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that'some sophisticated training will be required before the

trainee will become accustomed-to raising the issue.

Back to the employment hypothetical. What other responses
do the trainees have to the action by the assistant- manager?

What responses can the trainer help the trainees to make?

7. "When I am able to confront the assistant manager,
I should be able to have someone helpme statemy
case."

Legally, the call here is for the right of representation: counsel

or counsel-substitute. _ _ _

8. "When I am able to confront the-as-Sistant manager,
I should be able_to-2bring-with me same of my to-workers
who will-back ilp my side of the case." '

Legally, the call is-for the right, to bring your owntritneses to

the Searing.

9. "When the XYZ lumber company finally makes its de-
cision in my case, they should give me their decision
in writing with the reasons for their decision stated.".

Legally, this is a call for a written opinion.

10. "When I have my hearing, I have a right to expect
that they deal with the charge that they raised
and not bring up facts such as that I am not going

through a divorce proceeding."
_

Legally; the call is for only relevant evidence to be considered in

making the decision. .

The trainer should go through a series of "drills" involving
hypotheticals such as the employment case in order to determine
whether the trainees are spotting the procedural due process is.sues.

The hypotheticals should progressively deal with situations that the
trainees will confront in the field where they normally would not

think in terms of hearings, fo ;mal or informal.

The ultimate objective of this phase of the training is to
convince the trainees that thvy must be advocates infighting for the

existence of a hearIng and for the elements of a hearing. Advocacy does not
simply relate to the conduct of a hearing. There will'be many
instances when no one will even think in terms -of a hearing or of

the elements ofa hearing unless the advocate raises these points.
It should be carefully reemphasized, however, that the advocate
should not go around screaming "formal hearing" everytime an agency
takes something away from a client. The job of the advocate is to
ratse_the-issme and.to_dIscuss-tt-with-his-office supervisor in
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order that they might both map out a strategy. It may be that
a decision will be made against calling for a_Sormal hearing even
though the case may be ripe for one. It's a question of strategy.
The trainee must receive guidance and instructions from his super-
visors. The point is, however, that he may never get to this .

stage if he has not been ttained to raise the issues.

a
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Chapter Thirteen

Row to Conduct a..Pormal
Hearing: A Primer fon Paraligals

Section A. Tntroduction

84

This chapter is addressed primarily to paralegal trainees with

the following question'in mind:

How do you apply-the basic advocacy
skills checklist (see inside page
of back cover) to formal hearings?

,
.0

The trainee is asked to apply the specific components of the checklist

to a formal hearing. The welfare fair hearing is used as an example.
Since this is a specialized kind of hearing, time is taken to explain
the more technical aspects of it to the paralegal. Hence this'chapter
contains more instructions and pre-determined guidelines than'would
normally be found in a learner-focused method of training. There is,

nevertheless, a great deal of room for trainee in-put and many oppor-

tunities for the trainer to engage the trainees in role - playing.

The starting point is a fact situation: the case of George Temple.

FACT SITUATION

George Temple was born JanuaAy 1, 1950. His parents, Mr. and '

.
Mrs. Sam Temple live at 435 West 100th Street, New York, New York.

He graduated from High School in 1967 and spent six months at Went-
worth Technical Institute in Boston before dropping out. He cams

back to live wjth his parents.in May of 19681 But while in Boston,

he began using drugs. He smoked pot regujorly and experimented with

LSD and heroin. After returning to New York, ne got a job with the

Thomas TV Repair Shop on April ZS, Z968 at 90 ,iouth Side Avenue,

Queens. The boss, John Adams, fired George on June 1, 1968,"Yecause

he suspected George of being an addict and.of stealing.

On June 30, 1968, George married Ann Fu114r. 'George began using

drugs more often. Ann realized that he was not going to be able to

support her and their expectant child. When the child was born on'

January 2, 1969, she decided to go to the Amsterdam Welfare Center to

apply for public assistance. She did so on January 10, 1969. The

cape worker, Brenda Marshall; asked Ann what her husband did for a

living. Ann answered that he took odd jobs "off and on" since he

was sick. The case worker asked if he was an addict. Ann was scared

and answered "no." The case worker told her that she would need more

Information about her husband's employment history and condition be-

fore her application could be processed and approved. Ann left the

Center confused and frustrated. She never returned. 4,

In the meantime, George wai arrested on March Z3, 1969 for poss-

ession of a dangerous drug in the third degree. He."took a plea" for

attempted petty larceny and spent four months at Green Haven prison.

1,03
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Wien he got out on July Z3, 1989, he went:to live with his wife at
758 West' 85th Street. While George was in prison, Ann worked as a
waitress while her mother-in-law cared for the child. She waa laid
off from work on August Z, 2960.

George did not want to settle down with a job. ee bdgan siting'
drugs.again. He wanted to stop but couldn't.

. t,

s
,

On September Z, 2969, he,went to Exbdu House, a drug reliabil-
itation center in East Harlem. He stayed'only two days since the
program, he claimed, 'demanded too much from him.4 For example, he
would have had to live at Exodus Housr which he

For
to-do. On

September 25, 2969, he went to Reality House, another rehabilitation
center at 2065'Amsterdam Avenue. This was not a live-in program;
members stayed there only from 9 to 5. To )(looms a member, you only
had to come regularly., On October l,. Z969, he left this program be-
cause when hie urine was tested, ivt came back positive which meant
that he was /till using drugs. He left rather than be confronted
with the results of this urine test.

0 '

On October 2, 2969, he got a job with the ABC Truck Company and
worked there part time until February 15, Z770, when he was fired for
being late.

On February Z6. Z970, he went back, toReality House. He failed
to attend reguarly. On March Z, 2970., he went to Amsterdam Welfare
Center to apply for welfare for himself and family. The case worker,
Linda Stout* asked him why6he could not get a job. .He said ht was an
addict and attending Reality House. Linda Stout was skeptical. She
demanded verification that he was a member of Reality House.' George
went back to Reality Rouse to speak to his therapist, John Hughey.
Mr. Hughey told him that he could not give him-a letter stating that
he was a member of the program until he began to attend more regularly.

On March Z5, Z970, Linda Stout contacted Br enda Marshall; the
case worker who previously interviewed George's wife on January ZO,
. 2969. Brenda told Linda that Mrs. Temple told her that her husband was
not an addict.

o.',.

In the meantime, George still had trouble getting a letter from
Reality House stating that he was a full member of the program.
George was trying to attend regula'rly, but couldn't make it.

On March Z7, Z90, Linda Stout called John Hughey at Reality
House who told her that George,was not coming in every day, On
March Z8, Z970, she closed George's case, declaring Aim ineligible
for welfare for failure -to demonstrate need.

George wants aFair Hearing.

Cast of Characters:'

1 0 -I
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.Advocate for George
George eMple.
AnntFuller Temple
John Hughey"
'Referee (Deciding Officer)
.Attokuey for City at Hearing
6inda Stout
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Section B. Threshold Concerns

The threshold concerns are threefold: gpalstpribritiez; inter-

vention; personality.

1. Defining Your Goals in Order of Priorities"

at goals do you, as advocate for George, have in the above fact

Ltqation? What .are you trying fb accomplish? George has a- number of ,

p oblems:

1. He is in dabger of bein arrested if

he, is still using drugs.

e

;. He app:ently can't .support his family. .

Are, there other problems? .

.
(-r

,

Your possible gpale, therefore, ar to help George solve both

problems, Which of the goals have pri eity? Which should yo4 spend

time on? How do you find out the answ r?' Firia, you ask George.

0. What does he want? You then check with you supervisor. He will let

you know' whether to deal with one or both of these problems in the

light of what George wants and What the office can do. Are the two

problems interrelated? CaA you help George solve one without assisting

him on the other?

Suppose that you determine that you are to give priority to the

family support goal. ) The next concern is to decide when and hcim to

intervene.

2. Deciding When to Intervene

George comes into the legal service office and tells you that he

wants to fight the'decisio of the caseworker, Linda Stout. He wants

a hearing. Is this an appr riate strategy? What alternatives exist?

What about informal advocac Do you want to call or visit Linda

,Stout? Brenda Marshall? Mrs. Temple? John Hughey? -Linda Stout's

bbss? Brenda Marshall's boss? John Hughey's boss? If so, why do

you want to contact them? How important do you think it is to try

to resolve the problem without a formal hearing? Is the time ripe

to intervene by asking for a formal heaving?

Suppose that l,ou decide to give informal advocacy a try, but

-it doesn't work. The welfare department still refuses to declare

George eligible. Therefore, in consultation with you supervisor,

you decide to ask.for a fair heaiing. 105 0
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Do you immediately walk into a hearing? What about PREPARATION
for the hearing? ,Part of thedecision on when to intervene is whether
you areready to intervene. Are you prepared for the hearing?

Hew do you prepare for ajormai hearing? Make a list of all
the things you want'to do before you walk into thehearing room. How
does yournist compare with the following list:"

a) Define e issue.

b) Investi ate.the facts.

$

c) Make s re you ha0e all the documents that
you ca get your hinds on that will be used
by the ther side.

d) Make sure your own documents, (the ones that
you will present) are ready. .

e) If possible, s'it in on and observe a similar
hearing conducted by another advocate or by
an attorney.

f) Decide.whom you are goihg to call as your own
witnesses. .

g) Prepare your own witnesses.

h). Try to find out whom the other side is
going to.call as witnesses. If you can't
talk to them before the hearing, try to
anticipate what they are going to say.

0 i) Map out a preliminary outline of the straXegy
that you want to use at the hearing ALWAYS
REMEMBERING THAT UNFORSEEN CIRCUMSTANCES

9 ALWAYS COME UP REQUIRING THAT YOU BE VERY
FLEXIBLE.

a) Define, you Issues
4

What arwthe issues in George's case? What would you have to
'shop in order to qualify him for welfare? What are the points in
doubt? There are at least two main issues: (1) is George an addict
and (2) is he a member of a drug rehabilitation center? If you
showed that George was an addict, wouldn't he be sent to jail or, to
a hospital? Is this a real danger? How would you find out? Linda
Stout demanded verification from George that he was alnember of Reality

j) Wake sure that your client And your witnesses
(if any) will appear at the hearing.

k) If you don't have enough time'to prepare, ask
for a postponement of the hearing.

s
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House. Can you.identify two reasons she would ask for this? Is she
saying the if George is not a member of a drug rehabilitation pro-

. gram, he probably isopot an addict? O is she saying that he can't
get welfare unless he it a member of such a prgram eveh if he is an
addict? WhiCh is the case? How would you find out? What other issues: i

'exist? . .

b) Investigate the Facts.
t

Whatacts do you thinleneed to be checked? What are you unsure
of? Are you sure that George is ,an addict? What is an addict? Some -

one. currently using drugs? What kind of drugs? How would you find
.out? Are you also unsure about George's relationship with Reality

.% House? What is a "member? How many.definitions of "member" might
exist? Do George, hinda Stout apd John Hughey define it differently?

. Would you want to cheqk this out? How often..does George go to Reality
. House? Wha,t does "regularly" mean and according to whom? .What other

items would you wants to investigate?

c)' Get their llocutitents

Are you curious abut what documents the welfare department will
be using at the hearing to prove their case against George? Why not
ask the department to seqd you copies of these documents in advance
of'the hearing? Would this be a fair request? Suppose they said
ghat they would do so but only if ydt sent thecopies of the documents
you will be using? What would you do?

What docgments would you by interested in Seeing? Their entire
file on George? Their most recent policy 6tatement on ttddig,ts?. What
else'? as

d) .Your own Documents.

What documents do yod want 16"present at the hearing on behalf
of George? Dojyou want a letter grow Exodus House stating that he
once attended'Oeir program? If so, why? What would it prove? Do
you want a letter from Reality House? Saying what? Would you ask
them to write down all of the dates that George did attend that pro-
gram? Would it help or hurt to-,get a letter from ABC Truck Company
stating that George once worked there? Suppose that you could-
arrange a doctor's examination of George. Would you want to use the
results orthis examination at the '*earing? What would it depend
upon?

e) Observe someone else run a He.:.ring.

There is no better way to prepare for a hearing than to see one
in opeIatidn before you conduct ou own. you might "tag" along as .

thee assistant of another advocate conducting-a hearing. Extensive
t

notes should be taken on procedure and strategy. This will, be
difficult to do since the dicperlence will,Erobably be new. Give it

a try. Later on, organize your notes into an outline coveringthe
procedures used at the hearing as well as the strategy that both sides

1
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f) Decide whom you will call as Witnesses

Who should be prqsent at the hearing to help George make his
case? Should George be present? Why? Should John Hughey ba,present?
Why? How about the boss of John Hughey? Would hekbe bf any, help?
Do you want George's wife to be present? The tests that you should
use in deciding whether to ask a witness to be present arer does
he have something to say that would help George make his case and
would he be able to say it? Somdone may have important'points to
make, but be so frightened at the thoughtof going to a hearik
that he is simply not available. Suppose you have a witness that
you want to call, but the person has an acute stuttering problem.
How would you handle this?

44

g) Prepare Your Witnesses

Tell themwhat the bearing is all about to set their mind at
ease. They must trust you before they will be willing and valuable
participants. Tell them why you want them to talk (you don't have
to use words such as "witness" and "testimony" if this would frighten
them.) Get them to role-play the proceeding with you. , A very brief
role-playing experience can be very helpful. Explain to them that
the other side may want to ask them some questioas after you have .

introduced them and asked your own questions. Be sure that your wit-
nesses understand what the issues are. They may try.to use the
occasion to tirade about everything under the sun. This could be
damaging, unless you determine as a -Mater of strategy that it would .

be useful to let theswitnesses "unload" to some extent. The advocate
. must.be careful not to place his witnesses in embarrassing situations.
Suppose that the .issue at a hearing relates to adultery. Care must .

be taken-not to ask your own witnesses questions that could be used
against them in later court proceedings\-, The test is': whenever
you think that a question that you want to ask might be embarrassing
to your witness, check it out with your.subrvisor before hehearing.
What about George's addiction? Can you thihk of any questions that
you would. ask him that might get him into trouble?

h) Check out their Witnesses .

Ask the other side Whom they will bring to the hearing to support
their case. If their only witnesses will be agency employees, call
them mp or go see them. They may be very willing to talk'ta you. If

you find out that they are going to call non-employee witnesses, check
with your supervisor as to whether you should try to contact them.
Your approach should be casual: Don't say to these witnesses, "what
testimony are you 'going to give at the hearing next week?" Rather.
deal with points of information: "I understand that you know George
Temple. Could I ask you when you last spoke to blm?" 'Information
will tend to flow from such "innocent" questicps, If not, try asking
more pointed questions. Suppose no one wants to talk td you. What
do you do? Suppose that they talk to you but Are irritated br your
questions. Could this hurt you at the hearing?

103
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Suppose-that in making these contacts you discover that the -

entire matter can be settled without* hearing. What do you do?

i) Preliminary Strategy: Flexibility

The great danger of pre-planning, of course, is that the unex-
pected almost always happens to "foul-up" four preliminary plan.
It nevertheless is -helpful to have a tentative plan in mind SO LONG
AS YOU DO NOT SLAVISHLY TRY TO FOLLOW IT. Flexibility is the key.
The' preliminary plan/outline should be very brief and organized
according to some order.

.A very useful approach is to arrange all the facts according to
a chronological history. Every client's story has a beginning, middle
and an.end. Your outline should attempt to tell George's story in

ithis way. Simple as this may seem, it is not easy to do. At the
hearing, people will raise points out of sequence. These points,
often have to be dealt with but if you have prepared your chronology
carefully you at least will Lave something to come backjo att.. this
other point(is treated.

Draft a prelim.nary outline of yourLstrategy in conducting George's
hearing. What points do you want to make? What documents or witnesses
will you use to help you make these points? Arrange the entire sequence

"j) .Appearances

fir too often the advocate is waiting at°the hearing for the
client and other witnesses, only to discover that they do not appear.
Make sure everyone,has the address and directions. You may want to

',bring them there yourself. Send them a reminder note or call them
a day or two before the hearing,to insure their Appearance. If they ,
don't appear, be sure to ask for, a postponement and try to provide a
plausible excuse when you need ohe and when you have'one-

,POs'tpcOnement

Don't be rushed into a hearing unless it is absoultely necessary.
Ask for a postponement and be prepared to back up your request fadth
reasonable reasons (e.g., you are waiting for a letter to arrive
Which you want to produce at the hearing.) '

3. Determining Whether you. are Taking it all too Personally"
. .

Suppose that you Call George to tell him what the strategy will
be. He agrees. You ask George to come to the legal service office
the next day at 2 p.m. for a meeting. He is two honrs'late..for your
meeting. When he arrives, you sense that be is either high on heroin
or on alcbhol. You ask him why he was late for the meeting. He is

non-responsive. You leave the room for a moment ad when you come

109
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back, George is gone. What do you do? Has George insulted-you?
Has:he been disrespectful to you? Are you angry? Do you closeLthe
case? Do you go lookihg for George? What is your next move?

Suppose that this is'not.your first contact with Linda Stout,
the caseworker at the Amsterdam Welfare Center. You feel that she
has never been cooperative and that she is always looking for ways
to "trip-up" welfare recipients that are under her charge. You don't
like her. Do you think that there is a danger that your feelings
toward her might interfere with your handling of George's hearing?

Theichart 'on the following pages is a checklist of items to
be dealt with by a paralegal preparing for a hearing. The chart
includes items discussed thus far as well as others.

110
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ESSENTIAL, ITEMS

.

Hearing Preparation Checklist
(Check off items as completed)

(A Pc)

1. Make ()Re-: last effort
to resolve the'case
informally without
need for a hearing.!

2. Make A formal requeAt
in writing that tha
agency send you, in
advance, copies of all
documents that it in-
tends to relyinpon it
the hearing.

3. Make sure that the
client's emergency
needs, if any, are
provided for while
waiting for a hearing
decision.

4. Make sure that the
'client wants to go
through a hearing and
that the client under-
stands why a hearing
is being sought and if
any risks exist in
asking for a hearing.

5% Have the client sign a
written authorization
permitting ycu to
represent him

6. Have the cleint sign
a waiver of confiden-
tiality statement
authorizing you to
examine all documents
in possession of the
agenc4that pertain to
his case.

isg*

.HELPFUL ;TEMS
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1. Find out who will repre-
.sent the agency at the
hearing.

2. Find out who will be
called as witnesses, if
any, by the agency.

3. Phone or visit the agency
repreAentative and the
agency witnesses, if any,
to find out, as much as
you can about'what they
intend to do at the .

hearing.

4. Wind out who the hearing
referee or officer will
be on your case, and'if
possible, time your
hearing so that you get
the referee you want.

5. If hearings are new to
you or if a particular
hearing referee is new
toyou; attend a hearing
in advance before yours
is scheduled so that you
can get "a feel" for 1.*

hearing'procedures and
particular referees.

6. If .possible,4request
that the hearing be held
at a place convenient to
your client and witnesses.

7. Bring xerox copies of all
regulations, statute&
and cases (relevant to
your case) with you to
`the hearing.
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7? Have the client sign
an authorization which
will permit you to
obtain any needed
doctor or hospital
records.

8. Make sure that you
have completed all
necessary field
investigation before
you go into a heating.

Make sure that every
request- that the
client has male to
the agency has been
in writing and that
you have dated
copies of the requests.

10. Make sure that every
denial of the client's
requests by the agency
has been in writing
and that you have dated
copies of thp denials.

11. If the agency has more
than one type of hear-
ing, determine how
many types exist and
whether you want to
ask for more than one
type of hearing.

12. Make a written request
for a hearing, and-if
.possible state a date
on which you would
_like, the hearing.

13. Be very percise in
the statement of the
issues in your written
'request for a hearing.

14. Kaow the regulations,
statutes and cases
that govern your client's
case.
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8. In your own words,
summarize the regu-
lations,statutes and
cases that are role- .

vant to your hearing.

9. Role-play the entire
hearing or segments
of it with the client
and your witnesses to
familiarize them with
the form and content of
what the hearing will
probably be.



15. Make sure that the agency will
not retaliate against the client
in any way because he asked for
the hearing.

16. , Make sure that the hearing
officer or referee does not have
a legal bias, was involved
in the agency's initial decision
against the client which led to
the necessity of asking for a
hearing.

17. Decide whom you will call as
your witnesses at the hearing.

18. Familiarize your client and
witnesses with'the procedures
of. the hearing.

19. Let your client and witnesses
know, generally, what kinds pf
questions you will, want to ask
them at the hearing and what
kinds of questions they can
anticipate the agency represen-
tative asking themcbn cross-exam-
ination.

20. Assemble all the documentary.
. evidence that you ,will want to
introduce at the hearing.

21. As to each item of documentary
evidence, determine how you will
lay the foundation of it by
showing that it is relevant to
the issues of the hearing.

22, Draft a brief, outline of how
fou intend to prepare your case
at the hearing.

23. Ask for a postponement of the
hearing if you need more time
to prepare.

24. Make sure your clients and witnesses
know when and where the hearing is
to be held.

25. Remain flexible.

1 1 3
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- In ,short training program, it would be virtually impossible
to cover ,every element of the HPC. Role-playing, of course, could
not be used to get at many of the preliminaries. If the
trainer is using a single case or transaction to teach the other
skills as well as advocacy then it should raise many of the points
on the HPC if the case goes to a hearing. Most of the points will
have to be discussed verbally in class, ea., the desirability and
feasibility of referee shopping. A number of written exercises
are possible within the context°of the common case, e.g., drafting
a request for a hearing, request for documents, strategy outline
etc.

Section C. Advocacy-Pressure Skills, Evaluation
and Adaptation

There are seven main components to running a hearing:

1. Making sure you.know who everyone
is

2. Opening Statements
3. Presenting Evidence
4. Direct-Examination
5. Cross- Examination
6. Closing Statements
7. Preparing for' an Appeal .

During any one of these components, you may have to use a number of
advocacy skills. There are twelve such skills lisped in the original
skills checklist (see inside page of back cover). Not only will you
have to choose the skills, but also, you must be prepared to evaluate
whetherthey are effective and if not, to shift your tactics.

1. 'Identify Everyone

Make sureyou know What the name, title and address is of everyone
in the room. You may make this list before, during or after the hearing.
Sometimes the hearing officer will have everyone identify themselves
before the heiring begins. If not, you may ask him to do so. Take
your own notes. There may be a stenographer present who Will record
every word of the hearing, but it usually takes a long time before the
minutes of the hearing are typed and it may be that your office will
have to -pay for a copy of the transcript.

2. -Opening Statement 4

When it is your turn to begin, make a preliminary opening state-
ment which briefly covers:

114

a. Your understandineof what
the issues at the hearing
are;

b. A brief summary of what you
are going to try to establish
at the hearing on behalf of the
client;
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c. What results you are seeking.
.

For George's case, what will your opening statement say? This stage of
..

. the hearing can be critical. You may find that the issues that you are
prepared to discuss are not the issues that the other side came prepared
to discuss, or much worse, are not the issues that the hearing offj.cer
wants discussed. This can be a major dilemma (which may not have been
avoided through care

e
ul pre-planning.) There are a number of courses

to follow:

i. fight to have the issues discussed
that you want treated;

ii. ask for a postponement;

iii. do the best you can with the issues
that the hearing officer decides will
be disucssed.

Suppose that at George's hearing, the welfare department beginS by
making a major issue out of George's pociT employment record. They
want to prove that he should enter a state vocational training pro-
gram. This takes you by surprise. What do you do?

3. Presenting Evidence

You may have documents or exhibits that you want considered and
that you want entered as part of the record. The technical rules of
evidence applicable to official court proceedings usually d6 not apply
to administrative hearings. The test of whether you will be able to
have an item admitted is usually a simple one: HAVE YOU MADE A GOOD
COMMON SENSE ARGUMENT THAT THE ITEM IS RELEVANT (i.e., THAT IT WILL
CONTRIBUTE TO REACHING A RESOLUTION OF THE ISSUES) AND THAT IT WOULD
NOT BE UNDULY BURDENSOME TO HAVE IT ADMITTED AND CONSIDERED. Make
a basic "fairness pitch.". If someone tries to object that it is
irrelevant 'counter by showing how it is relevant when seen in con-
junction with other evidenceithat you intend tO introduce later. You

% must'hustle. If someone saYg that the evidence is "hearsay" or if

1 !
they use some other term that you don't understand, stick to your
common sense, fairness argument. If you lose, then do the best 'you
1,an without it, or try to introduce it later on when you think you can
Make a more convincing argument (in view of what has been happening at
the hearing) that the item is relevant.

On the question of relevancy and reasonableness, refer to chapter

ten on investigation, supra.

The second element of the,admissibility test is: hoW burdensome

would it be to have it admitted. You must be reasonable. You can't

try to introduce 1.000 pages of cancelled receipts and bills, for
example, it it is not perfectly clear that every item is needed.to

make your case.

What evidence do you want to try to introduce at GeOrge'Ss"--,
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hearing? Nhat problems do you anticipate in trying to introduce it
all? How will you handle these problems?

4&5 Direct Examination, Cross Examination and Re-Direct Examination

You directly examine your own witnesses (e.g., George) and cross-
examine -the witnesses presented by the other side (e.g., the agency
employee, Linda Stout). After you'have directly examined your own
witnesses, the other side can cross-examine them. 'After the other
side has directly examined their own witnesses, you can cross-examine
them:

Each side eirectly examines his own witnesses.

Each, side cross-examines the witnesses of the other side.

When you directly examine a witness, it means that you will be the
first person, to ask them any queitions.

Normally,'one side will present their entire case and then the
other side will present their case. The only time you will talk,
when the other side is presenting its case, is when you are cross-
examining their witnesses and vice versa.

Alter a side has cross-examined a witness, the other side (that
originally directly examined the witness) is sometimes allowed to
conduct a re-direct examination of the witness in order to cover points
raised in the cross-examination.

SEQUENCE:

I. YOU PRESENT YOUR SIDE

1. You directly examine your own witnesses.

2. They cross-examine your own witnesses.

3. You can re- directly examine your own witnesses
to cover points 'they raised in the cross-

. examination.

II. THEY PRESENT THEIR SIDE

1. They directly examine their own witnesses.

2. You cross-examine their witnesses.

3. They re-directly examine their Sown witnesses
to cover points you raised in your cross-examination.

This may all sound highly technical: Some hearings are, in fact,
conducted tills formally. Others are not. You Must be prepared to
deal with both settings.

To call a witness does not necessarily mean that the person stands
in a witness box or is "sworn in." In all probability, everyone will

1 1
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remain in his own seat and will not be asked to take an oath. Further-

more, the technical words "direct," "cross" and "re-direct" examination
may not be and need not be used. Simpler language can be and often

should be used:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

"Sir (addressed to the hearing officer) I
would like to introduce (name of witness)
and ask him a few questions."

CROSS- EXAMINATION

"Sir, I would like the opportunity to ask
(name of witness) some questions if (name
of advocate or attorney on the other side)
1s finished with his own questions."

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION

"Sir, after I asked 62ame of witness) some
questions, Mr. (name of advocate or attorney
representing the other side) asked some ques-
tions of his own, and whil3I was listening, a
few other important points occurred to me and I

would like to ask a few final questions of (name of

witness) if I could.w

It doesn't maim any difference what labels are used, so long as you

use every opportunity to make your points whenever you are allowed

to do so.

GUIDELINES ON CONDUCTING
DIRECT EXAMINATIONS

1. The witness on Direct Examination is

vour witness. , You call him to give his

testimony.. Therefore, you are always
very cordial to the witness. You

never ask him anything that might embarrass

him.

2. You let the witness tell his own story

in his own words. His story should
flow naturally from him.

3. You ask the witness to speak loudly

and clearly. If the witness says some-
thing that may not be clear to others,

11.7



you ask him to state it again efen
though it may have been perfectly
clear to you what he said initially.

4. You encourage the witness to tell
you if he does not understand the
question if that is the case.

5. In the introduction of the witness,
you let the witness give the basic
facts himself. Instead of saying,
"I want to introduce....," yoU
should ask the witness to state hii
name, address, occupation, etc.

6. Before You ask the witness to,state
what he knows about an event, you ask
him questions to establish his rela-
tionship or connection to the event.
If the witness is a doctor, for
example, before you ask him if in his
opinion the client is medically
disabled, you should ask him if he
has treated the patient. Before you
ask a witness whether she knows whether
or not the client earns money as,a
private baby sitter at home, you shoula
ask the witness questions which will
establish that sheis a close neighbor
of the client and that she often visits
the Client during the day. By so doing,
you will be LAYING THE FOUNDATION FOR
THE RELEVANCE OF THE WITNESSsTESTIMONY.

7. It is often.helpful to structure scour
questions to the witness so that he mill
tell his story chronologically from
beginning to end. Discourage him from
jumping from topic to topic if it is
becoming Confusing.

8. When the witness is stating things from
first hand knowledge, emphasize the fact
that it is first-hand, personal knowledge.

'9. When the witness is stating things from
second hand (or hearsay) knowledge, either
deemphasize the fact that it is not first
hand knowledge and/or instruct the witness
to preface his statements by, saying "to
the. best of my knowledge."

1
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10. It is proper for the witness to state
conclusions or opinions, bi..t you
should structure your questions so that
you first get out all of the facts on
which the witness has relied on forming
his opinions or conclusions, never
let them be stated without the supporting
facts.

11. Be aware of the danger of open-ended
questions such as, "tell us what happened:"
Very often such questions Are invitations

a to ramble on. -Confusion can result. The
more effective-kind of questions are those
that are structured to require a brief
and concise answer. Use an open-ended
question only when you are sure that the
witness will be able to handle it.

12. Very often a witness, particularly the 1

client, will have a need to unvent his
feelings, to get a lot off his chest.
When this happens, he often gets emotional'
and raises issues that may. not be relevant
to the proceeding. You must make a
decision on whether to permit this to
happen. On the one hand, it is the-client's
hearing and as a matter of fairness, Ire
should have the opportunity to speak his
mind. It can be very frustratingif
questioners keep steering him away from
what he has been waiting a Gig time to say.
On the other hand, you do not want the client
to say anything that may be damaging to his
own case. Psychologically, you must under-
stand the witness, The best strategy is to
determine in advance whether the witness
wants to or is inclined to get erlotional.
If so, then the responsibility of the
advocate/is to make the witness aware of d
the consequences of this occurring at the
hearing. In the final analysis, it is the
choice of the witness; it is his case that is
on the line, ndt yours.

13. You may want to introduce certain documents into
evidence after you have gotten the witness to
say something will demonstrate that the docu-
ment is relevant (i.e., you establish a foun-
dation for the documents through your questioning).



Once the foundation has been laid,
you introduce the'document (i.e.,
ask the referee to make it part of
the record and give a copy to the
agency's representative) and resume
your direct examination of the witness.

14. When you are finished asking your
.questions, yOu may want to ask the
witness if he has anythit else that
he wants to say.

15. The hearing officer may interrput you
with questions. of his own. He, of
course, has the right to do so. You
may, however, want to politely tell him
that the subject-matter of his question
will be treated by you in "lust a few

,moments."-

16:' The advocate of attorney or agency
representativesfor the other side
may tr2 to interrupt you with questidns
of their own. Normally, they do not
hive this right. Politely ask the;:,
hearing officer if you could finish your
own questions before the other side asks
any questions of their own. ,

17. Try to anticipate what the other side
will want to question your witness
about when it is their turn, and 'try
to cover these points'in your own direct
questioning.

18. Except the unexpected. Your witness may ,

say things that you never anticipated.
You will have to be flexible enough to
deal with what comes your way.

GUIDELINES ON CONDUCTING
.. CROSS EXAMINATION

1. Be'courteous and cordial to the witness
'even though you may be tempted, and
indeed baited, into attacking the witness
personally. .

140
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2 Be sure thht it is clear to you who
the witness is and what relationship
he has to the events it issue in the '

hearing. This may not have been
clearly enough brought out while this
witness was being directly examined by
the agency representative.

3. If during the direct examination, this
witness said something based on second
ks.nd knowledge (or.if it was not clear
to you whether .it was said from personal
or second hand knowledge), ask about it

on cross examination and be sure that
your questions force the witness to
admit that no first hand knowledge
exists when that is the case.

4. If during the direct examination, this
witness stated conclusions without stating
any facts to support the conclusions,
then ask this witness on crossexamination.
about these conclusions and the vunderlyingl .

Pacts that support them according to the
witness. Do not use this tactic however,
if you are absolutely certain that the
witness has valid facts to support the con-
elusions or opinions even though they were
not brought out on direct examination.

5. If it is a fact, or you are reasonable
- .

in suspecting that it is a fact, that the
witness has a bias (sothething personal)
against the witness, you should try to
briny this out on cross examination. This,

of course., will be very difficult and some-
what dangerous to do' No one will want to

adiiiit that he is not being objective (i.e.,.
that he has a bias.) Probably the best
that you will be able to ao on cross'exaMi-
nation is to raise some doubts, about the

objectivity Qf the witness's testimony even
though you may not be able to donclusively
establish a bias.

6. The same point made above about bias against
the client applies to bias in favor of a
client. Atwitness can lose objectivity be-
cause df partisanship and friendship as well
as becau e of thostility.

1 2 1
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7. If the witness is reading from any
papers during cross examination,
politely ask the witness what he is
reading from and request that you be
shown a copy and, if needed, be given
a few-moments to read it,over before-
.you continue jour cross` examination.
If the witness is reading from asdocu-
ment that was not sent to you before
the hearing -(and you requested that they
send you all the records that they were
going to rely upon at the bearing) then
you should object.

8. Very often the witness will be 'reading from
cfficial agency records, These records
often refet to statements made by individuals
who work for the agency but who are not
present at the hearing. The agency repre-
centative will try to- have these records
introduced into evidehce. -It has already
been saiethat you should bring out, through
yout questioning, the, fact that the witness is
not speaking from first hand knowledge in
referring to those records of which he is. not
the author. In addition, you should complain
that the withorg of the statements' in the
records, 'should be present at the hearing es a
matter of fairness so that you can confront
and cross-examine them. If you are not
allowed to do this, then you should request
that such statements not,be 'allowed to
become part cp: the ',leering prOceeding.

9. If during cross-examination, the witness has *3"

made- highly prejudicial statements (eLl.,
"the client i$ a .thief"), then you should ask
that the referee uder a decision in Ivor of
your cll'ent.on'the grounds of undue prejudice.

10. II during cross,- examination, the witness
raises points %hat surprise you (and if it
was hcit, due to sloppy preparation that you.
were surprised), then you should ask the-
referee to postpone the hearing to give you
more time toprepare the case of the client
to cover the matter that surprised you

11. Ia caul room proceedings, it is often the
rule.that you cannot raise new matter on .;
cross examination. you can only cross-examine
a witness within the scope of the testimony

1 3 L
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this witness gave on direct examination.
If for example the witness only testi-
,fies about food stamp eligibility on
direct examinatiol,the lakyer :..onducting
the cross examination cannot a3k him
questions about an invasion of privacy
claim since this claim is outsa.de the °

scope Of the direct examina6tiou. This
techpical rule almost never applies to
administrative Learings, although you
should be aware of it spice counsel for
the agency may. improperly' try to apply
the technical rule aganst you while you
are cross examining a witness. You do
not have to limit youi'questioning on
cross examination to the scope of what
was brought out. by the other side on direct
examination. Normally, however, it is a
good practice not to raise new matter.on
cross examination unless you haveto. Use
direct examination to make all of your
major points and'-use cross examination as
a mehicle.to buttress the points yoE have .

made on direct examination.

12. On .cross examination you will be questioning
witnesses who are normally hostile to your

AN client, although not necessari3y. Do not
antagonize unneceiSarily. Ydu may finci that
the witness on cross examination is willing,
either consciously or,not; to make statements
that afe very favorqble to your client,

13. As a corollary to theNebovp' pant, don't:. be
unduly aggressive or defenstve. Make your case
positively by direct examinaticm, and don't
rely exclUsively on establishing your case
negatively by trying to show on 'cross exami-
nation that they witnesses for 'the other side
are fools.

14. Don't help the other side by asking witnesses
questions on doss examination that you know
(or reasonably anticipate) will produp

o damaging statements.

15. You don't have to conduct a drops examination
of a witness if nothing he Said on direct
examination is unclear tp you and the referee,
or if you don't think Shat you will be able
tc get the witness to contradict himself or say
anything that would discredit his position in

12.3



any way. In such a case, it would
be better to rely solely on what you
were able to establish on direct
examination:

'16. Remain loose and flexible; anticipate
the unexpected.

6. Closing Statement

96e

At the end of all of the questioning and evidence presentation,
ask the hearing officer to let you sum up with your version of
what happened. State what you think you proved, state what you
think the other side failed to prove. Specifically, state what -

'result you seek for the client. If you think that the hearing was
inconclusive because you were unfairly surprised by what the other
side did or because the other side failed to bring.to the heaOng
people who are sufficiently acquainted with the case, then:

a. ask for a decision for the client
because of these factors; or

b. at the very least,'ask for an ad-
journment so that the hearing can
resume after you have had a chance
to study the matter that the other
side unfairly surprised you With,
or after the .other side brings to
the hearing individuals who should
Pe there.

7.^ Preparing for an Appeal

During the hearing the heating officers and the other side
may have done things that you disagree with. Make notes of all
of these items. Also make sure each time you disagree that you
state to the hearing officer-that "you want to state you, objection

for the.record." If a transcript is made ofhtthe hearing, it will
be clear that you make an objection and what your objection was.
Your supervisor may want to appeal the decision later on in court.
Whenever such appeals are taken, .the judges usually require that
objections and'complaints have been raised during the hearing
before they will even consider the objection or complaint on
appeal in court. There is a 'close relationship between what
happens at the hearing and a poSsible subsequent court appeal.
To a very large extent, you are responsible for "making a reword"
for the lawyer to use on appeal.
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Lawyers who have litigated cases following adminstrative
hearings should acquaint yoe with the mechanics of court appeal
and with theil' version of what a good hearing record should
constitute. What kind of information would they like, to see in
it? What kinds pf damaging statements made by clients and witnesses
for clients would they like to see omitted or toned down? If

possible, you should be shown a copy of an old appellate brief
which cites testimony taken at an administrative hearing so that
you can see the connection between the hearing and the court 'action.,

In some administrative hearings, an advocate waives an
objection that he has to-what takes place at the hearing unless he
specifically objects on the record. A waiver can mean that the
lawyer cannot raise the point on appeal in court. Whether such a
waiver rule applies is a question of local practice. Your trainer
must determine the answer to this question so that he can build it .

into or out of the training program. If it does apply, then you
must be.familiar with the techniques of objecting for the record.

A more serious problem concerns the doctrine of exhausting
adminstrative remedies. With few exceptions, courts will not
allow the client to appeal an issue in court unless the agency
involved in the issue has been given the opportunity.to resolve
the issue within the agency's own hearing structure. For example,
at a welfare hearing a client knight claim that she failed to
receive a check that was due her and that her caseworker is
harasting her with unauthorized home visits. At the hearing, if
the only issue discussed concerns the check, then the visitation
issue cannot be appealed in court since as to this issue the
client has not exhausted his administrative remedies. Another,
hearing may have to be brought on the visitation issue before it
can be raised in court. You must be aware of this problem as a
matter of issue control.

Section D. Recording

After the hearing, you should have a set of notes that will
cover the main points of the hearing. If a transcript of the
hearing was made and your office orders a copy, then there may be
no need for you to have taken extensive notes. Even if a trans-.
cript was made and ordered, however, you must still record what
happened in the client's file. Someone else in the office should ,be
able to go to the file and find your notes on the hearing. They
should be able to read the notes And quickly determine what issues
you raised at the hearing, what took place at the hearing and what
resulted from the hearing.

125
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EVIDENCE FOR

PARALEGALS

Since most administrative hearings employ informal procedures,
it might be argued that there is little need to teach the laws of
evidence. There are at least two reasons,however, why evidence
should be covered:

0

- 1) knowing some of the laws of
evidence is often helpful and
sometimes critical at hearings;

2) cases that have been the subject
of hearings sometimes find their
way into court where,the laws.,
of evidence are of paramount
importahce; for a paralegal to
assist the lawyer in bringing
such cases to court he must
understand some of tie basic
rules of evidence.

How should evidence be taught? A number ofl options exist:

1) The trainees could be issued a
hornbook on evidence (e.g.,
McCormick's text),; they could
be assigned sections of itin
connection with class lectures.

2) The trainer could write his own
hornbook on evidence for para.:
legals (as of the moment, no
such text exists).

3) Develop ways in which to establish
the experiential foundations of
the rules of evidence as an aid
in teaching the basic evidentiary
rules.

The third option is developed here. (In the best' of worlds,
the third option should be used in conjunction with the second).
The basic topics thai need to be ,:overed are as follows:

1 2.6



1) definition of evidence
_21,, distinction between evidence and proof

3) relevancy
4) burden of 'proof
5) statute of frauds
6) documentary evidence
7) hearsay and the exceptions
8) privileges'
9) admissability

10) exclusionary rules
11) prima facie case

97b

Subsequent sections of this text will deal with the use of evidence
at administrative hearings.

There areagood many technical words and phrases in the law of
evidence. Most of them, however, have common sense or reasonable-
ness foundations. They are ndt necessarily all alien to every-
day life. This connection should be developed.

Beginning on the following page there is a'dialogue on evi-
dence Which can either be distributed to all the trainees and dis-
cussed in class, or kept bj, the trainer and used as his frame bf
reference-in leading a class discussion on the experiential foun-
dation of some of the rules bf evidence.

The dialogue involves Tom and Sam arguing about what Sam's
son Bill did or did not do to the flower bed of Tom. Following
certain statements by either Tom or Sam, there will be brackets
containing, in italics, positions taken by a mythical attorney in
a courtroom. The statements of the attorney are meant to parallel
those of Tom or Sam, but in the jargon of rules of evidence.

The pedagogic hypothesis of the dialogue is that it will
assist the trainer in,beginning the process of communicating
technical rules to th6 trainees.
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Dialogae on Eyidence

SETTING

[A phone conversation betwee
Tom and Sam. The sta
in italics are those of
attorney in the courtroom.
His statements translate the
conversation of Tom and Sam
into the jargon of the law
of evidence.]

1 2, 8
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Tom: Hello Sam, this is Tom. I want to tall, to you about your
son, Bill.

[Your honor, we are ready wirh the
case of Thomas Adams v. Will-lam Smith.)

Sam: Whatls the problem?

[Can you state a cause 21 actionfl

Tom: Your son is up to no good. My beautiful roses are ruined.
That boy of yours has some explaining to do.

Sam: Why should he have to do any expalining? If yoU think that
hp's done anything wrong, then show it to me - you explain it.

[Your honor, the burden of 2Tdof is
on the plaintiff, Thomas Adams, and
not on the defendant, William Smith.

. It is Mr. Adams who must establish
that the defendant maliciously
destroyed the property in co(stion.)

Tom: I had a tall this morning from Peter Riordon and he told me
that he saw your,son running in my yard.

Sam: Never mind Riordon. I'll speak to him myself. I want to 4e#r
from you what you know and not what others have told

[Objection, your honor. The:alleged
statement by Mr. Riordon is 4earsay.
It is inadthivalag. Mr. Riordon is
not in this court today and there-
fore he is not subject to confronta-
tion and cross-examination. If
counsel for the plaintiff wivhes to
introduce into evidence statements
of Mr. Riordon, then he should be
called in as a witness. This court
would become a Oiambles if hearsay
evidence cousld be introduced left
and right. I move to strike the
refere4ce to Mr. Riordon and request
that the court instruct the jury to
disregard what was said in reference
to Mr. Riordan.]

Tom: Well, right square in the middle of my roses, I found your

son's basketball. That's enough proof for me.
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Sam: Nofisense! That doein't wove a thing. You haven't got a
leg to stand on.

(-Your honor, we would submit that
the plaintiff has not established
a prima facie caae. He is wasting
the court's time. There isn't
even .enough evidence to. allow this
case to go to the jury. We
respectfully move for a directed
verdict for the defendant.

. .

ToDIS Look, this all happened last Tuesday on the day of the
parade. I was in the back

Sam: the parade wasn't on Tuesday. It was on Monday.

Tom: Np it wasn't, damn it. It was on Tuesday. What do I have
to do, get a letter from all of the marchers to show you
when the parade was? Why should I have to take time trying
to prove when the parade took prate? Any fool knows it was

Clp,-,%,ybvTugsday:

(Your honor, there should be no need
to take the"time of the court trying to
establish the date of the ,parade. Such
an event is a matter of common knowledge.
We request that the court take judicial
notice that the date of the parade was
Tuesday. Plaintiff not be re-
quired to spend time trying to prove an
obvious fact.)

Sam: All right, all right. If it mikes any difference, I'll
agtee for the sake of argument that the parade was on
Tuesday.

(Your hbnor, counsel, for the defendant
will agree to etipu/ate that the parade
was on Tuesday ao that there will beo
need to hear any evidence on the issue.),

Tom: Fine. On Tuesday, the day of the parade, I was in the back-
yard. I saw your son throwing stones at the marchers. He
had the devil in him that day and it was on the same day
that my flowers were ruined.

Sam: What my son did or did not do at the parade has absolutely
nothing to do with your flowers.

,3 0
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[Your honor, I object to this
testimony. The events of the parade
are immaterial and irrelevant to the
primary issue of this case, 7,amely
the charge of malicious destzuction
of property.)

Tom: It does have to do with the flowers. Your son is a rough-
neck, period.

Stop trying to make my son out to be a monster!

(Your honor, we move for a mistrial.,
The testimony thus far has been riddled
with prejudicial statements.. Plaintiff
is trying 'to prove ,hie ,case by charcter
assassination. The minds of the jury
have been prejudiced against the defen-
daht because of these statements,
Instead of proving hie case by relevant
facto, the 'plaintiff has restored to
immaterial, irrelevant and Erejudi'dal
allegations.)

Tom: Well, if you won't take my word, then maybe you'll take the
word of Reverend Alex who saw Bill the other day and Bill
told him that he was in my yard and damaged my flowers.

Sam: Oh, is that what Reverend Alex told you? It ,really sur-
prises me that Reverend Alex would go around saying things
like that. I'll' want to see the Reverend myself before I
say anything more about his involvement in this.

[Your honor, the testimony pertaining
to the alleged statements of Reverend
Alex ia inadmissable on two grounds.
First, it is hearsay. Second, whctever
Bill may have told Reverend Alex is
privileged. The priest-penitent privi-
lege is, as sacred as the attotilte-
client privilege and the doctor-patient
privilege. Statements made by indi-
viduals to their clergymen, doctors and
lawyers are privile.ed. They cannot be
introduced into evidence even
if the clergyman, doctor or lawyer trie
to introduce them. If this court or any
court allows ouch confidential statements
to be admitted into evidence, then citi-
zens will be discouraged from ever con-
fiding in clergymen, doctors or lawyers

I'3 -1J.;
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, out of fear that such confidences may
be admitted into evidence later on.]

Tom: Well, my daughter was visiting me at the time and she saw
Bill and asked him if he,was in my flower bed and he ran
away.

Sam: I don't care what your daughter says.

[Objection on the ground of hearsay,
your honor.] '

Tom: If he was innocent, why did he run away?

[Your honor, although it may be hearsay,
there is a well know' exception to the
hearsay rule. By running away, the
defendant was in effect declaring,or

, admitting his own guilt. This wah a
declaration against his own interest.
Such declaration are exceptions to
the hearsay rule. The testimony Is
admissible.]

Sam: Hogwash! N

[Your honor, the exception to. the
hearsay rule does not apply to this
case. If it l.'s established that Bill
ran away from Mr. Adams' daughter, it
would not necessarily amount to any
such declaration of guilt. Maybe he
running to catch a bus and never heard
his daughter at'all. The hearsay rule
does apply to this situation and we
move to strike the reference to the
statement of the plaintiff's daughter.]

Tom: Well, I guess there is no sense in talking to you. You'll be
getting a gardener's bila from me in the mail shortly for
$85.00.

[Your honor, we move for a judgment
for the pla4ntiff witb actual
damages pi $85.00 and ,unitive damages
of 5100.00 because of theTe-77ndant''s
recklessness, plus court costs.]

Sam: Nonsense. You pay that gardener every year anyway. You're
not going to get me to pay bills that you have anyway.
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[We object to the plaintiff's attempt
to introduce this bill. This documen-
tary evidence is inadmissible. First,
it is hearsay, since the gardener is not

bin court to be confronted and cross-
examined by the defendant. Secondly, no
foundation has been laid by plaintiff to
establish the relevance of the bill be-
fore introducing it into evidence. We

have not been told when the gardener
provided his alleged services. We have
not heard any evidence that the person
writing the bill is a gardener at all.
In short, no foundation has been laid
for the admission-of this bill.]

Tom: Well if that's the way you feel about it, I'll see you in
court!

The dialogue on evidenCe can be used by the trainer to launch
extensively into the rules of evidence or simply as a vehicle to
touch on some of the major concepts pf the substantive law of
evidence. The text is either background material that substan-
tially stands on its own or it is the starting point for a much
fuller elaboration by the trainer on the points covered. Topics
such as hearsay could obviously be examined in great detail.
Other evidentiary rules such as, the statute"of frauds could also

be added. If substantial time cannot be devoted to this topic,
then ,three or four hours could be spent on group discussions on
several of the major issues raised by the dialogue.
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The trainer shoul&-adminster the Label...Quiz to each trainee.
He can either call out 'each statement and ask the class to label
sit, or he can hand the quiz out to each trainee for written
answers. The purpose of the quiz is to get the trainees in the
frame of mind to analyze statements of witnesses.

As to each statement by the witness, answer two questions:

A) Is the witness talking from fiist
hand (personal knowledge); second
hand knowledge, third hand?

B) Is the witness stating a fact, an
-opinion, a conclusion?

lk "I receive welfa'%."

2) "I told my caseworker to call me before she makes a home visit."'

3) "My caseworker is rude."

4) "My caseworker called me a liar."

5) "The welfare regulations say that I am eligible."

6) "My son told me that the caseworker reported me tok\he super-
visor."

7) "I need welfare."

8) "I can't pay my rent."

13.1



9) "My atot4r can't pay the rent."

k
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10) "I'm too si to join the job training program"

11) "That job does not suit me."r
12) "My husband does not contribute to the support of my family."

.

13) "Iaid report to the job employment agency."

. .

14) "I was told that no jobs were available."

15) "You must give me seven days notice before you terminate me,"

0

16) "I am entitled to a Fair Hearing."

. 17) "Welfare is a right ?nd not a privilege."

V..

18) "She never called me like she said she would."

.19) "I received a letter froethe employment agency telling me
they lost my file."

20) "She never explained it to me."
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4 INTRODUCING AND OBJECTING TO
DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE AT
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

This section contains a series of dc,euments that the trainees
should be asked to introduce, object to, or otherse refer to at
an administrative hearing. there are few, if any; absolute norms
on introducing or objecting to documentary evidence at hearings.
It would be appropriate, however, to list several generally
applicable. guidelines:

1. Evpry paralegal muat determine in .

advance whether the agency hearing
in question utilites any formal
hearing procedures. This is done
by checking with advocates who have
already conducted hearings before
this agency,.reading any regulations
of the agency on.its hearing prq-
'cedures, attending a hearing of the
'agency as an observer, etc.

2. At most hearingst.the procedures
% are informal. No technical rules,
of OTaRFF-apply.

3. At hearings where the procedVres
are informal the normal tes41,,,icf
whether an advocate will be 'abbe
to introduce items of evidence into
the proceeding are as follows:

a) The'item must be relevant
to the issues of the
hearing.

b) The advocate normally must
dgmonstrate the relevance
of the item by laying a
foundation for it before
trying to introduce it.

c) An item is relevant if it
would reasonably assist a
party to prove or disapgrove
an issue at the hearing.

13(
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d) Reasonableness is largely
a matter of logic and
common sense. .1

e) An advocate cannot introduce
such quantities of evidence
that would Unduly burden the
conduct of thehearing. -

f) 'Advocates will not be allowed
to be unduly repetitive in the
introduction of evidence.

g) When there is doubt .as to the
relevancy of an item that an
advocate wishes tc introduce, it
is sometimes persuasive for the
advocate to argue that he should
bwallowed to introduce the item
as a matter of fairness.

h) When there is doubt as to the
relevancy of an item because a pro4
per foundation has not been laid
for it, it is sometimes persuasive
for the advocate to argue that the
item should be introduced now
although the full relevance of the
item will not be made clear_until
later in the proceeding after he
has introduced other evidence.

4. If the advocate is trying to object to the
introduction of documentary evidence by
the representative of the agency, the
following guideliens are applicable:

a) If the advocate has 'never before
seen the docUment that the other
side is trying to introduce, he
objects on the ground that the
agency should, have'sent him a
copy of this document in advance
of the hearing.

b) If the agency representative is
referring to a document without
actually introducing it (i.e.,'
by 'giving a copy cf it to tie
referee and to you), then you
object. You'argm! that the
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avhcy representative either
introduce it or stop referring
to it.

Whmever the agency representa-
tiJe or his witness is reading from
document, you ask to see it be-

fore he continues reading and before
he tries to introduce it into evi-
deace so that you will be given a
fair opportunity to object to its
introduction.

d) Even though the formal rules of
evidence may not apply, you can try .s
to argue them if it is to your
advantage. For example, you can
object to the use of hearsay,by the
agency representatives

e) You can argue that items attempted
to be introduced by the agency repre-
seatative are irrelevant or that no
foundation has been laid to establish
relevance.

f) Yoaocan argue that the agency's
representative is being unduly re-.
pecitive in the items introduced.

g) Yoa canergue that the items being
introduced by the agency's represen-
tacive are prejudicial because they
attack the character of your client
an1 are irrelevant.

With these guidelines as a background, the trainees should be asked
to introduce the documents presented on the following pages. The
setting is a welfare fair hearing and for most of the documents,
there should be a person playing the role of the referee who will
decide on the admissability of the item, an advocate for the
client who will be trying to introduce an item or object to an
item being introduced by the other side, and an agency representa-
tive who will either be trying to introduce an item or object to
an item being introduced by the client's advocate. In brackets,
there will be instructions on the setting of the hearing.
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[Welfare Dept. wants to terminate aid
because Mrs. Thomas has not beets diligently
looking for a job from l/72-6/n. Mrs.
Thomas wants.to argue that sheias been
ill and that she has been looking for work
to the best of her ability. The advocate
for Mrs. Thomas wants to introduce the
documents on the following six pages.
The agency representative wants to intro-

, duce the final two items. The aate of
the hearing is..10/1/72. The agency repre-
sentative is Mrs. Thomas's caseworker,
Dorothy Petrone.)
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Lincoln Business School
304 Terry Avenue

Baltimore, Maryland 24109
392-121-0721

February 10, 1972

Mrs. T. Thomas
3210 4th Street
Baltimore, Maryland 04109

970

Dear Mrs. Thomas:

Thank you for your letter inquiring about our bookkeeping
courses. We do not have scholarship programs. The fee for
the six months is $450.00 and it cannot be waived.

If we can help you any further, please let us know.

Sin erely,

Mary Todd
Admissions Office

I. 4 0
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Federal Trade Commis ion
One"Federal Plaza

Washington, D. C. 20036

March 8, 1971

Mrs. Mary Thomas
3210 4th Street
Baltimore, Maryland 04109

Dear Mrs. Thomas:

-We do-not have a branch office in BaltiMore. If you
are interested in a typing position, you will have to come
to our Washington, D. office to apply.

Sincerely,

Samuel P terson
Personn 1 Director



ABC Trucking Co.
407 9th Avenue

Baltimore, Md. 24309

Mrs. Mary Thomas
3210 4th Street
Baltimore, Maryland 04109

Dear Mrs. Thomas:

We regret to inform you that we must terminate your
employmtnt as of February 5, 1972. If you recall when we
hired you on January 30, 1972 we informed you that your
position was temporary due tc) budget unoertainties. It
was a pleasure having you with us in the claims division.

1

Sincerely,

Ralph AdooAdoo
Division Chief

1 1 2
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Sampson Drug Stores
4110 South Ave.

Baltimore, Md. 24100

261-4032
- May 15, 1972

Mary Thomas
3210 4th Street
Baltimore, Maryland 04109

Dear Mrs. Thomas;

Just a 'note to let you know that the precription you
ordered is ready and can be picked up,at your convenience.

Regards,

Ed Madison
Manager

1 4 ,1
4-'
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M. M. Greenberg M. D.
701 Forsyth Street

Baltimore, Maryland 2410.!

421-4092
February 10, 1972

Mrs. Mary Thomas
,3210 4th Street
Baltimore, Maryland 04109

r'1 Dear Mrs. Thomas:

You have bills outstanding amounting to $142.17. This
ist-the third notice we have sent you. Kindly give this
matter your immediate attention.

Sincerely,

M. M. Greenberg, M.D.



\

-Baltimore Welfare Dept.
312 East 7th Ave.

Baltimore, Md. 24308

Memo to: File
Re: Mrs. Mary Thomas
Case #324109-B
Unit 7
Caseworker: Dorothy Petrone

1/2/72; Called recipient to inform her of her
responsibility to obtain work.

1/30/72: Visited recipient; she had not beer
diligently seeking employment.

3/10/72: Told recipient to register at Matliland
State Employment Agency. I have been
told by the Agency that she has not
done so.

3/15/72:- Recipient told' me that she had hOdaches;
did not seem serious.

Submitted by:

D. Petrode
5/1/72

1 10
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Baltimore Welfare Dept.
312 East 7th Ave.

Baltimore, Md. 24308

Mrs. John Thomas
3210 4th Street
Baltimore, Md. 04109

5712/72

Dear Mrs. Thomas:

This is to inform you that we are contemplating the
termination of your welfare grant, for failure to diligently
seek employment. If you do not take appropriate steps to
secure employment within the immediate future we will have
no recourse but to process the termination.

Sincerely

Dorothy P trone
Caseworker
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OBJECTIONS QUIZ

Instructions: Read each situation. In the;Space provided, state
whether you would raise any objection, what the objection is and

.

the reasons for your objection.

Abbreviations: "P" stands for the paralegal representing the
client at the hearing; "C" ; tands for the client.; "W" stands for
the witness; "AR" stands foc the agency representative; "DE"
stands for direct examination; "CE" stands for.crOss examination.

.

#1. On DE, a W of the AR says, "The C is a liar." 'T
.1

7
. .-

#2. On DE, a W of the AR reads from a piece of paper. The'P is
not sure what the paper is. -

s

#3. 'On DE, a W of the AR says that he was told 14 another case-
worker that the C had a secret bank account.:,4, OrkCE of this
same W, what line of questions should the f:.take?

: 7 .

#4. Before the hearing began, the P requested agency to send
him all the documents that the agency intended:to rely, on
at the hearing. The agency never did so. Boep the P',:refer
to this at the beginning of the hearing?

#5. Same as #4 above, except that when P mentions at the begin-
ning of the hearing that the records were never sent, the
AR hands him over 20 pages of records.

#6. Same as )4 above, except, that when P mentions at the
beginning of the hearing that the records were never%sent,
the AR responds by saying that the records are confidential.

#7. On DE of a W of the P, the AR keeps interrupting with
questions of h4s own.

#8. While the AR As talking tb the refeiee, he uses some legal
language that the P doeg not understand.

#9. While the C is under DE by the P, the C calls the AR and all
the employees of the agency "bastards."
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c,

#10. While talking to the referee, the AR hands him a paper
which announces a new regulation of the agency.

#11. On CE of'the C by the AR, the AR keeps trying to put words
into the C's mouth and won't let the C,Speak for himself.

1 4 ,)
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Chapter Fourteen

Advocacy and Dealing With
Profeasiomais and Bureaucrats

Section A. The Problems Encountered

98

One of the primary aspects of a paralegal's job is dealing with
professionals and administrators. This frequently is so in informal
and formal administrative advocacy. He will not always be relating
to line-staff persohnel of administratiye agencies. He will not
always be calling the secretaries and clerks of the managers. Some
of the the upper echelon that he will be cchfxonting include:

1. Attorneys representing theother side\ of
an office case

2. Legal Service attorneys generally

I. Private attorneys generally,

4. Attorneys that work'for administrative
agencies\even though they hay riot be
active on your case

S. Doctors that aciminister hositals

s 6. Accountants

7. Public-school teachers

8. Dir4ctors of adminiserative agencies

9. Assistant Directors of agencies

10. Unit supervisors at agencies, etc.

There are a number of situations which require a paraleg to deal

with such indiiiiduals. Ask the trainees to identify 'the times that
they have dealt withtthem. What were they trying to accomplish:

1. Ypu,hre simply trying to get information
generally.

2. You wanted information about a particular
client'or incident.

3. You want to 'complain up the Chain of'Command
(supra chapter seven).

4. Ybu want to "pick their brain" as a way of
. helping you solve a problem, or as a way of

helping you take some "short cuts" to solving
a problem..
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5. You are advocating on behalf of a client.

6. etc.

Now ask the trainees to identify the problems that'they have
had in dealirgcwith professionals.and administrators. Their re-
sponses might look something like the following:

a. They are neverlin, or at least this
is what their secretary tells me.

b. They are always too busy to talk to me.

c. They always try.to get me to talk with
their subordinates.

d. They always speak in jargon that I dpn't
understand.

e. They always tell and "we're working on it"

f. They always tell me that they can't help
'me until they finish some research project
and study the results.

g. They always tell me that their hands are
tied because of some rule that is imposed
on them.

h. They always tell me what the-rule is and
that the effect of making an exception
in my case would destroy the ent!r^ office
system.

i . etc.

After you have gotten the trainees to list as many problems
as they can (and you have suggested others to them) categorize
the list of problems in some order e.g., in the order of the most
common to the least common problems; in the order of the most
frustrating to the least annoying problem, etc. Be sure the list
of categories is plainly visible to everyone.

Section B. Strategies in Overcoming these Problems

What ways have the trainees used to overcome thesgkproblems?
What apprao'hes do they feel would be effective? Set Trp some role:
playing experiences that will assist they trainee in focusing on
possible skills. Some of the technique options are as follows:

1 5 1
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a. I kept the pressure on until they finally
agreed to see me. .

b. I "feed their" ego" by letting\them know that
I know that they have a superior education
and heavy responsibilities. Then I "hit them"
for what I want.

c. I insist that they break down their technical
language so that I can understand it.

d. Irjust refuse to believe tnat their handsare
tied by rules made by otheis. I know that
rules have to be interpreted and that they
have to do the interpreting.

e. I suggest to them that it is not appropriate
for them to-bide behind th,!ir ivory tower of
research and rules. I suggest to them that they
"come down" and confront the public.

f. I explain to them that my case is unique and
that it's a matter of common-sense fairness
that an exception to the rules be made in my
case.

Hou do such responses fit into the basic advocacy checklist (see
inside page of back cover)?

\n one particular approach can become the subject for an
extensive class discussion. Once such approach is the "eNc-epttorru-
technique. Professional people, by and large, have been trained
to individualize cases. Their approach is to look at each indivi-
dual as a unique entity calling for a unique response. Bureau-
crats and administrators, on the other hand, tend to generalize.
They tend to cluster cases into groupings. They focus on the
similarities of cases rather than on their uniqueness. The
pressures of their responsibilities provide 4n incentive to treat
everyone alike and to block out cases that may call for, an ei
ception. They find a way to fit the exception into the general
rule.

The breakdoun is not this simple, however. Although bureau-
crats tend to generali.:e, they -would be insulted if it was
suggested to them that they don't make room for exceptions. Bureau-
crats r, ant to project the image of both worlds: they are adminis-
tatos who accurately classify cases into large categories and
they are professionals uho accurately make exceptions when ex-
ceptions exist. The paralegal advocate can take advantage of this
tension. hhen making the pitch that his case calls for an exception
in the face of the administrator's insistence on applying the
general rule, the paralegal can emphasize the bureaucrat's role as
professional and try to "nudge" him into opening his mind to see
the factors that make his case unique and call for an exception.
If this doesn't work and the burcaucr.t insists on applying the
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general rule, the paralegal can try to contact other people in the
agency who are more "tuned into" finding uniqueness in cases. He
can contact the career profes4ional social worker, the tesearch
unit, the attorneys in the agency, etc. who may be more receptive
to finding uniqueness. The paralegal may be able to build his,
case within the agency and then go back to the bureaucrat. Or
better still, the paralegal can try to contact other individuals
first, who will support his argument for an exception and then go
to the bureaucrat with this ammunition.

The process can work in reverse as well. Suppose that the
agency .is trying to make an exception out of the client's-case, the
result of which is that the client is not getting 'a particular
service. Here the strategy of the paralegal is to focus on the
similarities of the client's case with other cases in order to fit
it into the general rule. The paralegal tries to communicate the
message to the bureaucrat that the latter is "overdoing" the pro-
fessionalizing process of finding uniqueness.

. , ..,;

Have the trainees apply these approaches in hypotheticals
such as the following:

A. Extra food stamps are given to welfare
recipients if the head of the household is
a parent raising children alone without the
other parent being present. A client wants
extra food stamps Kin is told she does not
qualify because her husband lives with her.
Her husband is a cripple who can't work or
leave the house without special medical.equip- .

ment.

B. Emergency food stamps are given to welfare
recipients who find themselves the victim
of natural disasters (e.g., floods) and who
otherwise have no readily available means of
getting food. A client has been burnt out of
her apartment. She applies for emergency food
stamps but is denied them because her sister
lives only ten miles away and the client should
be asked to go to her for help first.

How would the trainees handle thest situations? Do they see any
differences in them? In the first situation, is the client trying
to prove that her case should be seen as an exception to the
general.rule? In the Second case, is the clierk going to argue that
her case is not an exception to the general rule? What techniques
should be used? What guidelines/checklists can the trainees draft
as a result of analyzing such situations?
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The critical lesson that needs to be learned is that RULES
DON'T EXIST UNTIL THEY ARE INTERPRETED BY HUMAN BEINGS,IN
INDIVIDUAL SITUATIONS, AND THAT THERE IS OFTEN A GREAT DEAL OF
ROOM FOR ARGUING THAT THE RUIE SHOULD BE INTERPRETED IN YOUR FAVOR.
Administrative staff usually has great DISCRETION in interpreting
rules even though they don't want you to know this. The para-
legals must never take rules on their face value, The line staff
will probably insist that the rule is rigid and cannot be deviated
from. The paralegal must resist this. If it doesn't work at this level
he should go up the Chain of Command to make a pitch to the bureau-
crats/professionals that his case calls for special attention.
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CIVIL SERVANT PERSONALITY ZONES

CSPZ

Every contact that a paralegal has with a civil servant can

be charted according to the Civil Servant's Personality Zones

(CSPZ). The CSPZ is printed on the following page. Every trainee

should have a copy of this outline. The trainer may want to write
it on a large chart which is plainly visible to all the trainees.

15 ti
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EXPLANATION OF CSPZ,

DANGER ZONE:

Pushing His Button

Everyone has a "button" that can be "pushed." The effect of
pushing or pressing someone's button is to antogonize or enrage
him. there are certain things that set some of us off. When you
have pushed someone beyond the brink, you have pressed his button.
We each have our own individual buttons. Some of us can't stand
being rushed; some hate to be talked down to; some are infuriated
at the suggestion that they don't know how to do their job, etc.

Ignoring His Limitations as a Civil Servant.

Agencies usually are enormously complex institutions. Every-
thing is streamlined and systematized, at least in theory. Certain
papers and forms are handled by certain people. Service is some
times provided along an assembly line. The client moves from desk
to desk, window to window, civil servant to 'civil servant. Each
civil servant has limited powers and he will tend to be irritated
if the boundary lines of his responsibility are not respected.
Failing to respect them might even push his button. Suppose, for
example,' that a caseworker is assigned to provide job counseling
service to welfare recipients. A paralegal who asks this case-
worker to help him qualify a client for welfare (the job of the
intake worker) could be operating within the danger zone. Another
example: a paralegal asks a caseworker to permit a client to
receive a certain service even though, according to the rules, the
caseworker's supervisor must make such a decision.

CONFUSIN ZONE:

A paralegal in this zone is simply not communicating with the
civil servant. They are on different waive lengths. This may be
the fault of the paralegal, the civil servant or both.

1 5 "I
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SAFETY ZONE:

Recognizing His Power as a Civil Servant

Although a civil servant has limited power, he does have some
power. He would like to have this power acknowledged and respec-
ted. He would like to know that the paralegal feels that he is
important; that without him, the office would have to shut down.
This is not to say that the paralegal must be constantly flatter-
ing the civil servant. Such conduct could backfire and put the
paralegal into the danger zone.

Recognizing His Sense of Fairness

\

Everybody wants to appear to be the generous, fair judge. A
civil servant is no exception. He must make decisions since he is
often confronted with facts' that are somewhat out of the ordinary.

sThe paralegal who appeals to the civil servant's sense of fairness
in such situations is usually within the safety zone.

Recognizing His Loyalities as a Civil Servant

Simply because a civil servant works for an agency, it does
not necessarily mean that he subscribes to the party line of the
agency.. He may have a number of loyalities within and without the
agency which may complement or conflict with each other. He may
have loyalties to the employee union of the agency, to the line
employees of his unit, to the supervisors, to legislators, to the
press, etc. He may adhere to a liberal or to a conservative phil-
osophy rwhat the agency is or should be. The paralegal who is
able to identify these loyalties and advocate for his contact with-
in the context of them is most assuredly within the ,safety zone.
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Like the ESC discussed earlier (see page 44a supra) the CSPZ

is a tool to assess role-playing.

Whenever trainees engage in role-playing involving agency
employees during the training, they shomld refer to the CSPZ. As

the paralegal brings tobear the technique's of informal advocacy,

he should assess himself and be assessed according to the zone or

zones that he is in or that he shifts into and out of. The ob-
jective is to develop in the trainee a facility to "size-up" the

civil servant with whom he is dealing to the end that he will
develop the maneuverability to shift from zone to zone of the-

civil servant's ego in order to achieve what he is after.

Care must be taken by the trainer to insure that the role-

players taking the part of the civil servants are creditable.
They must be schooled by the trainer to reflect certain points of

view and to shift their exhibited characteristics naturally as the

role-playing sequence warrants. ,

Z"
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Chapter Fifteen

Advocacy and Legal Research:
Making a Start

section 1. The Office Law,Library

1t least two telling comments can be made about the relationship between para-
legals and lawlibraries in legal service offices:

1. Many paralegals never go near the law library;

2. Nfter being on the job for awhile, the para-
legal begins to see the law library as d
possible way for him to handle his cases
better, and more importantly as a way for
him to gain more demanding assignments
from the office.

The law library is a monster. The hooks are large, univiting, often out of
ante and almost always out of order.:.-The index to the individual books iS
usually hopelessly inadequate. Tile law library is a place where lawyers go, and

only they appear to be comfortable there. Except on rare occasions, many
paralegals stay clear of the library.

In one sense, this is as it should be. It would bet) major catastrophe if
the paralegal felt paralyzed every time he had a probler, ecause he couldn't use
the law library. dle vast bulk of what the paralegal will be doing does not
require him to do legal research in the library. To do his job, he needs (1)
perserverence, (2) common sense and (3) training in substantive law of the
areas he will he working in. He might lose his grasp on all three if he becomes
glued to the law library, BECAUSE 'NORMALLY illE MSWERS ARE SIMPLY NOT 11ERE. The
"ore the paralegal becomes dependent upon, the law library, the less effective
lie will probably become. Ills inability to use the library may bet-one a convenient
excuse for his not hustling with the faculties and facilities that are available
to him.

Nevertheless, the law library is there and it tends to take on a certain .

Image for the paralegal. 1fter the paralegal has conducted his 500th preliminary
client interview, after he has drafted his SOOth order to show cause to stay an
eviction for non-payment of rent, he begins, quite naturally, to get tired. No
Jne likes to ye caught in the drone of the routine. Whenever a paralegal gets a
case that is unusual, be refers it to his supervisor, as well he should. Me

would like, however, to he able to do something on this unusual case before he
has to turn it over, or at least to do something further on it while the attorney
has it. Sometimes, the office will permit him to do so by taking the tine to

provide him with some extra training. 'lore often than not, however, the para-
local is simply sent back to his standard routine of cases after he has made the
referral to his cuperV'isor. Tn many paralegals, the law library is seen as a

ticket out of this pattern.
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!low then to strike a balance hetweon,the dapger of stifling initiative and

-common-sense because of an over-deppadence on the` library on the one handrand the

quite valid urge to be able to use the library as a tool for increased effecti-

veness and advancement on the other? -

.

'Section W. Doing Legal'Ileseaich

The first point that must he made. to Para egals is the law library is\.

.

not the 'Only route to legal research. A paralhal is doing legal research when

he asks another paralegal or a lawyer for ad answer to a particular legal pro-

blem that has come up in the course of his, work day. If the paralegal calls a

legal service lawyer from another office who is an expert-pa a particular sub-

ject, the paralegal is again "doing" legal research. When legal research is

performed in this way, two cardinal rulcS should he followed.

° I. The Aralegal should.always write dOWn the

answer to his question(s) in the form of a

checklist or guideline tohimself which will
go into his manual.: Too often he simply gets

the answer, applies it to thecaSehe is
working on and forgets it. The offite

dttornies must assist him in the formulation
of these checklists, but they should not .

write them for the paralegals. When the paralegal

leaves the attorney to apply the answer, he should

he asked 'to submit a brief writing to thd attorney

on what he understood from the conversation and

this writing shouldbe in the form of a checklist.,

.2. le paralegal should ask the attorney for a '!tip"

on-how he could use the law library to begin

trying to find the answer on hisewn. Maybe, this

will only mean referring the paralegal to a three

or four line statute or'to a paragraph in a

treatise. At the very least, the paralegal will

have been introduced to a volume in the library.

It may take some time before he is comfortable
with using that volume, but at least a start

has been made, not in the abstract.

4'67 often an office secretary or a paralegal is asked to act as "law

librarian." This usually means nothing more than cleaiing off the table at 5 pm \'

and. keeping the loose-leaf volumes up to date with .additions that regularly

arrive in the mail. This Assignment can be a dead-end task Or a valuable in-

road to usipg the library, The key is to come up with some way that the para-

legal can relate to what he is shelving or keeping up to date. Is it poSsible,

for example, for the paralegal to take 30 minutes a week and summarize his

understanding of a particular page of
newly arrived'material for a law book?

Will someone read what he has written and help him to write a better piece

- during the 30 minutes he will devote to the library next week? Will someone

:
in the office devise five simple questions and direct the paralegal to a few

pages' of a volume where he should be able to find the answers? Will someone

in the office ask the -paralegal
to.'read five pages of a library, book and make a

list Of every word that he doesn't mulerstard? Will someone then, orer'the
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next few ieckn, either tell him the meaning of these words and/or'tell him how to
go about getting definitions of the words?. Finally, will someone ask. the para-
legal to go hack to the five pages, re -read it and See if it doesn't mike more
sehse.aftei having been through the definitions? In short,,won't someone take
lust n little tine to orient the paralegal to the law library? The Orientation
imst he very gradual'and supportive. No paralegal should simply beturged loose
onto the library. 111e goal always is:

OR1iNT 1111: PARALJiGAL TO THE LAW LIBRARY OY GIVING
snora (not more than 30 minutes) ASSItZBONTS ,

WWII CAN ,111: SIM= TO A CONCLUSION.

%imply, no paralegal should he asked to write a brief unless the office is 1004
sure that the paralegal can handle it. Li kewise, the paralegal should not be
asked to research issues that don't have any readily identifiable "answers", at
least not at the outset.

the her inning stages of orientation, concentrate on two items:

1. How to use an index.
2. Hew to read a regulation.

Using the index is, of course, critical.. ItKis also very difficult. There are

very 1114 good indices, particularly to sets of administrative regulations. This

is where the paralegal needs a great deal of help. How are indices organized?

'Aat'S -a had index? How do you try to find something under many headings of the

'same index?

Start off the index work very simply. For example:

1. Aek the paralegal to go into the library, pick
any three hooks and write down the 'page numbers
where the index.canbe found in each.

4
Take one index and ask the paralegal to Dist
every heading, and listing in the-index that
appears to he repetitive.

3. Take one Andex, give the paralegal one general
topic and ask hiM td make a list'of every item
in the index that might cover or at least deal
with that general topic.

4. Ask, the paralegal to read five. pages of any
law book and to take a, stab at writing his
oww index to cover those-five pages,' After
he has discuSsed it with you, ask him to re-
draft it in order to fly to come up with
broader as well as narrower headings for,thc.

index.
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In helping the paralegal understand or 'begin to understand agency re-
gulations (which dill probably be most 'relevant to his

set
work) explain to the

paralegal that most agency codes are organized in a Set pattern thusly:
, . &

1: A regulation first states what authority the
agency has to write the 'regulation;

'2.' Some regulations will then describe the' structure
of the agency (e , who is the director, who, is .
under civil sprvice; whore the branch offices are,} etc.);

3. Regulatiotis 'on the purpose of the agency; .1

4: Regulations on how a citizen applies for benefits
of the agency;

5. Regulations on who in the agency is,responsible for
maintaining the seivice level;

6. -Reguiations. on how the agency reduces, or terminates.
the benefits;

7., Regulations on how the citizen can complain about
this reduction or termination both in the agency
itself and in the courts.

,This general framework .niaybe helpful to the paralegalin reading regulations.

The paralegal and his supervisor can have an "enjoyable" time with the
interpretation of regulations. Pick a sentence or phrase in'any regulation that
would have two or more possible gieanings, 'Point the possibilities out to the
paralegal. Then pick a few mote phrases or sentences and ask'the paralegal if
he sees;"shades" of more than one meaning. It may bequite`a revelation to the
paralegal to learn that the language'of regulations is often Sloppy. It's note,
air tight simply bedause it relates co "the law", If someone takes ..the time
to drill the paralegal in tile identification of ambiguities, it can go along
way toward, domesticating the,law libcary for him and making it more accessible
to him.

The pace at which the paralegal can be oriented to using the law library
is deperident upon:

1. The paralegal's interest ;
2. The paralegal 's i 1 ity;
3. The interest of the attorney in helping him;
4. The ability of the attorney to be imaginative
'. "in coming up with inuidles" on using the t. ,

1 ibtary;
. 5. The time that both can devote to the exercises.

/ A lot call he-accomplished with a few minutes each week if both paralegal an.;
Luker work at' it,
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Chapter Sixteen

Advocacy and Zegai Writing

The techniques on writing skills outlined in this chapter do '

not apply to all trainees. The chapter deals primarily witn those,
trainees who have considerable difticulty putting their thoughts on

-paper. it is submitted, however, that some of the guidelines out-
lined in this chapter aigO apply 'to those of us who have at least
eomdifficurty4,4riking.

Section A. Theear of Writing

The quick answer to the problem 9f the paralegal trainee or
employee who does not write well is to fire to have avoided
recruiting him in the 1-,irst. place. This approach is eminently
short-sighted. Writing problems simply do not disappear in this way.

If someone has not bee% used to writing, he will generally shy
away from it and, indeed, be afraid of, it. Putting something aown
on paper is too 'final. You can't maneuver into and around what' you
have written as well as you an if you say it orally.

Some may say that what holds them baclefrom writing ,
writing of the most simple kind, e.g. letters, is bad spelling and
bad grammar. While there may be some truth tb this, the problem
often goes much deeper. Our society places an inordinantly_high
premium on( written words. "Put'it in writing,"°is the constant

. demand as if to say that nothing exists unless it's in writing and
no one exists unlest he can write well. The educated person can
write; the uneducated Terson cannot write. This message is normally
devastating for the person who has not been accustomed to expressing
himself with a, pencil and paper or with a typewriter.

,

If-any one of us picks up a piece' of paper belonging to someone
. else with writing on it,, and we find a major spelling or gnammatiCal
error, our "natural":response is to smite. We don't have to be
'malicious to respond this way; its simply something that everybody

' does. The author of this "error" however, is not likely to take'
much comfort from the fact that soiety.as a whole makes fun of poor
grammar and spelling. To the writer himself, it's normally an (,

embarrassing put-down to know that he is being ."smiled" at. He soon
learns to avoid putting himself in, the position of being singled out
in this way. In snort, ,he soon learns to stop writing.

It is true that some paralegals who have difficulty writing
have little or do difticulty talkihg, and therefore appear to be able,
to function hi a legal service office. A great deal of "ialkitig"
neec15 to be done an such an office,: interviewing clients, calling
social agencies, arguing with ghetto merchants, cat°. Paralegals'may
be given assignments that liamarily requirethem to be on'their feet
or on the phone. In time, however, it becomes clear that-this is

1641
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not enough. Reports have to be w.itten, letters have to be sent
out, forms and pleadings nave, to be prepared. Tne paralegal Who
must stop in his t-acks when it comes time to put something down
on paper is in trE )le. The writing aspects of his job simply will
not go away. If e,e paralegal does not eventually become comfort-
able with writing, he will become less satisfied with his job and
his supervisors will begin to have doubts about his utility to the
office. The issue.of writing must eventually be confronted.

Section B. Overcoming the gear of Writing

The worst approach, that a trainer or an office attorney can,
take is to create tne imprLision that the entire job of the para
legal is depOndent on writing well. This message does not have to
be said in order to be communicated. If the first thing that a
trainer or office attorney asks tne paralegal to do. is to write
something, then this message has begun to be conveyed. If the para-
legal is handed over a massive text or is assigned to use a ,htige
empty file, the message becomes clearer. Don't start where the
paralegal ,is weak. Start where he is more comfortable. This may
mean giving him, at the outset, walking assignments (e.g.serving
papers, locating witnesses, ate.) and talking assignments (e.g.
doing a preliminary interview, calling a caseworker to find out
answers to specific question:, etc. ) LET tHE PARALEGAL FEEL,USE-,
FUL WITHOUT HAVIM TO WRITE:. Don't stall off creating the image
of the paralegal's job in teims_of writing. PHASE INTO THEIWRITING
COMPONENT AF HIS JOB GRADUALLY AND SUPPORTIVELY.

As a corollary to the above approach, don't begin by suggesting
to the paralegal that he shoulaltake an evening course in adult
Englisa, or in spelling and grammar. Such a suggestion may be
enough to frighten him off permanently. In the best of all wor1dS,
the paralegal will reach this conclusion on nisch:7n after he.has been on
the job for a while. Also, don't take the position that the only
way to overcome the reluctane to write is to attempt writing and,
to keep at it. Under this approach, the supervisor/trainer simply
piles writing assignments.orto the paralegal's desk on the theory
that if he keeps trying, jle' .1 eventually get it right. This

,approach is. too abrupt.. In principle, the theory sounds good, but
___in fact it may intimidate even more.

What has been said about permaturely teaching the substantive
law ( supra chapter four, and throughout this text; also applies to
-a premature preoccupation with writing. If the training starts too
,soon with the complbxities ,of substantive law, you run the risk of
inhibiting the paralegal's on imagination and common sense in the
field of adVocacy genera114. The sate risk is created if the para-
legal is loaded down with writing assignments at the beginning of
his training or employment. A PARALEGAL HAS SOMETHING VALUABLE TO
OFFER BEFORE HE LEARNS 1HL LOMPLEXITiES OF SUBSTANTIVE LAE% AND
BEFORE. HI: DEVELOPS EFFECTIVE WRITIN6 HABITS IN A LEGAL SERVICE
OFFICE. Once this stage is xeached, the paralegal should be abler
to phase into writing.
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Everyone does some kind of writing sometime. We write n tes to
ourselves; we send letters to our friends; we comps e shoppi g listS;
Start at this level. Begin at a level that the trainee can e _com-
fortable with. (If, of Course, your paralegals are not inrmidated
by writing start them off with sophisticated writing assig Ments).
Don't make a production out of the initial writing assignor nts,e.g.

...

don't say "draft me a memo." Avoid, making tne paralegal elf -`

conscious abOut the writing. Don't'ask him to begin writing-on
sometning he is not sure about. Start with something he nows well
or does well, and ask him to write about it. The following are
some .suggested approaches along,these lines: -

f

1. Ask him to write a narfative resume. There ma be no
need to have it cover his entire lifa history. Simply
have him deal with one aspect of his life, c.g, his
prior employment. You may want to sae how he structures
it himself, or you may want to talkiabout a articular
organization style before he starts ft.

Whenever he submits something to you, don' send it back
to him with three pages of comments or talk at him for
an hour. Foll w three simple steps:

I

"\,
a. Ask him:to identify the etinngth of his own

writing (don't let him dwell on his frust-
ratitns yet; deal with whateve is positive
aboa it, e.g:, it's clear in 6 e'section;
it's/ legible; he covered a lot of ground,
etc.).--

b Theh ask him to describe his frustrations
abdut-the piece; let him des ribe to you
where he-thinks it is not of ective; you
,suggest to him other possib e weaknesses,
but only after you have pro( ed'him to
identify all the points that he can...

c. lsk him how he would' go ab at writing it
efferently; suggest. other Approaches to
edrafting after he has fi ished his own
analysis; have him re-draft the piece along
the lines of his own (and your) suggestions.

..

3. Start wish lists. Have him organzc what he is doing in
the formlof one o two-word-item lists. A ter he has conducted a
preliminary client interviewl(or while he s condUctipg it), have
him compile a list on some aspect of the *nterview. For example,

a list of persona sty traits that he obse ved in the client, or-
ganized in the or cr of the most signific nt to the least-signi-

ficant trait. Such a lift may look like tne following:

1. lient was confused
2. C lent wanted a divorc
-3. C ient was shy
'4.. Client was poorly dre sed
5. Cl ent cried

etc 66'
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Once such a list is presented to the supervisor he can discuss it

with-the paralegal. What does the paralegal think about the list?

Is the fact that the client wanted a divorce a persohality trait?

Whatdo you mean by "confused"? Can you be more specific? Can there

be sub-topics under "confused?" How would the paralegal re-draft
the list on this interview? When the paralegal conducts another
interview with a different client, would he organize the list

differently?

How about a fact list organized chronologically?- Ask the
paralegal to make a brief -list of all of the facts that the client

described. More likely than not, the client will have told her

story in a,disorganikedfiShion. By putting together a fact list,
arranged chronologically, the paralegal will have to do some
thinking.

How about a strategy list of the approaches taken by the para-

legal to get the information out of the client during the interview?

e.g., "I started with the frieadly approach"; "I was very direbt."
etc.

Give the paralegal an office file and have him'make a list of
the kinds of documents he finds in it.

iihenever,possible, have the lists (after they have been re-
.

drafted) go into the paralegal's manual (See chapter six, supra)`.
Most of the lists can be easily translated into checklists and
guidelines, e.g. "How to write down the facts from a client inter-

view;" etc.

Other possible lists:

a. the structure of the legal service office
b. the structure of a welfare office
c, the structure of the office law library
a. .finding witnesses
e. etc.

4: Haye the paralegal write a description of his job.

S. Drafting sample forms. After the paralegal has done some-
thing a few times, ask him to make, a preliminary draft of a form
that he or the office might want to use generally. --ForexamPle,
how about a form for the client to fill out while waiting to be
interviewed which covers some preliminaries and which can become
the starting point of the discussion when it is time for the
client to be interviewed by the paralegal?

Section C. Strategies in Legal Writing.

Again., the basic adyocacy,checklist becomes relevant. (See

inside page of rear covet). Which of these techniques are appli-
cable to legal writing? How can the list be Changed and improved
stemming from the writing assignments below?
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a. Draft a fictitious letter to a ghetto
Merchant complaining about faulty merchandise;

b. Draft a fictitious letter :72 response to a
letter coming to the office from an agency
that says that the client i s' not eligible
for welfare.

c. Draft a fictitious letter requesting a fair
hearing.

d. On one day have the trainees write a
fictitious letter to a social security
office requesting more time ito prepare for
a disability hearing. On the next day, have
the-trainees exchange these letters among
themselves and have each trainee draft a
response to this letter that denied the
request.

Paralegals often draft pleadings of ore form or another (which
the attorneys later sign, notarize and send but. For example, the
paralegal may draft all of, the preliminary pleadings for, an un-
contested divorce, .or draft an order to show cause staying an
eviction. A number of training assignments c an flow from such
material:

a. Give everyone a fact situat ion involving
adultery. as the grounds for diyorce. Have
everyone draft. a statement on this ground
that .will go into the divorce pleading.

b. Have them draft "excuses" of why, the client
fajled to pay the rent. These "excuses"
then become part of an order to show dause
why the eViction f6r non-pane-lit of relit
should not be ordered by theflandlord-
tenant. court.

c. Have them identify the advocacy skills
that they used or failed to use in the
above examples.

d. Have them re-draft the ple-adings on the
basis of the discussions on the first draft.

e. Have them re-draft agaiiii

f.- Have them draw-up some checklist/guidelines
on drafting pleadings which wild go into
their manuals. fA.

- --I
,\

g. Have them go back to the originalf Summary
of AdvircaCy Skills Checklist and' "beef"
it up in the 1ight of the writing ssign-
Merit s .
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The segment of the training dealing with legal writing does

not have to be covered all at once. It would be more appropriate

to have the trainees work on the general principles at one time and

: then come back to them .throughout the training whenever writing be-

comes relevant to the topic under discussion.

1

1
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ChapteriSeventeen

Advocates, Preventive Law a,w1
Self-Advocacy.

It has been persuasively argued that wo are in need of a
heavy dosage of preventive law. Legal servtces must do more to
help their clients avoid their legal problem.; and to do, more work
on them themselves when they do arise.

Much of this text has been organized around the principle
that advocacy is something basic to us all. This reality is the. ,

starting point of the advocacy .training program for paralegals.
Mow then to take this concept one step further and to use it to
train client: to be advocates for themselves, wheneVer possible?

this is not to argue that the legal service office needs to
try to close itself down by training the entire community to be their
own lawyers. The concept of community legal education is not new.
It is designed to help.the clients avoid legal problems and to
knob what to do on their own whenever they confront a legal problem.
The paralegal staff, trained in the basic principles of advocacy,
can add another dimension to community legal education in a number
of ways. None of these approaches should be_aitempted, however,
until the paralegal has been on the job for a considerable period
of time (e.g., eight to twelve months) and,the office is, sure that
the paralegals are able to handle themselves.

1. The paralegals can draft some community
bulletins or leaflets on specific topics of the
law using everyday language, charts and perhaps
some picture-cartooa5;

2. The paralegals can speak to community groups
about specific advocacy skills or about
specific law topics;

3. The paralegalscan help ocher community
organizations run their training programs,
e.g., teach an advocacy course to community,
out-reach workers of a local CAP agency or
to a chapter of the National welfare Rights
Organization;

4. The paralegals can help organize community
' groups around certain legal issues, e.g.,
consumer fraud, anu teach this group to deal 1

with their own problems in this area;

S. The paralegal can call into the legal service
office groups of five or six ot the office
clients and provide them with some self-
advocacy skills.

1

With respect to the individual client at the paralegal is
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helping, there are a number of ways in wnich he can help the client'

to develop self-advocacy skills and assist :himself on his own ease:

1, -See that the client is involved in/her own

case. For example, ask him to pick up'a
form at an agency. he is having trouble with;

ask him to try to locate his brother who has

some information that you need. Don't do .

everything for theclient. When it is clear

that he can do certain things himself, let him

do so.

2. While interviewing the client (chapter nine,
supra), the paralegal should take every
opportunity to point Ott to. the client What
should be done the next time the same situa-

tion arises. Learner-fOcused training I

applies here as well. The.paralegal should
not simply tell the client what she should

should.

"next time." He should ask the client "what
do you think you should have done this time
and "what do you think you should do next time"
if the same situation arises again.

The paralegal need not, however, turn the entire interview into a

training session for the.client. The training points should flow

out of the conversation and should be very brief.

There is no better way for a paralegal to learn something than'

to teach it partieula'ly when the teaching had to be accomplished within the

Context of providing legal services. The paralegal's roles as helper and,

teacher need not be inconsistent. They can easily complement. each

other. It can be argued that part of the process of providing
legal services is to teach the ,clients to be self-advocates.

The client, of course, should always feel that the legal

service office is available to him and that the paralegal is not

trying to get rid of him (a) by criticizing_ him for not handling

his'own problem this time or (2) by suggesting to him that he

should not bring his problem in the next, time. The goal is simply

to develop_as much self-sufficiency 211' the client as possible:

What should he do, for example, when he,can't reach the legal

service office or when a crisis arises on, the week-end when the office,

is closed? The more guidelines the cli-ent has in handling his own

problem, the .better. He may be able to solve his problem on his

own, and when and if he comes to the legal service office he may be

better prepared to help the office assist him.

The'following are the kinds of items that the paralegal can

assist the client in leaining.: /

a. what to do when your check- doesn't- come;-

b. what to do wnen you sour is arrested;

it



c. how to cover your-Self with documentation and
record-keeping;

d. he./ 6 ask the welfaie departmeht'for infor-
mation;

e. what to do when the agency tells yoU you are
ineligible;

f. what to do if agency personnel is rude to you;,,

,g., whaeto do when an agency official comes to
your home;

h. how to apply for public housing;

Whenever a client runs into situations such as these, he should
know what to do on his own. Thais not to Say that, he is to be,en-
courayed to bypass the legal service office whenever he confronts these
situations. It is simply to.argue that he should not feel paralyzed.
He should be taught to takeAmtion in addition to coming to a
legal service office. The paralegals can be enlisted to help
provide this teaching through vehicles such as those discussed, in
this chapter.
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Chapter Eighteen

Advocacy And The Paralegal's Own Agency

It may be that one of the most important agencies before which
the paralegals must be advocates is their own agency. This ns not
to say that the paralegals must be renegades. The fact is that
a legal service office is like any busy agency that operates under
pressure; it's easy for staft members to get lost in the shuffle.
To overcome such problems, the paralegals must be effective advo-
cates.

o

There are a number of specific problems about which the para-
legals may have to be advocates:

1. the office as a whole or certain members
thereof, do not understand what the para-
legals are there to do;

2. they may be thfeatening to. other staff
members, e.g., to the clerical 'staff;

3. they may .be used as errand boys rather
than as paralegals;

4. they may not be adequately supervised;

S. no one may be taking any interest in
training the paralegals;

6. no one may be helping the paralegals to develop
their capacities to do more demanding work;

7. they may be poorly paid;

8. they may have no career ladder options;

9. tne future funding of their jobs may be in doubt;

10. their office conditions may be poor (e.g., no
office space or ready access to a telephone);

11. they may be receiving contradictory instruc-
tions from their supervisors;

1Z. they'may feel that the office is not hiring
enough minorities;

13. they may feel that the office is providing
inadequate service to the community'.

How should such problems be dealt with? Should the trainer deal
with these problems during the training program or would this be

prematufe?
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Ic may oe that the- best in to deal with them is when'and
E if they arise. About two months after the basic advocacy course
has beer completed and the paralegals have been on the job, they
should b: brought back together again to deal with their own
agency. h.d.ch if any, of the above problem's exist.? How can they-

be resolved? By this time, the paralegals should be well on
their way to becoming expert advocates. How can they make the
most effective case for change?. Refer again to the Advocacy Skills
Chart (inside page of back cover). Does this chart apply to the
paralegal's.own agency? How can it be adapted to fit the need?

What is absolutely clear is that any of the above problems
should not be allowed to drag on. They should be confronted in a
training context as soon as possible. Hopefully, these training
sessions will not turn into bull or bitching sessions. As
vocates, the trainees should be keyed into strategies and plans of

action to effect change.
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Chapter Ninteen

'Supervision and Training

0 .

Section A. ,Supervision IS Training

Without question, one of the most important challenges .

of an in-house-training program is to get the whole house
involved in the training, particularly the attorneys. As
pointed out in chapter three, supra, the pre=plinning phase
of the training program had to involve the ,entire office
for two reasons: t

1. To come up with a rational outline of the
needs of the office which would then be
translated, to the eatat possible, into
new roles for paralegals, which would
then be translated into a preltminary
training curriculum.

2. To prepare the entire office for the new
roles of the paralegals.

The latter necessity makes it all the more important to
involve the office attorneys in the actual training. The
paramount reality is that the paralegals who do not develop
close working relationships with the office attorneystwill---
not survive very long. This is true for two reasons. Bad
relationships, more often than not, destroy the motivation
of the paralegal and more importantly, they stifle the par-
alegal's,opportunity to learn and to grow on the job.

Attorneys supervise paralegals. Supervi )n is training..
Attorneys are trainers. A good supervisory environment is not
a given; it must be created, developed and nutured. The factors
that stand in the way of its development sre as follows:

1, lawyers don't understand the paralegals
and vice versa;

2, lawyers don't trust the palegals and
vice versa;

3. lawyers have no time;

' 4.- the paralegals are bogged down and locked
into the routine and the 'mundane

5: lawyers'don't fully appreciate their .,'

responsibilities as supervisors add there-
fore as,trainers of paralegals;

-6. paralegals don't fully appreciate their
responsibilities as supervisees and -there-
fore as trainees of olawyers;,

175.
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tr
7. lawyers don't believe in the initial

.training' program.

This is all to say that the training .of paralegals in
advocacy cannot be done in a vacuum. LAWYERS CANNOT EXPECT
THAT THE TRAINEES WILL COME OUT OF THE TRAINING PROGRAM
FULLY TRAINED. There is no;such thing as a "fully trained.
pdralegal." What exists are paralegals who have been given
a foundation in basic advocacy skills and who are in need of
every opportunity on the job to continue their education.

Everly office attorney, therefore, must be involved in
the.training program of paralegals on two levels; (1) during
thr formal rtaining. and (2) while the paralegals are receiv-
ing supervision- training' on the' job.

Section B. Involvement of Office Attorneys in the,Formal Training
.

The office attorneys.. should be fully acquainted with the
methodology used in teaching the basic advocacy course. If
the methodology used has been learner-focused training, then
everyone in the office should understand this approach.
This is not to say, of course, that everyone will agree with
such a philosophy of legal education. Atthe very least,
the trainer,andrthose who dissent from his approach should be
on the same. wave length as to what in fact is being attempted.
Those. that do disagree should be encouraged to voice their
criticisms. They trainer may find not only that he can tolerate
the points made by the critics, but'More significantly, he
may find thd't the 'points are so valid that they must be con-
fronted in order to make the training program work. There
are a number of,ways to achieve this mutual understanding:,

1. the trainer can disucSs his approach with
each attorney individually;

2. the trainer can discuss it at a staff meeting;

3; the trainer can send a,memo to drtofthe
aftorneyS on his training format;

.4. attorneys can be asked to sit in, on some
of the training sessions;

. attorneys can be asked to participate in
some of the role-playing;

, 6. the office difector can assign one, two
or three attorneys to evaluate the training
program and to make periodic reports to him
which should.be shared with the trainer;

7. in addition to having. some or all of the
trainers design and teach the substantive
law components of the training, they should
be encouraged to help structure and teach
some of the basic advocacy courses;
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8. the attorneys can be asked to supervise.
the trainees on assignments while they .

are still in training (e.g., the trainees-
submit some of their.outlines/checklioats
to attorneys who will listen to.the
trainee explain them and who'will react
to them; the attorneys can devise field
investigation assignments for the trainees
and assist them in carrying out these
assignments);

9. The attorneys,!or small groups of them, can
be as:ced to take the role of the .trainees
in a classroom setting and listen to and
respond to attempts by the 'trainees to
train the attorneys in some aspect of the
basic advocacy course.

Section C. Involtiemen/ of the Attorneys in Training\on the Job

The critical test comes when the trainees Mitre been
"graduated" from. the formal training program and are on the
payroll. The effectiveness of attorneys as trainers at
this time will be 'dependent upon the extent to which they
have been convinced of the following;

FOR AN OFFICE ATTORNEY TO BE A GOOD
TRAINER ON THE JOB, IT DOES NOT NE-
CESSARILeMEAN THAT HE WILL HAVE
TO DEVOTE SO MUCH EXTRA TIME TO THIS .
TASK THAT HE WILL HAVE TO TAKE SIG-
NIFICANT TIME AWAY FROM HIS PRIMARY
RESPONSIBILITIES.

If the attorney is not convincedof this, he will not
be,"be cannot be, an effective trainer. There are a number
of guidelines for an attorney to follow in order for him to
be a good trainer without being burdened by his training
function.

1. Never start talking to a paralegal in the
abstract;

1.

, 2. Ndver.give a responsibility to a paralegal
without structuring feedback. If for ex-
ample, the attorney spends ten minutes '

describing a certaid-point, after he is
finished, he should ask'the paralegal to
Write down what he has undeistood from
the conversation, preferably in the
form of a checklist that the paralegal

'might be able to put in his manual.
The attorney should,not have.to wait
until the paralegal carries out or fails

177
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to carry out the responsibility given

to him in order to determine whether

the ten minutes were productive.

3. Teach the paralegal to "peek" over your

shoulder and, whenever, possible, en-

courage him to do so. Again,,hdwever,
get some feedback. If you let a paralegal
watch you interview a client, or read one

of your files or Listen to your conversa-

tion with a welfare caseworker, ask the

paralegal to take notes and to quickly
pui down on paper what he has seen,
heard or read in some organiied form

that you ask for. The attorney has to

teach the paralegal the discipline of

organizing his thoughts and his obser-

vational powers. One way to work on this

is to hdve the paralegal watch you .perform

and to write down what he has been

watching.

4. When the'attorney can develop a relation-

ship of trust with the phralegal, he can

"peek" over the shoulder of the paralegal

al" the paralegal works and write down
briefly, what ,he has observed in the

form of a guideline/checklist for the

paralegal,

5. Never talk jargon to the paralegal before
the office attorney has made sure that the

paralegal understands the common sense

foundation of the jargon.

6. Be constantly supportive of what the

paralegal does "right."

Be aware of when the paralegal is get-

ting into a "rut" with routine tasks

that do not challenge his abilities.

8. he office attorney can devise two or
three questions that relate to a
particular:

a. ciffice file
b. statute
c. regulation
d, etc. -

and have the paralegal answer these questions

on his own to ie late; submitted in writing

in checklist or guideline form to the attor-

ney. The writing .can he very informal - a c

series of handwritten notes will db.

i 7 (i
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9. The office can help the paralegal build
a legal dictionary. He can give the para-
legal one word a week (e,g, "civil"
"jurisdiction," "pleading," etc.). and
ask the paralegal to come up' with a
definition by the end of the week.
The paialegai can be encouraged to ask
cther attorneys about, the meaning

'the "word of the week;" he can be direc-
ted to some readings or case files that
deal with the word, etc. The attorney
should assure himself that the para-
legal is able to understand the word
in his own language style. The para-
legal can be asked, in addition to
coming up with an understandable defih-
ition, to use the word in three sentences
that demonstrate a "correct" use of the

1 word in i legal context.

How much time will such exercises taker It depends uTon
the working relationship between paralegal and lawyer.
they hardly ever see or interact with each other then all Of
the time that they spend together will be forced and burden-
some. If they have developed a mutual trust and respect, on
the other hand, then the/learning experiences will tend tol
flow naturally out of job responsibilities that they both I

undertake either jointly or partially together. When this
happens. any extra time that is needed for special training,
assignments does not become an intrusion to either.

it would be extremely dangerous for the paralegal to
vork with only one attorney in this way. .Although the
pa:Alegal may.,V ;`assigned" to work primarily with one attor-
ney, the parile,cii should develop interaction of the kind '

k'ecribed in this.chapter with all of the office attorneys,

'Ilhe office is infested with learning cpportunities.
the' will never be capitalized upon unless the office

nttorneYs structure,the opportunities for the paralegals.
vil/ not be sufficient, for moat paralegala, simply to

then' into the water to learn on, their own under the
pre?eure of immediate reeponsibilities. Even Af this works
for some paralegals, what will be created will be independent
operators. The at&orneys won't know what the paralegals
;,re doing. The paralegals won't have the benefit of learn-

f-om the myriad of approaches to problem solving thvc
an o!fice of attorneys represents and can share. The same
is true of the potential of Paralegals to train lawyers.

179
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Chapter Twen y

Teaching The Substainti4. Law

After the basic advocacy course, the trainees should pe ready
to delve into the substantive law. ih ere are three basic ways to
teach substantive law:

Section A. Options

\
I. Overview: Take an entire area' ot the law

(welfare law, consumer law, landlord tenant
law, etc.) and cover each in& vidual area
from beginning to end.

. ,

II. Case Analysis: Take an individu
l

1 case, client
or situation (e.g., a individual client wants
to apply for welfare and deal With the rami-
fications ot that case, client dr situation
trom the perspective of the interrelating
substantive law torcs. (e.g., eli,gibility titles
for welfare, for rent which gets you
into rent control, i elfare for hoiisehold
turnisnings which Ots you into consumer con-
tracts etc) .

III. Systems: Break down Ian area of the law in your
office ( e.g., dive ce law) and translate it in
terms of flowchart , forms, checidists and ..

systems. Teach components of ,the prpcess and
the substantive law governing those components
to the paralegals /who will work with other
paralegals and with lawyers on the entire
"streamlined" process.

Section B. Overview

The "easiest" approach is to provide an overview. Tike an
area of the law and cdver it trom1 "A" to "Z". If you adopt tnis
traditional approach, do so within the context of the basic ad-
vocacy course. The paralegals have already been acclimated to
:advocacy. They may even know a good deal about the substantive
law. Build upon this. The trainees, for example, may have already
dealt with applying for welfare and challenging a welfare decision
in an administrative hearing. They now need to know what is meant
by welfare "law." Is welfare a legal right or a privilege? what
are the welfare laws in your jurisdiction? The trainees should
know how to go about finding out , on their own what benefits an
agency provides because this is Part of any advocate's basic
package of skills. What kinds of answers should they find` when
they go hunting? What kind ot technical rules should the know
about? What jargon is used in this field?
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The trainees should have a.barrage of questions, for the
trainer(s). of substantive law.- If the questions are not forth-
coming, then the trainer should find out if, he is. talking over
their heaci., He should know what their strengths are. He should
not talk "at" them. He should give them hypotheticals and' get
their responses before he delves into the Law." He should
search outcommofi sense, foundations for the law he is teaching
beffire presenting it in its most technical form..

After the first hour, he should stop afidsee what i5
absorbed and what is being missed. What-kinds 'of notes .re they t

taking? IS HIS PRESENTATION SUCH THAT THE TRAINEES CAN 'RANSLATE
IT INTO GUIDELINES AND CHECKLISTS, AND IF SO, IS HE MAKI,A, SURE
THAT THEY ARE ORGANIZING THEIR NOTES IN THIS FORM?

1

The presentation on the substantive law should not be organized
al'Ong the folloWingllines:

'A. 'HiStoricalflackgrotind
W. Legal terminology

Programs available
D. Who is eligible', A
E. The Right to Service
F. The Right to_a Hearing

.etc. .

This is tcoabstract. Rather, the',ouiline of his presentation should
look something like the' following:-

g'

Applying For'Welfare:

1. How to Understand the Categories;'
2. How to cite the laws to the agency; .

3. When you.can demand,certain documentation:
4. How to fill out an IF28B form;
S. Terms that yod should'know; 'uthere you will run.

,into,.them and what to do wen you see or
hear them; , - .-

6. When you can'ask for an agency review of the
' decision. on eligibility;
.How many days you have to file for a review

and how to ask. for an extension for the
deadline;

'8. etc.

The outline can then proceed to the law of maintaining proper service
levels and the law of termination and how such matters can eventu-
ally find their way into the courts. The entire approach is prag.

. matic in a "how-to-do-it" sense. The goal is for the trainees to
come.away with a series of checklists and gofdfince charts for their.

-Manuals. Whenever possih}e, abstract concepts of the law should
be translated into manual form.

1 8'1 1
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Sect ion ,C.' Case Analysis

The standa.rd complaint against the overview method-of
.hing the substantive law is that it breaks up_an experience

unnaturally. It is often the case that any one client of the
office will be given legal services on more than one problem.
When the client .calks in the Apor and starts talking, a large
variety of problems often ben to come out. The danger of the
overview method of teaching individual subst-antive law topics is
that the paralegal will not be able to catch this variety of
topics. When the paralegals sees "welfare," for example, he may
block everything else out. He won't be able to interrelate the
substantive law areas in one particular Client story because of
the isolated uay in which the overview method taught him the sub-
stantivelare.

.
The ease analLIsis method is designed to try to overcome this

problem. 'Suppose that there ar.e five substantive law topics
(A to fl that the office wants to give the paralegals training in.
Fad, of the five topics, has 150 sub-topics or units that need to
he covered. Instead of covering the 156 units from beginning to
end in each topic f (a grand total of 750 units: 5 x 150), the case
analysis method could develop a series of. bypotheticals (Or real,
Or semi-real) fact situations that would call for some training in
for example, 20 -Units of "A", 25 units of "B", 20 units "C" etc..
Each nei% fact situation would call for re-training in some of the
twits covered in prior hypotheticals and would call fgr new
training in units that %vete not covered in the prior hypotheticals.
When it is over, all 750 units of the five substantive law topics
will have been covered.

For example, suppose that the five substantive law topic ar.e
wel fare law (A) , consumer law (B), landlord tenant law (C) ,
divorce law {0) and adoption law (-E). tThe- sub-Itopics or units
under each of these five topics would be items such as "how to
'apply," "filling out the complaint ," "serving- the papers,"
'-'special- forms," etc: Some of the units will be the same under
all Ike (e.g., service, investigationetc.) bgt most of the units
for each Of the five topics' will be different since the sub-
stanti lah provisions of each of the five topics are basically
di If erenti. ,

a
FIRST IIVPOTHITICAL: Involves a fact situation that raises problems
under B and C. In order to. neat these topics under these facts.,_
suppose that the trainer needs to provide training in--2-2tiiits of
B and " units of C. He does so.

srcoNt) IlYPO,T111111CAL: Involves a'nel fact situation that raises'
problems in B, D and F. To treat these topics, the trainer may .

need to cover 13 units of D an-.1 28 units of E. To get at the
R topic, the trainer needs to recover 16 of the 22 units that were
originally reared in the first hypthetical and then cover 12 new
units gf IL Hence by the end. of the second hypothetical., the
tra i ner has covered 34 units of 13 (22 +12)., Subsequent hypothet -
icalS will continue to build on this until all of the units are
covered. 18 2,

. I
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The danger, of course, with the case analysis method is that
the trainee will become confused. While trying to get the benefit.
from the .case analysis method (i.e.,seeing the interrelatedness of
substantive law topics), the trainee will lose the' benefit of the.
overview method (i.e. seeing the entirety of indiVidual subsfan-
tive law topics). There are two answers to this valid objection:

1

(A) If the training in the case armlysid method is
done well, there will be minimal confution.
If the fact situations are carefully con=
structed, coherence will not be lost. If the
trainer goes batk over the Units covered in
prior hypotheticals to insure that everyone
is with him before treating the new units on
the hypothetical currently under eamination,
the progress will, be plainly. visible.

(B) It's worth trying the caseamalysiS method even
if some confusion does result. The value of
the case analysis method is so strong, that it's
worth taking the risks that it entails. The .

trainer should not expect that he will cover
-everything. It's appropriate for hiM to'leive
some units unclear until the paTalegal gets on-
the job when-he will be better able to fit the
pieces together..

To, he sure, the case analysis method may take more time and thought
than the overview method. It is Urged; however, that it lie
attempted. Once someone does an,effective curricula design, it
will- always be available for re-use in later training programs.

Section D. Systems

Under the systems approach to teaching substantive law topics,
the emphasis is gn the development of flow-charts, checklistS and
forms. Divorce law, for example, is "stream-lined" into a series
of tasks that may involye more than one paralegal and more thin
one attorney on any given case. Elaborate checklistS and manuals
are available to everyone along the line. Teaching divorce law,
therefore, is teaching how the pai-alegal tits into the system of
delivering legal services on divoice cases. 1

Considerable work needs to be done to develop the system before
it is taught. The system starts with the clients coming in the door.
A. form is filled out by a -paralegal giving certain information.
The system has some way of crosschecking the validity of the infor-
mation on the torm. For example, it is reviewed briefly by another
paralegal or by an.attorney. Then the next step in the system
takes place. If it is document gathering, then there.is a desig,
hated way of going about'ihis. Certain Cites exist where the docu-
ments are to be kept and recorded. Someone in the Office ,has_the
responsibility to periodically review the document file. The
system proceeds thrioughout.the steps involved in this manner until
the case 183
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The systems method is designed to overcome the problem of one

person working on one case entirely with no one else in the office

knbwing the current status of the case or knowing if what has been

done in the case thus far has been done properly. Without a

systems approach, cases_became buried in the maze and no one is

aware of what is happening until a crisis arises.

0
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Chapter Twenty-One

The "Sao \Learner

If youlook at a group of ten'trainees, you often will
find the following rough breakdow : two will be excellent,
six_ will be average to fair and tw will be poor: -How do.you
deal .with the middle and bottom of e.spectrum?

.Some of the issues in this chapt f may appear to be unre-
lated to the process of training. Thes issues must be con-
fronted, however, before the training pr gram is over, in
fairness to the trainees involved and th entire office.
Furthermore, it is submitted that all of these issues are
Within the domain Of the trainer. He cannot\adsume that the
recruiters have brought him trainees who'are \all ready,
willing and able to fit intofhis training scheMe. Part of
the trainer's responsibility is to develop or inspire readi-
.neis,-willingneSs and ability. He cannot, of coarse, be
expected to perform miracles. He can, however, be required
to assess the progresS of each trainee from anuaiber of
perSpectives. He must be %uhed into the total picture,

-=which means that he must-temetimee-iook beyond the four walls
of the classr?bM.

4

Fifst of all, the trainer needs to tryto define wha
the problem of the slow,learner is, and indeed, whether a .
problem exists at 'all.

Does the trainee reall y pant to. be `there?

Has this trainee been improperly recruited? Is it lees
question of a lack of ability than of a lack of interest in
(a) the.training program or (b) being a. paralegal? At.Some
Point, it is appropriate to put'this question to the trainee.
He will appreciate honesty with tact. Point out to the
trainee the signs that everything is hot going as it 9fould.
Cut through the rationlization and "bull" and ask the trainee:
is this something you want to do; do you really want-to be
here?. .

.

Are there unavoidable outside interPrjnces?
.

If a traineelis a mother with six kids, who is raising
them on her own, its very likely that this trainee may have
.trouble getting tb.the training session at 9AM everyday and
that she may not be able to find time to do any "hoMework."

illow much atcommodation can you make? Clearly, you do not
want to by-pass,alpotentially excellent paralegal if it can
be avoided. It may be that the dutside situation is so Im-
possible that termination is.the only alternative. There
are several tests\tnat you "PairapplY to determine whethea.

185
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less drastic alternative should be explored;

a. HaS thiS trainee demonstrated ability.or
ire you still unsure ?

b. Do you reasonably suspect that this trainee
is using the outside problems as an excuse?

c. Does this trainee,need all of the training
that you have mapped out?

d. Askthis trainee to make a list of the times
during-the week when she is available for
training and determine whether any special

. tutoring.is possible during theSe times.

e. Are the outside probleds permanent, or,is
it reasonable to expect that they will be
solved or aheliorated in the not-too-distant
future?

T. Can you develop any self=study materials
for thiS trainee to use on herlown?

.

. .

Does the .trainee need some preliminaries that your training
progra/i can't provide?

II the trainee has trouble understanding:or sOeaking
English, the training program may be beyond her unless you
can make a language class available as went. Does yOur
training program require any degree of proficiency in read-
ing and writing? Dods the training program have the capacity,
to train people in these skills? If not, thentrainees who
do not come to the program already equipped to perform at

. the level of proficiency required are obviously wasting their
time.

Ig'the trainer "threatening" the trainee?

Without knowing or intending it, the trainer nlay be
"threatening" the trainee, not in the sense of violence,
but in the sense of approadh, manner and style. If the
trainer-is-overpowering, he may be establishing lines_of-
communication only with equally overpowering trainees.

I It the trainer is not faithful to the.philbsophy oZ
learnerfocused_training, he r_uns.-the- risk of leaving no
room in Which the trainee-al-feel comfortable, The
trainer might be-set-di-rig out subtle messages that he "likes"
articulate-tfilnees and,dopsn't"like" inarticulate ones.
There-is no better way to turn ofT.a,large segment of the i

---- class. The trainer Must be versatile in more than one
level'ef communication. He must be able to listen. He
must be able.to determine how different people get started.
One student mayiwant to be left alone for a period of time

1 8 ti
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(..;
during which he will assess what is happening. Another will
feel left out if he is not recognized very early. Some are
frightened to volunteer until they are sure that they won''t
be crushed by fellow trainees or by the trainer. Some need
to talk and work in conjunctiOn with certain types of ,fellowN
trainees. If the trainer is not tuned into such realities,
he may be very "threatening" indeed.

The key, to dealing with the problem trainee is to take
the-time to find;hiS own particular strong points and to.
build on them:-

1. What do they like to talk about? 4

2. What are some of their. past experiences
that 'they are proud of?

3. In what setting are, they comfortable?

Locate such areas and use them as -a starting point.

Make a special effort to try different approaches:

1. Individual tutoring by the trainer;

2. Individual tutoring by a fellow trainee .

who is more advanced anyihcr-hiis- a *fac11-
. ity in dealing with. - people,;

3. Ask the problem trainee to prepare a. topic
to teach the rest of the class (e.g. , after
you have covered a topic in class, tell the
trainee that you would like him to teach
the same topic during'part of the next
day); be sure that you and the Other trainees
are very supportive;

4.4 ASc thrs trainee to take a different seat
in the classroom if this might help 'to
provide a change in perspective;

5. ,Involve this trainee in role-playing exper-
tendes that he can be comfortable with.

187
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Chapter Twenty-Two

Evaluation of the Training_Program

The evaluation should be multi-leveled. There should be 1

evaluations made by:

1. the tr'ainer(s)
2. the trainees
3. the office director
4, the office attorneys

The evaluation of the training program should be designed TO FEED.
BACK INFORMATION TO-THE-PROGRAM SO THAT THE REMAINDER OF THIS
TRAINING CYCLE AND THE NEXT ?RAINING PROGRAM WILL BE A BETTER ONE.

o
The evaluation should bestructured along the lines of the

following questions:.

1. What -were my original conception'S of the
goals of the training program?

"

2. Did I sense a change in the goals'at'ahy
point? If'so, from whom? What changes?

. 1. What was the original approach taken to
accomplish theSe/oals?

4. Was there-a shift 'in this approach? If

so, on whose behalf? What charges?

S. What I got out of the training program?

6. What did I contribute to the training
program?

7: Where was the trainingprogram strong and
. why?

8. Could these strong Points have been made
even stronger; Ifso, how?

-9. Where was the training program s elk and why?

10. Could these weak points have been avoided?
If so, where and how?

. .

11. Niat should the next training program look
'like?

12. Wire the original goals accomplished? How?'
How not? Should there have been different
-goals?

:
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13. Which trainees did well and why?

14. Which trainees did poorly and why?

1S. Which trainers did well and why?

16. Which trainerA did poorly and why?

17. etc.
f 0

When shbuld the evaluation take place? or the'trainer(S),3
he should write down his evaluation during th 'middle and)at the
end of the training prograM. The same is true of the trainees.
The director of the office should evaluate it at the end of the
training program and should see to iot that the other evaluation .
reports are fed to him and_ distributed by him periodically.

$

0

How much time Should- the evaluation take? They should qot
take more than twenty to thirty minutes to write IF EACH PER ON
WHO IS ASKED TO WRITE AN EVALUATION IS GIVEN A FORM WHICH CLEARLY
INDNATES WHAT JUDGMENTS ARE REQUIRED. Long narratives are usually
not productive and are very tike-consuming. The "form" approach
is quicker andore to the point.

To be sure, a definitive evaluation will have to deal with
the 'question of how well or how Oporly the paralegals are doing
on the job as as a result elf the strengths and weaknesses of the
training grogram. Must it be said, for example, that the level

I
ofperformance of the paralegals was achieved in spite of the
training program? Answers. to such questions are obviously very
difficult eo achieve. A,computer may be needed to deal with the
issues involved. There 'are too many complex variables. ,Instead'
of this kind of evaluation, however,. it is recommended tHaq the
office stay with a descriptive evaluation rather than'worrying about
a cause- effect evaluation. It's more practical to describe, to
the best pne-2-1--ability, what one was trying 'to do and what one
saw happen,ulth an eye "toward feed -back to the program of useful
information. This information will either be used to help re-
structure the training program while it is, in progress or it will
ihelp to restructure the net training program.'

In fairness to the paralegals, Ole evaluation should be,
thorough. A comprehenSive evaluation is essential to making the
case that paralegals are valuable asset to_a legal service offide.
If the results of a good sophisticated) evaluation lead to a -

different Lonclusion, then the paralegals need to know this as well
before making a major.invstment to the program,(or an even greater
investment beyond the training program). This is also to say that
the evaluation must .be INDIVIDUAL as well as general. Each trainee
shoqld know her fie,stabds ST the beginning, middle and end of the
training program. .What are his strong and weak points? What areas
need further work tend what plans will the office make to assist this
traily?

183i O
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Unfortunately, most paralegal training programs (as,well as
most paralegal programs generally,) are never evaluated. People
in the office are only:able to make rough evaluations ("We like.
him." "He's not motivated."' "He's not. trained." eta) There is
however, no 'real sense, of what such "evaluations" entail. No one
tali-es the 'time to detOmine yhht, has happened and what is happening.
It makes good ,sense to, design and implement a fatijonal evaluation
of the training prograM. 1

1'
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Admipistrative,Advocaty
.

(Formal hearings) 68, 77ff.,
84ff.

f.
.

Administ'rAive Advocacy
(InfOrmal) 67ff., 86

AdvoCcy (defftition of) 3
.

AdVocacy (how ,to tr'ain in) 12ff., 30ff.

Advocacy (see Self-Advocacy)

Advocacy Skills (identification
.
pt)

Agen*es:(understanding
I he workings of)-

Appeal (of a Hearing
Decision)..

., Bias.
.

, .

Bureauracies and .

BureaucratS
A

Client (as advocate)

1 Clinical Education (for
Paralegals) .

,

=

12ff., 30ff.

57

96, 106

80

4

,
, .

.

.

67 ,' 72ff.;
98ff..

61

20ff.., 60f.

,Community Education 11:3
.

Constitutional taw' 78; 8'0

Cross-Examination (at Hearings) 78, 93ff.

'Direct Examinition (at Hearings) 93ff,

"Documents (in connection with
',hearings 87fr.', 9Aff.

*, .1/rafting 107ff.

Evaluation (of advocacy skills) 16., 41ff.,
57ffti 91

Evaluation (of office) . 7ff., 19_

Evaluation (of training) 1,0, 75,
131ff.
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137,

'Evidence :64, 68,
77f. 87,
92ff..

Fact Verification (See. Also
Investigation) 62.ff. ..

1
. .

Hearing (defined) 68,.77fE.,.
g4ff..

- ,

Hearsay . 96

lInterpretai'iom of Rules and
Regulations . . 102, 10Sff.

Interviewing 52ff., 109
. ,.

r

Investigation (teaching of) 20, 590.,
86ff.

,

Issue Identification (see
listings. under ProbleM Identification)

Law Libraries (Use. af) . 103ff.

. Learner-Focused Training. 12ff., 3Off.

.
47 -, 58

. 68,...,84,

Legal Research I03fE.

Manuals (the writing. of) ' :21', 24ff.,
. ...', "-54, 56,

57, 58,
60, 61, .

%65,-68,
75, 104. .

Objections (made at the
Hetring) 96ff,

On the Job Training see
Clinical Idutafion'for Paralegals

A

Paralegal (definition of) 2

V.

Preparing for a Hearing rJE..

Pre'veqive Law 113

Problem Identification 70, 78ff.;
81ff., 86ff.

Protedural Due Process 78ff.
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Re-Difect'ExamiRatien 93ff.

Relevancy (of Evidence) : .... 4...., 64, 82,
92 ''...

".

Kole -Playing'
.

20, 45ff.,
,%, S2ff.i 65,.

7S, 79,
84, 89,

e 99 .

Self-Advocacy 3, 16,
30,, S9,
68, 113ff.

Skills (see listings under
Advocay,.rnierviewing.
Investigation, Writing)

Substantive Ilaw (training
in) 18,,, 19

23, 103,.

SupSupepisiOn 9)6 paralegals) ,

, \
D

123ff.

IS 21,
28,

,

7S,
83, 86,
89, 103,

. Trainees' (as trainers) (See
also listings under Learner-
Focused Training)

. 118ff,

Trainees (slow learners) 33, 107ff.,
128ff.

Trainer (definition and .

,
characteristics of) ti 2, 18ff.,

129ff.

Training (inservice) 23ff.

Training (kinds of) 3, 5ff.,
12ff.

Training (learner-focused.
.methodology) 12ff., 30ff.

',, 47

Training (pre-service) 22ff. .

'Training (situs of) Sff.

19'4.

.
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Training Program (design of) Sff.; ?ff.,
20ff:, 4Sff.
tliff., 79

77,-78;
81, 84ff.

'S9'ff., -7i,
4 82, 87,

r...

89ff.

Welfare Hearings

--

Witnesses

Writing (see Drafting)

41,
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SUMMA R
OF ADVOCACY SKILLS

. CHECKLIST

I THRESHOLD CONCERNS
1. Defining Your Goals in Order of Priorities I

2. Deciding When., to Intervene
3. Determining Whe,ther you are Taking it all too Personally

II ADVOCACY-PRESSURE SKILLS

.1. Cards on the Table
2. Service_
3. Ask lot: Authorization
4. Chairi of Command
5. Insist on Common Sense

I,
6 Find the Points of Compromise

Uncover -the Healm of Discretion
8. DernOnstrate the Exception
9.. Cite.the Law

10: Interpret the LaW
.11. Buddy
12:- Make Clear that the Case is Important to You
13, Redefine the Problem
14. D6 a Favor 5

15. Third Party as Your -Advocate
16. :Support pf -Third Party
17. PreaCh

18, Embarrassnient
.19. Anger, .

.111 EVALUATE THE SKILLS USED .

1. Are .you making yourself Clear?
2. Are you creating more problerni than you are solving?

. 3. Are you accomplishing'your goal?

IV' ADAPTATION:
'Are.you flexible enough to shift your technique?

V RECORDING
,1. Describe what you saw.
2. Describe what-youdid,
3., What verification or dbmimentation did you make or come

across?'
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